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Abstract 

Additive manufacturing (AM) is making a significant breakthrough including osseointegration 

implants used in biomedical applications and heat transfer-cooling channels used in aerospace 

applications. Most functional osseointegrated implants and cooling channels require a surface 

roughness of 0.5 µm -1.5 µm, with the current state-of-the-art of AM, it is non-viable to achieve 

this extent surface finish. However, early-stage research revealed that these implants' 

biocompatibility and load-bearing capabilities could be enhanced by designing/modifying 

and/or tailoring the surface roughness to greater than 4 µm (up to 100 µm in dental implants). 

Similar certain (higher) surface roughness induced by intentional porosities adds more benefits 

for extracting heat from cooling and maintaining the structural integrity of rocket engines and 

other aerospace-related applications. Additionally, the surface quality of acetabular and tibial 

knee augments ortho implant's external surface is different from internal surfaces. To design 

or tailor the desired roughness levels, it is imperative to understand the complex surface 

topography fingerprint that emerges on various external and internal AM surfaces. The laser 

powder bed fusion (LPBF) process is a type of metal AM process which uses a laser energy 

source to selectively melt the predefined contours of thousands of minuscule layers of the 

powder bed layer-by-layer; generating complex surface topography. This complex surface 

topography of metal AM presents a new challenge for conventional surface quality 

characterisation or surface texture metrology as the surface quality of AM surfaces is not trivial 

like conventional surfaces. The complex surface topography of various metal AM surfaces is 

formed by the virtue of diverse metallurgical defects and surface asperities, such as balling, 

porosities, cracks, staircase effect, spatters and adhered un-melted or partially melted particles 

which impart poor surface quality. As a result of this substandard final part quality, LPBF 

components fail to meet compliance with industrial standards. It is paramount to address the 

emergence of these defects and asperities, but very limited research is available addressing the 

emergence of metallurgical defects and surface asperities. Conventional surface texture 

metrology is predominantly focused to characterise the overall surface topographical 

asperities data of the whole measured region by a limited set of scalar values. Ra/Sa lacks 

characterising the diverse surface topographical features (metallurgical defects and surface 

asperities) and fails to interpret the functional performance. Also, the conventional texture 

parameters (Ra/Sa) are not intending to provide information about the individualities present 

on the surface nor the spatial distributions. Also, good practice to characterise and correlate 

the individual defect or asperity (including quantification of particle features) with a suitable 

surface texture parameter is clearly missing. More importantly, it is incomprehensible to 
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characterise and correlate this plethora of defects and anomalies with just one profile/areal 

surface texture height parameter (Ra/Sa). For example, a widely used Ra/Sa parameter is not 

suitable or applicable to characterise, correlate and or quantify the particle features (spatters, 

un-melted or partially melted particles) formed on various LPBF surfaces. Furthermore, the 

elaborate geometries of internal surfaces promote a significant challenge for measurement and 

characterisation, concurrently post-processing alone is not sufficient to improve the internal 

surface quality. Establishing an advanced surface texture characterisation tool for complex 

metal AM surfaces is a prerequisite. 

The research developed within this thesis contributes to the novel characterisation and 

quantification of diverse metallurgical defects and various surface asperities which emerge on 

both external and internal surfaces of bespoke metal AM artefacts built with varying inclination 

angles. The individual surface defects and asperities are then correlated with an array of 

suitable areal surface texture parameters described in ISO 25178-2, and newly proposed 

particle analysis for quantifying the particle features. Based on the areal surface texture 

characterisation, height parameters Sa and Sq, and spatial parameter Sal were suitable to 

characterise the staircase effect, while hybrid parameters Sdq, Sdr, feature parameter Spd and 

functional parameter Vmp were appropriate to characterise the particle features (spatters, un-

melted/partially melted particles). Particle analysis is applicable to quantify the particle 

features. The experimental investigation and prediction model established a strong correlation 

between final surface quality and varying inclination angles. The research also found that the 

location of AM part on the build platform and the laser incidence angle significantly influence 

the final surface quality. A comprehensive statistical analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed 

the presence of a statistical significance of inclinations angles, build orientations and the type 

of surfaces on the resultant surface quality.  

The critical LPBF parameters deemed mainly responsible for designing/optimising the final 

surface quality are laser power, hatch spacing, layer thickness, point distance, and exposure 

time. Therefore, sincere efforts have been made to design and optimise the critical parameters 

to achieve (tailor) lower or desired final surface quality by using the Taguchi design of 

experiments (TDOE). The impact (percentage contribution) of individual critical parameters 

on the resultant surface quality was examined by ANOVA. The results found that the hatch 

spacing and point distance were the main contributing factors to the top surface quality, while 

exposure time and point distance were the dominant factors responsible for the side surface 

quality. Confirmation experiments were conducted to validate the statistically predicted 

parametric combinations and compare them with the industrial default settings. The results 
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demonstrated that the lower or desired final surface quality can be achieved/tailored by 

optimising the critical parameters. Additionally, the diverse metallurgical defects and surface 

asperities that emerged on 25 different top and side surfaces were systematically characterised. 

To complement surface texture characterisation and TDOE optimisation, the influence of 

different build orientations on the surface quality, microstructure and mechanical properties 

was studied. Horizontally-oriented samples displayed higher tensile strength and superior 

fatigue life, due to refined microstructure and smaller defects whereas the presence of oxide 

inclusions, bigger defects and asperities in vertically-oriented samples resulted in poor 

performance under both static and dynamic loading conditions. This complimentary research 

investigation concluded that build orientations significantly influenced the surface quality and 

mechanical properties especially the tensile and fatigue performance of LPBF dog-bone 

samples. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

This chapter is dedicated to briefly introducing the background and the motivation of this thesis. 

The main goal and the specific objectives are presented in this section. A part of this chapter is 

published as a review paper [1] 

1.1 Background and motivation 

The creation of a 3D object by layer-by-layer additive approach was first developed in the early 

1980s under the name of Rapid Prototyping (RP). The primary purpose of RP development was a 

faster fabrication by layers consolidation of raw materials using a 3D computer-aided design 

(CAD) model [2-4]. In the initial stages, RP was used to create a model and prototype physical 

parts or an assembly, offering quick realisation for researchers and engineers of manufacturing 

novel complex objects they had envisioned [4]. The RP technique was one of the advanced 

fabrication processes that finally culminated in Additive Manufacturing which is adopted in this 

research for the production of 3D physical parts built in minuscule layers from a CAD model 

without using any supporting tools [4,5]. The essential advances of AM process are the design & 

development and production of intricate parts with a substantial reduction in both lead time and 

cost, which is facilitated by the increased human intervention and the process optimisation of the 

production cycle, thereby, ensuring the fabrication of any envisaged part which is otherwise highly 

unlikely to produce using other conventional processes [5,6]. AM enables the complimentary 

unsurpassed benefits like reducing feedstock materials by recycling, and conservation of the 

environment by creating eco-friendly products for lean manufacturing [7]. Recent research from 

major companies like Airbus, Boeing, General Electrics, and Siemens have implemented the actual 

use of AM to fabricate over 100 types of functional spare parts, including gas turbine components, 

with an estimated reduction in repair time close to 90% in certain instances [8]. Another 

collaborative study conducted by Airbus and other popular automotive and aerospace part 

manufacturers in the UK revealed that significant time and material can be saved. For example, 

the fabrication of the titanium bracket was completed in just 40 minutes by AM compared to the 

four hours needed in conventional machining, simultaneously reducing the cutting material usage 

by 50% [8].  

AM is gaining more popularity as a fabrication method rather than just a prototyping technique 

among the industrial, research and academic fraternity because, in addition to a single material, 
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fabrication of the concurrent assemblage of multiple material parts presents new opportunities in 

the design and development of complex multi-range bionics, functionally graded materials, light-

weight parts, cellular and lattice-type structures with improved efficiency and optimised 

topographies which are used in aerospace, electronics, biomedical, powerplant, and automotive 

industry applications [9-11]. Amongst all, one advantage that stands out from this complex design 

approach is the potential to create small internal geometry channels and passageways that are 

particularly useful for cooling in high-temperature heat flux applications such as liquid rocket 

engines, gas turbine aerofoils and electronics [1]. However, the higher benefits of AM present 

more challenges in terms of surface quality, microstructure, and mechanical properties, eventually 

affecting AM components' functional performance. 

Despite possessing the vast advantages of indefinite geometrical freedom and minimal material 

wastage, AM is not completely established to meet compliance with industrial standards as it still 

suffers from substandard surface quality and poor dimensional tolerance. It is necessary to have a 

strong understanding of AM parameters’ influence on the resultant surface quality [12]. A 

comprehensive knowledge of AM enables the fabrication of load-critical parts with enhanced 

surface integrity [13]. The surface quality of the load-bearing AM parts is crucial in certain 

biomedical and aerospace applications requiring surface roughness of <1.5µm to avoid premature 

failure from the surface-initiated cracking under mechanical loading [14, 15]. However, it is 

difficult to improve the surface quality infinitely by optimising the metal AM process alone but 

early studies have shown that tailoring/modifying the surface roughness to greater than 4µm (up 

to 100µm in dentistry) enhances biocompatibility and load-bearing capacity of osseointegrated 

implants in biomedical applications. Likewise, certain higher roughness helped to extract heat 

from regenerative cooling in aerospace applications [14-16]. To design/tailor the desired 

roughness levels, it is imperative to understand the complex surface topography comprised of 

diverse metallurgical defects and surface irregularities, such as balling, porosities, cracks, staircase 

effect, spatters and adhered un-melted or partially-melted particles, which impart poor surface 

quality on various metal AM surfaces. Additionally, the build orientations, position of the AM part 

on the substrate, and laser beam incidence angle are other factors that strongly influence the final 

surface quality. It is important to note that very limited research is available addressing the 

emergence of metallurgical defects and surface asperities. Also, good practice to characterise and 

correlate the individual defect or asperity (including quantification of particle features) concerned 
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with suitable areal surface texture parameters is completely missing. More importantly, it is 

incomprehensible to characterise and correlate this plethora of defects and anomalies with just one 

profile/areal surface texture height parameter (Ra/Sa). For example, a widely used Ra/Sa 

parameter is unsuitable or applicable to characterise, correlate and quantify the particle features 

(spatters, un-melted or partially melted particles) formed on various metal AM surfaces. The 

complex geometry of internal surfaces is a major concern for measurement, characterisation, and 

post-processing. Hence, it is paramount to gain insights into internal AM surfaces. For example, 

the acetabular implant's external surface is different from the internal surface, same with tibial 

augments of knee implants: the internal surface is rougher while the external surface is smoother. 

Moreover, post-processing alone is not sufficient to improve internal geometrical surface quality. 

1.2 Identification of research knowledge gaps 

Despite AM being capable of building the most complicated dimensional parts, which in most 

cases are considered impossible in traditional processes, surface quality is one critical limitation 

or a key challenge that is highly worth overcoming for the rapid progress of the metal AM process 

[17]. In general, most of the properties of the materials are indeed considered the standard surface 

properties of mechanical products. For example, fatigue, cracking, friction and wear, oxidation, 

abrasion, adhesion and bonding, erosion etc., are all influenced by the surface properties, as surface 

quality plays a vital role in determining the final part quality and functional performance of many 

engineering applications including AM parts [17-21]. Some of the major contributors accountable 

for poor surface quality or rougher surface finish of metal AM parts are: firstly, the process itself 

induces higher surface roughness as it undergoes a very complex thermophysical mechanism and 

kinetic phenomena during the layer-by-layer building process;  secondly, the proper selection 

amongst the diverse AM process parameters plays their part in imparting unique anisotropic 

fingerprint on surface features generating poor surface quality [18,22]; and finally, miscellaneous 

factors such as lower process resolution of building part/artefact and layering effects, supporting 

structures, feedstock materials quality, packing density, morphology, rheology contribute towards 

the substandard surface quality [18,22,23]. Therefore, the surface quality of AM parts is perceived 

to be unpredictable and uncontrollable. The individual or the combination of these three 

circumstances yields strong surface characteristics inherent to the metal AM process, which is 

usually dominated by the number of metallurgical defects (e.g., balling, porosities, cracks, 

denudation, etc.) and associated surface asperities (staircase effect, spatters, un-melted and 
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partially melted particles) or irregularities [1]. The formation of different types of process-related 

defects and/or surface asperities depends on the type of part/artefact being built, the laser angle of 

incidence relative to the build platform, and the kind of metal AM processes employed [2]. 

The metallurgical defects and asperities that form on the AM surface during the fabrication process 

tend to act as a nucleation site for crack initiation and corrosion, as they promote premature failure 

subjected to mechanical loading conditions, eventually restricting the AM applications of 

functional AM components [17,24]. Furthermore, the surface properties also contribute to the 

impact of the part aesthetics (shiny or matte), and other functional attributes such as sealing, 

lubrication, thermal conductivity and electrical conductivity, light reflection, fluid dynamics, and 

mating, etc. [7,25,26]. As a result of poor surface finish, AM components fail to fulfil the industrial 

standard, which is a major concern that needs to be resolved in a timely manner. The surface 

quality of AM components is regarded below par as compared to conventional processed parts 

[27]. The surface quality is one of the crucial properties that determine the part functionality. It is 

well acknowledged that surface quality contributes up to 10% of the part failure rate in 

conventionally processed parts [28]. However, this is estimated to be even higher in the case of 

AM-fabricated parts [29]. To overcome this surface quality deficiency and thereby, satisfy the 

industrial standard accuracy in terms of dimensional tolerance and near-net shape, AM-built 

components need to undergo one or the other form of surface finishing or additional post-

processing treatments. Post-processing is usually expensive, labour-intensive, and time-

consuming [27]. Improving surface quality not just saves money and time but also reduces the 

environmental impact [30]. 

To tailor or enhance the surface quality to the desired levels, it is paramount to understand the 

suitable existing metrology techniques and appropriate best practices applied for the precise 

measurement, characterisation and quantification of surface roughness to ensure compliance with 

functional hallmarks of industrial standards. Moreover, to gain insights into surface properties and 

ultimately achieve better final part quality, it is of utmost importance to peruse AM fabricated 

part’s physical and chemical characteristics. Surface texture metrology is beneficial to tailor or 

achieve the desired surface quality by optimising the fabricating processes as well as the fabricated 

part functionality [31]. The lack of fundamental knowledge about the functional importance of 

various surface properties correlating with areal surface texture parameters is one of the essential 

issues that need to be addressed. The AM surface quality evaluation is considered a 3D analysis in 
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micro and nanoscales, which is functionally important. Many researchers in the widely available 

literature have used basic and standard procedures for surface quality characterisation, but are 

unable to fully address the characteristics of AM surfaces. A thorough investigation of the 

emergence of various surface asperities on different AM surfaces built with varying inclination 

angles is missing.  Also, the characterisation and quantification of a plethora of defects, surface 

asperities, and the correlation of these individual defects, asperities with the suitable areal surface 

texture parameters are lacking. The previous research is mainly limited to height parameters while 

evaluating the surface quality of AM surfaces. However, it is essential to note that other parameters 

defined in ISO 25178-2 [32] provide the necessary information useful to understand the functional 

behaviour of AM surfaces in used in various aerospace, biomedical, transportation and marine 

applications. The research on the functional importance of asperities-induced surface quality is 

generally very limited. Areal surface texture analysis offers more opportunities than studying 

profiles. 

In addition to external surface properties, the surface quality of AM components’ internal 

geometries encompassing elaborate surfaces is paramount. The complex geometry of internal 

surfaces poses a significant challenge for post-processing. Also, post-processing alone is not 

sufficient to improve the surface quality, microstructure characteristics and mechanical properties 

of internal geometries [12,33]. There is a considerable amount of literature available pertaining to 

basic surface texture measurement and characterisation of external surfaces. Still, research specific 

to investigating the surface quality of AM internal surfaces is scarce. Many researchers in the 

public literature have fabricated only a few basic cubes and/or existing standard artefacts using a 

limited set of parameters while evaluating the surface characteristics prediction and statistical 

parametric optimisation of critical AM process parameters [34-38]. Additionally, minimal research 

is carried out to examine the influencing factors like varying build inclination angles, laser beam 

incidence angle, position on AM part on the build plate, build orientations, percentage contribution 

of individual critical process parameter, existence of statistical significance of different type of 

surfaces, various surface inclinations and orientations on the resultant surface quality. 

1.3 Aim and objectives 

This PhD research aim is to systematically characterise and quantify the diverse metallurgical 

defects and surface asperities that emerge on different LPBF external and internal surfaces and 

correlate them with the suitable areal surface texture parameters described in ISO-25178-2. 
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The main objective(s) of this PhD are:  

1. To characterise the emergence of diverse metallurgical defects and surface asperities 

emerge on the LPBF flat, vertical and inclined surfaces built with varying inclination 

angles, and correlate them with the suitable array of areal surface texture height, spatial, 

hybrid, functional and feature parameters, including quantification of particle features 

using newly developed particle analysis as per ISO 25178-2.  

2. To characterise and correlate the surface quality of both longitudinal and latitudinal 

external and internal surfaces with the array of areal surface texture height and hybrid 

parameters, and quantify feature-based particle analysis as per ISO 25178-2. 

3. To investigate the importance of laser beam incidence angle, and location of AM part on 

the build platform relating to final surface quality. Also, examine the statistical significance 

of inclinations angles, build orientations and the type of surfaces on the resultant surface 

quality by using ANOVA. 

4. To optimise the LPBF critical parameters by Taguchi DOE, and examine the impact of 

individual critical parameters by ANOVA, which can act as a design guideline to reduce 

or tailor metallurgical defects and surface asperities, thereby achieving lower or desired 

surface quality. The 25 different top and 25 different side surfaces were characterised. 

5. Complimentary to the surface quality characterisation and process optimisation, the 

influence of different build orientations on the final surface quality, microstructure 

characteristics and the mechanical performance of LPBF components were studied. 

1.4 Organisation of the thesis 

Chapter 1 enlightens the background of AM, introduction to various aspects responsible for the 

metal AM final quality, identifies the research knowledge gaps, the motivation for this research 

and the main aims and objectives.  

Chapter 2 is the literature review which is organised into six sub-sections: (i) the primary 

subsection 2.1 provides the fundamentals of AM and LPBF processes, Steels in AM/LPBF and 

their applications; (ii) sub-section 2.2 is devoted to a critical review of process-induced diverse 

metallurgical defects and surface asperities that are responsible for the substandard surface quality, 

microstructure and mechanical properties of metal AM components; (iii) sub-section 2.3 presents 

importance of metal AM surface quality, introduces to surface texture metrology, provides 
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comprehensive review of influencing factors such as critical process parameters, scan strategies, 

varying inclination angles, building orientations on the complex metal AM surface topographies, 

and explores the surface texture measurement and characterisation of various metal AM surface 

topographies, (iv) sub-section 2.4 is related to an in-depth review to gain insights into the metal 

AM process critical parametric optimization by statistical tools such as Taguchi DOE and ANOVA 

to achieve lower or desired top and side surface quality, (v) sub-section 2.5 is dedicated to 

understanding the microstructure characteristics, tensile and fatigue properties of metal AM 

components built with different building orientations, including the impact of various post-process 

treatments on metal AM surface quality. Finally, sub-section 2.6 presents the summary. 

Chapter 3 provides the comprehensive details, including the rationale behind the emergence of 

diverse metallurgical defects and surface asperities on different up-skin and down-skin surfaces of 

the Truncheon artefact built with varying inclination angles. More importantly, the diverse defects 

and asperities are individually characterised and correlated with an appropriate array of areal 

surface texture (height, spatial, hybrid, functional, feature) parameters described in ISO 25178-2, 

including the newly developed particle analysis to quantify the particle features; balling, spatters, 

un-melted, partially melted particles. 

Chapter 4 comprehensively characterises a plethora of metallurgical defects and surface asperities 

formed on the longitudinal and latitudinal facets of both external and internal up-skin and down-

skin surfaces of an LPBF ball artefact, and correlate them with surface texture height parameters, 

hybrid parameters and feature-based particle analysis. A thorough examination was carried out to 

investigate the impact of the ball artefact position and laser beam incidence angle on the resultant 

surface quality. Finally, statistical ANOVA is presented to verify the existence of statistical 

significance between the latitudinal, longitudinal, external and internal up-skin and down-skin 

surfaces. 

Chapter 5 presents the LPBF process critical parameters optimisation and surface quality 

prediction using Taguchi DOE. Laser power, hatch spacing, layer thickness, point distance and 

exposure time are deemed to be the critical parameters in LPBF process fabrication. Hence, 

selecting these 5 critical parameters at 5 levels contributed to the L25 orthogonal array in TDOE, 

and the ANOVA determines the percentage contribution of each individual critical parameter on 

the final surface quality of hexagon artefacts’ top and side surfaces. The confirmation experiment 

results are ultimately verified to validate the predicted values and compared them with the default 
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industrial settings. The diverse surface topographical features that emerged on 25 different top and 

25 side surfaces were systematically characterised. 

The penultimate complimentary Chapter 6 explicitly dedicated to study the impact of various 

building orientations on the final surface quality, microstructure and mechanical performance of 

as-built LPBF dog bone samples. 

Chapter 7 is dedicated to presenting the conclusions and highlights of future work. 

1.5 Novelty and Originality of this PhD thesis 

The novelty and original findings of this PhD thesis are as follows, 

1. Developed a novel surface texture characterising toolbox to systematically characterise the 

diverse metallurgical defects and surface asperities that emerge on various metal AM 

external and internal surfaces built with varying inclination angles. 

2. Established a new paradigm to correlate these individual defects and asperities with an 

appropriate array of areal surface texture parameters, including quantifying the feature-

based particle analysis described in ISO-25178-2. 

3. Ascertained a strong correlation between the different build inclination angles and the final 

surface quality of various LPBF external and internal surfaces. 

4. Discovered the statistical significance of inclinations angles, build orientations and the type 

of surfaces on the resultant surface quality by using ANOVA. 

5. Determined that the location of the AM part on the build platform and the laser beam 

incidence angle were strongly responsible for the final surface quality. 

6. Demonstrated lower or desired surface quality could be achieved or tailored by optimising 

LPBF critical parameters using Taguchi DOE, and the impact (percentage contribution) of 

each critical parameter was quantified by ANOVA. Importantly, the diverse surface 

topographical features that emerged on 25 different top and 25 side surfaces were 

systematically characterised. 

7. Finally, identified that different build orientations present significant impact on the final 

surface quality, microstructure and mechanical properties of metal AM components. 
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Chapter 2 Literature review 

This chapter is assigned to report the in-depth literature review and the relevant current state-of-

the-art applicable to this PhD research. The chapter is organized into six sub-sections: (i) the 

primary subsection 2.1 provides the fundamentals of AM and LPBF processes, Steels in AM/LPBF 

and their applications; (ii) sub-section 2.2 is devoted to a critical review of process-induced diverse 

metallurgical defects and surface asperities that are responsible for the substandard surface quality, 

microstructure and mechanical properties of metal AM components; (iii) sub-section 2.3 presents 

importance of metal AM surface quality, introduces to surface texture metrology, provides 

comprehensive review of influencing factors such as critical process parameters, scan strategies, 

varying inclination angles, building orientations on the complex metal AM surface topographies, 

and explores the surface texture measurement and characterisation of various metal AM surface 

topographies, (iv) sub-section 2.4 is related to an in-depth review to gain insights into the metal 

AM process critical parametric optimization by statistical tools such as Taguchi DOE and ANOVA 

to achieve lower or desired top and side surface quality, (v) sub-section 2.5 is dedicated to 

understanding the microstructure characteristics, tensile and fatigue properties of metal AM 

components built with different building orientations, including the impact of various post-process 

treatments on metal AM surface quality. Finally, sub-section 2.6 presents the summary. 

 The major part of this chapter has been published, by the first author SR Narasimharaju, titled “A 

comprehensive review on laser powder bed fusion of steels: Processing, microstructure, defects 

and control methods, mechanical properties, current challenges and future trends” [1]. 

2.1 Additive manufacturing (AM) 

The AM process belongs to a group of technologies where the material is added rather than 

removed to create the finished product. Unlike the typical manufacturing process, which entails 

shaping or carving materials into the necessary end components by subtracting various elements 

from it [1]. In this context, AM is considered as the polar opposite; three-dimensional components 

are created directly from a 3D CAD file by the virtue an additive technique that involves depositing 

or melting consecutive layers of feedstock materials inside a closed chamber [1]. AM is considered 

as the direct manufacturing technology that gives freedom to fabricate parts from materials 

composed of metals, polymers, ceramics, and composites with complex features through external 

and internal layouts, in addition to reduced material consumption [39,40]. The feedstock materials 

used in AM process can be in the form of powder, wire, sheet, etc. [41,42]. AM process is often 
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described by other terms such as additive fabrication, additive technique, additive layer 

manufacturing, layer manufacturing, solid freeform fabrication and freeform fabrication [1,43].  

According to SmarTech Publishing’s latest metal AM report “Additive Manufacturing with Metal 

Powders 2018”, LPBF technology is one of the most used and studied AM methods [44]. Forecasts 

of AM technologies have been constantly driving the industry revenues resulting from hardware, 

materials, and software. This revenue growth is predicted (by Wohler’s report 2020) to be worth 

$US 25.5 billion in 2022, growing to $US 40.8 billion in 2024.  (see Figure 2.1) [45]. 

 

 

Figure 2. 1 Forecast of AM Industry growth (Wohler’s report 2020) [45] 

Metal AM technology has attracted many researchers and industries because of its distinctive 

applications. In recent years metal AM is used to fabricate end-use products of medical devices 

(dental restorations, medical implants), aerospace and military applications, and automobile 

industries and consumer applications [46] (see Figures 2.2a & b). AM is also expanding its territory 

into the aircraft maintenance and transportation sector through the production of spare parts and 

refurbishing damaged components [47-50]. 

2.1.1 Laser powder bed fusion (LPBF) process 

Out of many AM processes, the LPBF process is considered one of the most favoured and widely 

used metal AM techniques [51]. On the other hand, there are other metal AM technologies that are 

equally popular in recent times, such as electron beam melting, direct energy deposition, and laser-

engineered net shaping [52]. The versatility of metal LPBF provides greater feasibility in both 

design and selection from the array of feedstock materials. Steels, titanium, aluminium, metal 
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matrix composites, nickel, and tungsten-based superalloys powders are particularly attractive in 

the metal AM process [7,17]. 

 

 

 

Figure 2. 2 (a) Categories and (b) Industrial sectors of AM applications based on Wohler’s Report 

2019 [53] 

LPBF process also known as Selective Laser Melting (SLM) which uses a high-power laser beam 

to selectively melt the pre-defined contours in subsequent layers of powder. The molten metal pool 

rapidly solidifies by cooling [1,54]. Selected regions in each layer are melted by a laser beam, to 

form a 3D cross-section of the final part [1]. Consequently, the underlying build platform is 
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lowered followed by the deposition of another layer of powder with the powder coater/wiper 

mechanism. This cycle is successively repeated until the final three-dimensional solid object is 

built. The unfused powder is removed and recycled, this entire process is carried out inside a 

chamber filled with atmospheric gas (Argon, nitrogen), to avoid oxidation (see Figure 2.3).  

 

Figure 2. 3 Schematic illustration of the LPBF process 

Some applications of the LPBF process are shown in Figure 2.4. LPBF fabricated products possess 

higher density with refined microstructure, which contributes to excellent mechanical properties, 

superior surface quality and dimensionally accurate final parts.  Such a layer-wise production 

approach offers the LPBF process an edge over the conventional process in enabling consolidated 

parts with elaborated internal features for complex assembly, higher production rate, reduced 

design iterations, and quicker introduction of new products/prototypes to the market which were 

previously considered unfeasible to manufacture functional end-use products promptly [55-60]. 

The transition from rapid prototyping to fabricating final products also displays numerous 

technological barriers such as part variability, and incomplete knowledge related to structure-

process-property correlation.  Meanwhile, the LPBF process undergoes complicated 

thermodynamic and heat transfer mechanisms. The surface finish of the scan track is 

uncontrollable and unpredictable during the printing process which eventually affects the final 

quality of LPBF products [1,61]. Oxidation of feedstock materials, process induced inevitable 
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thermal residual stresses generated during complex thermophysical phenomena [62], are the most 

commonly occurring problems. Dimensional accuracy from a design model to the actual part is 

another issue faced by LPBF technology [1]. Although as-built LPBF components can be directly 

used as functional parts, the aforementioned inherent problems need to be addressed before the 

fabrication of standalone parts, which should be overcome to render a reliable, scalable, and high 

throughput widely adopted LPBF technique as a viable fabrication process. 

 

Figure 2. 4 Various LPBF-produced metallic part applications; (a) orthopaedic implant, (b) car 

steering knuckle, (c) Engine mount cooling channel, (d) aircraft engine blades (e) formula student 

racing engine [49,50] 

2.1.2 Steels in AM/LPBF and their applications 

Since their inception, steels and iron-based alloys have been the leading engineering materials for 

structural and sub-structural applications [63]. The steels have become part of our day-to-day life, 

and their importance to our society is extensively revealed by their plenitude of applications [1]. 

These applications include aerospace, automotive, medical, machinery, nuclear reactors, 

marine/oil and gas, shipbuilding, food and transportation, electronics and consumer applications 

see (Figures 2.2 a&b) [64,65]. According to the World Steel Association, over 3,500 different 

grades of steel are produced based on their applications, encompassing unique physical, chemical, 

and environmental properties [66]. The availability of steels in numerous grades has increased 

https://www.thebalance.com/metal-profile-steel-2340175
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their properties including higher strength, higher corrosion resistance, good ductility and 

toughness, low cost and nearly 100 per cent recyclability etc. [67].  

Low carbon alloy stainless steels, especially 316L SS, have been one of the most commonly used 

types of steel among the other varieties due to their low cost, ease of processing, outstanding 

corrosion resistance, and excellent toughness even under difficult working conditions. The key 

characteristics of martensitic-type steels include their exceptional combination of superior 

corrosion resistance, increased strength, and superior mechanical qualities [1]. Martensitic-type 

steels such as precipitation-hardened (PH) steels (17-4 & 15-5) are used in aerospace, chemical, 

petrochemical, food processing, general metalworking, oil & gas, power-plant and injection 

moulding industries [68]. The combination of good corrosion resistance with higher hardness, 

yield strength and ductility, good weldability and abrasion resistance are necessary for the tools 

and die-making industry, tool steels fulfil this criterion. The most commonly used tool steels in 

the metal AM process are carbon-free maraging steels (18Ni-300) [69]. In addition to splendid 

high-temperature tensile properties, creep resistance and favourable irradiation resistance make 

oxide dispersion strengthened (ODS) steels perfect candidates for high-temperature turbine blades 

and heat exchanger applications [70]. The taxonomic classification of steels along with their 

applications is shown in Figure 2.5 [71]. In addition to the major class of steels (tabulated in Table 

2.1), some of the less studied steel types used in the LPBF process are martensitic steels, 

TRIP/TWIP steels, silicon-based (Fe–Si), nickel-based (Fe–Ni), and cobalt-based (Fe–Co) alloy 

steels, China low activation martensitic (CLAM) steel, etc. 
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Figure 2. 5 Taxonomy scheme for various Steels. [Based on data provided in Tables 11.1(b), 

11.2(b), 11.3, and 11.4, [71]. 

Table 2. 1 Chemical composition and mechanical properties of a major class of steels fabricated 

using the LPBF process 

 

Currently, steels that are used in structural and automobile applications are mostly manufactured 

by conventional methods like casting, extrusion, and powder metallurgy [[1,72,73] The products 

produced by these traditional processes have been widely used but many problems persist [1]. The 

reason pertained to the slow cooling rates of the casting process inducing coarser microstructure, 
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and the defects related to inherent characteristics (porosity, part shrinkage) can subsist 

simultaneously, which collectively annihilate the mechanical properties [74-76]. Besides, the 

fabrication of steels in the standard process is time-consuming due to a series of independent 

processes (materials preparation, production and assembly) making it less flexible. With extensive 

development in manufacturing, special attention has to be paid towards the process-structure-

performance requirements of steel components. For example, cellular or lattice-type steel 

structures are primarily used in working at elevated temperatures under extreme environments 

(missiles, aircraft applications) to thwart oxidation, and corrosion whilst retaining their mechanical 

integrity [77,78]. Constituent fabrication of complex, functionally graded materials (FGM) for 

structural components in AM offers the greater advantage of saving time, costs and flexibility (see 

Figure 2.6). More importantly, AM process reduces the weight and stress concentration factors 

associated with other conventional welding and joining techniques [79,80]. Despite the fact, some 

of the traditional manufacturing issues still exist in AM process, the comparative analysis reveals 

that AM process or LPBF process, has been successful in fabricating defect-free (minimum 

number of process-related metallurgical defects) good-quality parts exhibiting excellent 

mechanical properties as compared to conventional processes like casting, extrusion processes 

[1,81]. The higher strength is attributed to the combined effect of (AM process-induced) refined 

microstructure (dendritic, cellular type of grains), and potential high dislocation density caused 

during rapid solidification [81-93]. As technology continues to advance exponentially, the 

manufacturing process is no longer about just producing physical products. A fundamental shift is 

imperative to meet the change in consumer demands, the nature of products, and the economics of 

production and the supply chain. Data-driven models using advanced machine learning algorithms, 

added sensors and connectivity are capable of revolutionizing conventional manufacturing into 

smarter manufacturing [1]. Fabrication of smart steel products by utilizing the smart and robust 

AM technology that possesses designer surface topography and mechanical performance, highly 

dense and dimensionally accurate, near net shape parts with the reduced requirement of post-

processing is going to be a major research and development objective in the future [1,5]. 
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Figure 2. 6 Correlation between Additive manufacturing key features and its advantages. 

2.2 Metal AM metallurgical defects and surface asperities 

Formation of metallurgical defects such as; balling, porosities, keyholes, cracks, metal inclusions, 

residual stresses, warping, de-lamination, oxidation, loss of alloying elements, denudation etc., 

and surface asperities namely; staircase effect, partially-melted/un-melted particles, spatters, re-

entrant features [36] etc., are commonly observed during LPBF process (see Figure 2.7.). Incorrect 

selection of process parameters would likely introduce inevitable metallurgical defects and surface 

asperities into LPBF fabricated part, which causes adverse effects on the resultant microstructure, 

surface quality, and mechanical properties [94]. 
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Figure 2. 7 List of various metallurgical defects and surface asperities that emerge during the LPBF 

process. 

2.2.1 Balling 

Balling phenomenon is described by the Plateau-Rayleigh capillary instability, which occurs when 

the deposited melt track sometimes tends to break up into half-cylindrical shapes or into spherical 

balls [95]. This phenomenon depends on the process variables such as scanning speed, surface 

tension, viscosity and density of the materials deposited [96]. Balling phenomenon is one of the 

critical surface defects which is considered the severe processing defect in the LPBF process [97]. 

Surface tension and wettability have a greater impact on the formation of a molten melt pool. The 

combination of surface tension and capillary forces drives the molten pool to shrink into its lower 

surface energy state (a sphere) when the coalescence of individual melt tracks is in poor contact 

with the underlying substrate resulting in the formation of the balling defect [95]. In other words, 

the balling defect can also occur when the liquid phase present along the surface and grain 

boundaries of the molten melt pool fails to completely wet the remaining solid particles and the 

underlying substrate due to the presence of surface impurity [[1,98]. The balling defect leads to 
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pores, higher surface roughness, and reduced density causing a lack of fusion between the powder 

particles/layers, imparts irregular melt tracks, and in some extreme conditions causes obstruction 

to the deposition process [97]. The severe balling phenomenon on a certain melt track layer 

inevitably leads to the formation of humping or ripple effects [99]. These ripples can carry forward 

onto the next layer resulting in a lack of coalescence between the layers causing poor metallurgical 

bonding and inducing low part density. Ripple defects contribute to the stacking of materials that 

can have a serious impact on the surface quality of the scan track resulting in poor surface 

roughness of LPBF-built 316L stainless steels [99]. 

When the laser beam incident on the powder bed, melting starts instantly at the local positions of 

the powder particles’ surface. The phase transition from solid to liquid molten ‘cluster’ is formed 

between the surrounding powder particles, causing a reduction in surface area that gives rise to 

agglomeration. The selected laser spot size is usually bigger than the (starting) particle size. As 

the powder particles are melted together, smaller agglomerates gradually grow and are bound to 

form significantly bigger agglomerates (coarsening) [1]. As this process continues, a further 

reduction in surface tension of the molten melt pool tends to form a ball-shaped structure (balling). 

The dimensions of these formed balling structures are several times bigger than the original 

particle size (see Figure 2.8) [97]. 

 

Figure 2. 8 Schematic illustration of balling phenomena [97] 

2.2.2 Porosity 

The degree of metal powders’ compactness is generally low. In addition, existing gas in the powder 

particles can easily diffuse into the molten melt pool which cannot escape out of the molten melt 
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pool surface due to rapid cooling and solidification. Thus, porosity is formed in LPBF-fabricated 

steel parts [100]. Conversely, the gas solubility in liquid metal is commonly high at elevated 

temperatures which also contributes to the formation of pores. The porosity defects in the LPBF 

process are classified into incomplete fusion holes, keyhole/or depression defects and voids [100-

103].  

Incomplete fusion holes are related to insufficient energy input that fails to completely melt the 

metal powders and inadequate penetration of liquid metal into the previously solidified layer 

causing poor metallurgical bonding [104]. The lack of fusion defects can range up to a few hundred 

microns which are irregular in shape and are commonly formed at the melt track layers interface. 

If the supplied heat input is low, then the formed width of the molten pool becomes too small [1]. 

The smaller molten melt pool leads to an insufficient overlap between the melt tracks. This 

insufficient overlap gives rise to the formation of un-melted powders at the melt tracks interface 

(Figures 2.9 a&b). As a result of incomplete fusion holes, the surface of this location becomes 

rough which directly obstructs the flow of the molten pool causing interlayer defects. These 

interlayer defects gradually propagate as the process continues, finally forming a multi-layer defect 

[100,101]. 

The keyhole pores are usually spherical (Figures 2.9c&f) in shape caused by the gas bubbles 

trapped inside the powder particles in the powder mass. The keyhole pores are also attributed to 

very high laser energy density [93], which leads to the vaporization of low melting point elements 

within the alloy in the form of gas bubbles. The vapour bubbles can be trapped by a fast-moving 

laser beam and sometimes be easily dragged to the bottom of the molten melt pool by convective 

currents. The fast solidification rate does not allow these gas bubbles to arise and escape from the 

molten melt pool [105,106]. The spherical pores are formed due to trapped gases inside the 

powders during the powder atomization process or inside the molten pool during the LPBF 

process.  In some cases, the keyhole pore is also referred to as a depression defect that can exist at 

the end of a melt track with a width almost equal to the laser spot size (Fig. 18e) [102-104]. End-

hole is ascribed to very high scan velocities, where laser irradiation time is not sufficient for a deep 

keyhole formation, instead, an open pore is created at the end of the melt track surface. End hole 

pore is usually induced by the dominant downward recoil pressure that is exponentially dependent 

on the temperature of the molten melt pool region which is directly under the laser beam [102, 

107]. 
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Figure 2. 9 SEM images of porosity defects observed in 316L LPBF samples: (a) low and (b) high 

magnification of insufficient fusion defect; (c) gas pore; (d) Void/cavity defect; [100], (e) End-of 

track hole [108], (f) an array of keyhole pores at the bottom of melt tracks [102] 

The void formation is not entirely limited to low laser energy input. Perhaps, it also depends on 

the stability of the melt track. Voids could be either trapped gas pores, lack-of fusion holes or 

keyhole pore-induced porosities [100]. Voids are generally characterized by inside-layered 

morphology associated with molten melt pool boundaries (Figure 2.9d). Void defects normally 

originate from the higher residual stresses generated by the rapid cooling of the molten melt pool, 
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which also sometimes could nurture the formation of cracks along the melt pool boundaries, 

leading to final segregation and void formation [100]. There is a strong possibility of voids or open 

porosity to occur at a higher scanning speed due to the inability of the liquid metal flow to 

completely fill the surrounding area, where the shielding gas is originally present (see Figure 2.10). 

Insufficient filling of the neighbouring gaseous region and rapid cooling rates leads to the 

generation of voids or open porosity of several hundreds of microns at the surface and distributed 

along the overlapping gaps [106]. Porosities can lead to serious metallurgical defects, yield lower 

part density, and adversely affect the surface texture and mechanical performance of LPBF 

fabricated steels. 

 

Figure 2. 10 Scanning electron microscope (SEM) image showing open porosity or voids [106] 

2.2.3 Residual stress and cracking 

Residual stress is a characteristic of the thermal manufacturing processes, and parts produced by 

the LPBF process are especially vulnerable to residual stresses. Residual stresses can also lead to 

the formation of various building defects associated with LPBF parts failure [109]. Higher 

temperature gradients and densification ratios which are attributed to the LPBF process, tend to 

create higher residual stresses. High thermal stresses cause surface defects and porosity that 

normally occur around the melt pool. In extreme cases, higher residual stresses result in part 

distortion, shrinkage, cracking, warping and delamination of LPBF produced part from its support 
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structures. As a result of this, the resultant mechanical properties, part density, and dimensional 

accuracy of LPBF parts tend to be substantially compromised [109-111]. 

Thermal stresses generally occur from the temperature gradient or the solidification-induced 

shrinkage of adjacent laser-melted zones in solidified material, thereby a decrease in thermal 

stresses also results in decreased residual stresses. Thermal stresses are mainly responsible for 

cracking. Based on the expansion behaviour of the material heating or cooling, thermal stresses 

formed during the LPBF process are classified into (i) temperature gradient mechanism (TGM) in 

the solid substrate and (ii) the cool-down phase of the melted top layers [112]. In the first case, the 

top layers of the solid substrate expand thermally when it experiences the high thermal energy 

gradients induced by the laser beam. The thermal expansion is restricted by the colder underlying 

solidified layers [1]. This induces elastic compressive stresses in the top layers of the substrate. 

The thermal expansion may exceed the yield stress of the material and upend the plastic 

deformation of top layers in the direction of the laser energy source (Figure 2.11a).  

The compressive stresses in the material, however, create plastic deformation of the top layers 

when it reaches the yield stress point. The layer of printed material compresses and bends the 

opposite way when the plastically distorted layers cool (Figure 2.11b). As a result, the compressive 

stresses are converted into the residual tensile stresses that cause cracking in the LPBF parts 

[1,112]. In the second case, the temperature of the upper layer, which has already melted, is 

initially higher than that of the bottom layer. The upper layer tends to shrink more due to thermal 

contraction when the molten melt pool cools and solidifies. However, the underlying colder layers 

again prevent this distortion. As a result, compressive stresses are introduced to the bottom layers 

and tensile stresses to the top layers [112-114]. Finite element simulation techniques are frequently 

employed to predict the distribution and evolution of residual stresses due to the complexity of the 

LPBF process and the challenge of experimental measurement [1,110]. 

Cracking in the LPBF process can be divided into solidification cracking and liquation cracking 

(Figures 2.12a&b). Solidification cracking occurs at the terminal stages when dendrites have 

nearly entirely developed into equiaxed grains and are separated by a thin residual liquid strip in 

the form of grain-boundary films in a mushy zone. The molten melt pool may be quite weak at this 

time, making it vulnerable to cracking under tensile stresses. In simple terms, solidification 

cracking happens when the flowability of the liquid is restricted by increased viscosity at a lower 

temperature and the inter-dendritic liquid flow is impeded by the solidified dendrite arms [1,115]. 
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Solidification cracking occurs when the localised tensile stresses created across the neighbouring 

grains are greater than the ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of the fully solidified material at a 

specific point and temperature [116]. It is discovered that solidification cracking has no discernible 

impact on the final clad characteristics since it frequently occurs at the top deposit surface. 

Utilising laser re-melting or machining helps prevent solidification cracking. As soon as it forms, 

liquid cracking persists in the heat-affected zone and needs to be closely monitored [1,117]. 

 

Figure 2. 11 Schematic of thermal gradient mechanism of residual stress in LPBF process (a) 

heating; (b) cooling [110].  

Liquation cracking initiates from the weaker region, i.e. partially melted zone or at the heat affected 

zone (HAZ) in pre-layers, propagating through the intergranular region with the further deposition 

proceeding layer by layer [118]. Liquation cracking also known as hot cracking mainly occurs in 

alloys with high alloying element levels. In HAZ and intersecting zones where layers are re-melted 

above the eutectic temperature (solidus temperature), these alloys precipitate a number of low-

melting eutectics [1,119]. Once a liquation crack is formed, it becomes an initiation site for the 

crack propagation and cracks gradually expand as the deposition progresses. Liquation cracking 

tendency depends greatly on grain boundary misorientation, which is influenced by the stability of 

liquation films and local stress concentration [118]. 

Ductility-dip-cracking (DDC) is a crucial mechanism for crack initiation/formation when high-

angle grain boundaries are present in the LPBF process. It happens at a low temperature where the 

ductility and tensile strength are low [1,120]. Due to the lack of diffusion in a non-equilibrium 

rapid solidification process, the solidus and liquidus temperatures decrease, and the temperature 

range of solidification becomes wider initiating DDC in the LPBF process [120].  
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Figure 2. 12 Morphology of cracking (a) Liquation and (b) solidification cracking [117]. 

The faster melting and solidifying rates in the LPBF process results in tensile residual stresses 

because of the localized high laser energy input, coupled with the lower thermal conductivity of 

the powder particles [121]. A higher temperature gradient is developed right next to the laser spot. 

Due to their lower thermal conduction and higher thermal expansion coefficients, austenitic 

stainless steel (SS) is more prone to solidification cracking than low-carbon steels [1]. 

Additionally, certain alloying impurities like silicon (Si), phosphorous (P), and sulphur (S) have a 

significant effect on cracking in stainless steel alloys. The crack sensitivity can be reduced by 

decreasing the S+P+Si composition. A significant nitrogen value is harmful to the solidification 

cracking of stainless steels, which is another intriguing observation [1,122]. 

The high carbon steels are usually composed of a continuous martensite phase, whereas in SS, a 

continuous phase is often in the form of retained austenite, which helps in preventing cracking. 

Preheating in part or totally can prevent excessive cracking in M2 (medium-alloyed tungsten 

molybdenum steel) and H13 tool steel. Preheating is advantageous in preventing the formation of 

martensite. Rapid solidification typically produces finer microstructure, although it is insufficient 

to prevent segregation. However, a low melting phase has enough non-uniformity to prevent 

segregation and cracking. In general, this kind of cracking is observed in the high copper alloy 17-

4 PH SS [1,123]. High silicon steel also showed similar cracking, which was impacted by increased 

laser energy input [1,121]. 

2.2.4 Oxidation 

To fabricate parts free of oxides, the LPBF processing chamber's atmosphere is crucial. Despite 

using protective inert environments and a shielding inert gas flow to limit the oxygen content in 
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the working chamber, there is always a chance of a small percentage of unwanted oxygen content 

(~ 0.1-0.2%) present during the LPBF process [124]. This is because there is undetectable air 

filling between the powder particles. Similar to the conventional metal casting process, sources of 

oxides formation in the LPBF process arise from oxygen existing in the surrounding atmosphere 

entrapped inside the porosity of the powder particles. The entrapped oxygen is unable to be 

completely vaporized from the surface caused of the extreme intermix of irregular strong laser 

fluence flow convections of the molten metal pool [124]. Due to a wide area being associated with 

a powder mass, passive oxide films may also form on the powder's surface prior to melting [1,125]. 

The presence of oxygen content in the powder might be transferred into an LPBF-fabricated 

specimen directly [1,126]. 

Ti3O5, Al2O3, Cr2O3, Fe2O3, NiCr2O4, and NiFe2O4 are the common oxide phases formed during 

LPBF of maraging steels, stainless steels, and Inconel 718 metal powders respectively 

[125,127,128]. In general, alloying elements like Mn, Si, Ti, and Al present in steels have a higher 

affinity for oxygen [1]. These elements can be selectively oxidized on the surface of the LPBF-

built part [124]. Maraging steel 18Ni (300), Ti and Al have the highest affinity to oxygen. The 

oxide phase is generally more stable than the nitride in the steels molten melt pool. Small cubic 

TiN particles are created when nitrogen combines with a fraction of the titanium from the maraging 

steel [1]. TiN is most likely to be formed by a higher N2 supply from the atmosphere (see Figure 

2.13). In addition, a combined oxide phase containing mainly Ti3O5 and Al2O3 can also be formed. 

The development of oxides, nitrides, and carbides follows a similar process to that of other kinds 

of steel. The formation of oxide layers in the nanoscale range can be quickly evaporated during 

vigorous mixing and stirring of molten melt pool by a laser beam, resulting in minimal damage to 

LPBF parts [1]. On the other hand, micrometre range oxides films (10-100μm) of irregular 

geometry formed cannot be completely vaporized by the stirring action of the laser beam and 

Marangoni flow. The oxide layer can grow thicker with increasing oxygen content in the 

atmosphere, at the same time as the layer re-melting. When the re-melting of a new layer begins, 

the oxide film formed previously breaks down, and part of this oxide hovers on top of the newly 

formed layer, with the rest trapped inside the LPBF fabricated component. The trapped oxide leads 

to the formation of oxide inclusion [124,127,128]. Some of the un-melted or partially-melted 

particles are trapped in these oxide inclusions. The stability of the molten melt pool can be 

significantly impacted by the oxide residues' and pose adverse effects on the heating, melting, and 
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fusing of powder particles [1,124]. Thick oxide inclusions increase the surface tension effects, 

limit the absorption of the laser energy and wetting of substrate, and obstruct molten pool 

flowability. These oxide inclusions also result in the formation of metallurgical defects such as 

balling, insufficient melting between powder particles, reduces part densification, induces cracking 

and consequently lowers mechanical properties [125-127]. It is worth noting that any pickup of 

moisture from the environment by the feedstock powders paves the way for the introduction of 

oxygen content into the LPBF system [129]. 

 

Figure 2. 13 Light optical micrographs at different magnifications of the LPBF parts with laser re-

melting under pure N2 atmosphere. Top (left) and side views (right) are showing the melt pool 

shapes and the dark grey oxides containing white parent powder particles (indicated by the white 

arrows) and yellow TiN inclusions (indicated by the black arrows) [1,128]. 

2.2.5 Loss of alloying elements 

In the LPBF process and other laser processing technologies, vaporization is intense in a small 

region right underneath the laser beam where the temperature is high. At a very high laser fluence, 
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the temperature at the surface of the molten melt pool is higher than the boiling point of steels, 

which contributes to vaporization. Vaporization leads to the loss of alloying elements, resulting 

from the concentration and pressure gradients [1]. The concentration of vaporized alloying 

elements on the molten melt pool surface is higher than that inside the shielding gas [130]. The 

intensity of vapour pressure at the molten melt pool surface is higher than the surrounding 

environment pressure, thus the surplus pressure drives vapours containing alloying elements to 

eject away from the surface [130,131]. The chemical composition of steels produced by LPBF is 

altered by the vaporisation and segregation of alloying components [1]. For example, nickel, and 

manganese concentrations were significantly reduced, whilst the increase in silicon and iron 

alloying elements concentrations was recorded during the LPBF process of Invar 36 steel [96]. 

Similarly, nickel, manganese and chromium alloy concentrations were decreased with an increase 

in silicon and molybdenum alloying elements in the LPBF process of 316L stainless steels. This 

phenomenon was attributed to the concentrations of alloying elements with lower boiling 

temperatures decreased, while the concentrations of the other alloying elements with higher boiling 

temperatures increased, except the base alloying element iron [1,96]. Loss of alloying elements 

reduces part density, causes microstructural defects such as keyholes, pores, spatters, voids, cracks, 

and un-melted tracks and exhibits poor surface quality and lower mechanical performance of LPBF 

fabricated parts [82,96].  

2.2.6 Denudation  

Powder denudation is the apparent depletion of powder particles around the solidified melt track 

(see Figure 2.14). In a typical LPBF processing environment, the strong evaporation of the metal 

vapour plumes from the molten melt pool results in denudation [1]. The intense vaporisation causes 

the pressure to drop inside the vapour plume and produces an ongoing flow of ambient gas towards 

the centre of the melt track known as Bernoulli’s effect. The powder particles along its path, which 

can be incorporated into the molten melt pool or ejected with the vapour plume, are enough to be 

swept in by this inward ambient gas flow [1,132]. Increased laser power, faster scan rates, and 

lower argon gas atmospheric pressure all contribute to greater powder particle depletion. However, 

if the laser fluence is insufficient to completely melt the powder particles, denudation also occurs 

because surface tension tends to draw the partially melted powder particles into the molten pool 

[1,133]. Powder denudation leads to porosity and accumulation of un-melted/partially melted 

particles between the melt track layers causing a rough surface [134]. 
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Figure 2. 14 Confocal height microscope image of denuded zones around melt tracks for different 

laser power and 2 m/s scan speed [132]. 

2.2.7 Environmental effects 

Argon (Ar), Nitrogen (N2), and Helium (He) are the three most commonly used protective shield 

inert gases during the LPBF process. In some cases, hydrogen (H2) is also used as a deoxidizer to 

provide the required protective environments. LPBF-processed steel components produced under 

Ar and N2 environments exhibited near full density values, while the parts produced under the He 

environment exhibited a density of around 90% using the same processing parameters [1,135]. The 

reported lower dense part produced under the He environment can be attributed to the shielding 

gas effect. The higher plasma plumes were generated in the He environment above the molten melt 

pool restricting the laser interaction. He and H2 environments could block the laser irradiation, 

resulting in less dense parts due to the transport of low laser fluence. The lower specific gravity 

lead to the higher plasma plumes to arise [1]. These plumes can sometimes completely obstruct 

the laser irradiation causing porosity defects [135]. The lower plasma plumes generated under Ar 

and N2 environments maintain good contact between the laser beam and the metal powders, which 

resulted in near full-density parts with values over 99% [135]. However, it is commonly believed 
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that the use of N2 can react with the alloying elements present in the metal powders, forming 

unwanted nitrides in the solidified microstructure that tend to display a detrimental impact on the 

final quality of LPBF fabricated parts. The generated plasma plumes impede the laser beam and 

are often responsible for the variations in final product density [1]. This can be combated by using 

Ar as the shielding gas and supplying sufficient and continuous energy input, which can overcome 

the energy losses of metal vaporization and ionization processes [136]. Similarly, employing low 

atmospheric pressure during the LPBF process of steels offers less resistance to metal vapours 

which causes a large number of free powder spatters (Figure 2.15a). Therefore, strong environment 

pressure is recommended. Metal vapours that exist from the surface of the molten pool have to 

fight against the strong protective environment, which results in fewer powder spatters (Figure 

2.15b) [1,131]. 

 

Figure 2. 15 X-ray images showing spatter counts for the same powder bed thickness with different 

environment pressure (a) weak environment pressure and (b) strong environment pressure [131]. 

2.2.8 Surface asperities responsible for poor surface quality 

Metal AM like LPBF undergoes complex thermophysical phenomena consisting of various heat 

transfer mechanisms and molten melt flow, resulting in poor surface quality [22]. Some of the 

major contributors accountable for poor surface quality or rougher surface finish of metal AM 

parts are: Firstly, LPBF itself induces higher surface roughness as it undergoes a very complex 

thermophysical mechanism and kinetic phenomena during the layer-by-layer building process.  

Secondly, the right selection amongst the diverse process parameters plays their part in imparting 

unique anisotropic fingerprint on surface features generating poor surface quality [19,20], and 
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finally, miscellaneous factors such as lower process resolution of building part/artefact and 

layering effects, supporting structures, feedstock materials quality, packing density, morphology, 

rheology contribute towards the substandard surface quality [22,18,23]. Therefore, the surface 

quality of metal AM/LPBF parts is perceived to be unpredictable and uncontrollable. The 

individual or the combination of these three circumstances yields strong surface texture 

characteristics inherent to the metal AM process, which is usually dominated by the number of 

already discussed inevitable metallurgical defects and surface asperities or irregularities. The 

formation of different types of process-related defects and/or surface asperities depends on the 

type of part/artefact being built, the laser angle of incidence relative to the build platform, and the 

kind of metal AM processes employed. 

The typical surface asperities that appear on LPBF surfaces are the staircase effect, un-

melted/partially-melted particles, hot/powder spatters, re-entrant features, cracks, surface and sub-

surface porosities, etc. [1,3,36,137,138]. Amongst all, balling, staircase effect, spatters, and un-

melted/partially-melted powder particles often originate in surface texture features of the unique 

fingerprint on curved and/or inclined surfaces of the LPBF components (see Figure 2.16). 

The staircase effect is considered one of the major contributing factors promoting substandard 

surface roughness of metal AM components. Owing to layer-by-layer powder consolidation 

involved in AM process: the staircase effect also referred to as stair-stepping effect often emerges 

on both up-skin and down-skin surfaces of curved and inclined AM components (see Figures 2.17 

a&b) [6,139,140]. The staircase effect usually corresponds to build inclination angles and layer 

thickness [141]. As the inclination angles increase the relative surface roughness induced by the 

staircase effect also increases up to 30°. AM components possessing excellent surface quality with 

lower surface roughness could be attained by selecting a smaller layer thickness [139]. 
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Figure 2. 16 Context diagram of various surface asperities emerge on inclined and curved LPBF 

surfaces. 

Un-melted or partially melted particles emerge on the inclined or curved surfaces (including at 

edges or corners) due to (i) a lack of sufficient heat energy that fails to completely melt the particles 

in the molten melt pool, (ii) inadequate re-melting of the melt track, and finally (iii) non-uniform 

heat dissipation through the support structures as compared to rigid underlying substrate or already 

solidified melt track layer (see Figure 2.17c) [36]. Balling and spatters are the other inevitable 

defects that degrade the surface quality of AM components. In saying that, balling is sometimes 

referred to as the humping effect which is ascribed to tearing or periodic separation and associated 

shrinkage of molten melt pool into spheroidal balls caused either by lower laser fluence or the 
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extremely fast movement of the laser beam (scan speed) [133,137,142]. In both situations, there is 

insufficient heat energy to completely wet the nearby powder particles by the molten melt pool, 

resulting in balling. An extreme case of balling would lead to a ripple effect [1]. Balling and ripple 

effect are directly related to surface tension, recoil pressure, and Plateau-Rayleigh capillary 

instability [1,5,137,24]. 

 

Figure 2. 17 Schematic illustration of surface asperities, (a & b) staircase effect, (c) partially melted 

particles, un-melted powders and (d), hot spatter and powder spatter that emerge on up-skin and 

down-skin surfaces of inclined LPBF parts [129].  

Powder spatters are generated during the interaction of fast scanning movement of the laser beam 

with the powder bed: entrained by the low-pressure zone due to the intense vaporization of the jet 

plume ejecting the powder particles prior to complete melting [133,143,144]. As a result of 

suddenly unstable laser fluence interaction with part arises when the molten melt pool encounters 

close contact with a pre-existing large flaw that could lead to the formation of hot spatters see 
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Figure 2.17d [143,144].  In some cases, down-skin surfaces of metal AM components result in 

unacceptable rougher surface quality generated by the rigid support remnants which are difficult 

to detach from the AM part see Figure 2.18. 

 

Figure 2. 18 Schematic showing support remnants attached on the down-skin surface of AM 

artefact (image captured by placing the AM ball artefact upside down for better visualization) 

2.3 Importance of metal AM surface quality 

AM perceived as a novel production opened up new opportunities for the complex design of 

multifunctional lightweight porous lattice structures of wind tunnels, and space applications 

including rocket engine components from the functional, technical, and economical points of view 

(see Figure 2.19) [145,146,147]. Cooling (or regenerative cooling) is essential for maintaining the 

structural integrity of various aerospace applications including high-performing rocket engines 

which are continuously exposed to higher thermal and environmental conditions [16]. 

Regenerative cooling (coolant flows through passages around the chamber wall while dissipating 

heat from the wall) is able to control the wall temperatures and balance the structural margins of 

the design and material [16]. The standout advantage of AM is that a certain level of desired final 

part quality (surface roughness in particular) can be achieved or tailored by optimising the process 

or by carefully introducing intentional porosities, but it is impossible to optimise the surface 

roughness infinitely [148].  The intentionally induced pores are beneficial in transpiration-cooling 

components of rocket engines [148, 16]. Also, tailored porosities in air-cooled lattice structures 
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showed better overall thermal conductance, heat transfer coefficient and fluid mixing without 

compromising the pumping power [147]. The slope of the engine walls is crucial as the variation 

in surface roughness can be observed based on the build inclination angles/build orientation [16]. 

The down-skin surfaces generally attract more particle-features (spatters/ un-melted-partially 

melted particles) to the sides of the wall potentially increasing the powder becoming trapped in 

narrow passages of the cooling channels [149]. The surface quality of LPBF also depends on 

materials, geometry, location of the building part on the substrate, laser incidence angle, post-

processing etc. Hence, the parts must be specifically characterised and controlled under the same 

conditions [12]. 

 

Figure 2. 19 Schematic illustration of advanced AM components of a rocket engine in aerospace 

applications [145, 146] 

AM is showing promise and feasibility in the fabrication of customised patient-specific knee and 

hip implants and physician-specific complex geometry surgical tools/instruments (see Figure 2.20) 

[150]. Moreover, the ability of AM for innovative design of lattice-type/hybrid porous structures 

gives rise to the fabrication of newer types of cardiovascular stents, biodegradable scaffolds, spinal 

and orthopaedic implants etc, with tailored or optimised surface quality (desired porosities) (see 

Figure 2.21) [151]. The tailored or optimised surface quality of these AM implants possess 

interconnected porosities which help in easy fluid flow for nutrient, and waste transportation for 

in-cell growth, osseointegration-providing better biocompatibility and load-bearing capability, 
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bone-bonding ability while eliminating the need for autografting [151, 150]. The surface roughness 

of biomedical implants including dental implants is fundamental to the adhesion and 

differentiation of osteoblasts at the beginning of the osteointegration [152]. The textured or 

rougher surface induced by diverse metallurgical defects and surface asperities assists in bone-to-

implant contact [152].  

 

Figure 2. 20 schematic illustration of metal AM biomedical applications (a) cranial prosthesis, (b) 

surgical guide, (c) scapula prosthesis, (d) knee prosthesis (e) dental implants (f) interbody fusion 

cage, (g) acetabular cup and (h) hip prosthesis [150] 

A handful number of researchers attempted to find out the ideal roughness value that maximises 

the bone cells behaviour to the healing of the tissue around the implant [153, 154]. The widely 

available dental implant system’s bone tissues can adapt for surface roughness within the range of 

1–100 µm, and tailoring or modifying the surface topography of these implants could greatly 
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improve their primary stability and osseointegration [155]. However, the ideal surface texture or 

roughness for primary stability and osseointegration of biomedical implants still remained a 

challenge. 

Most functional osseointegrated implants and cooling channels require a surface roughness of 0.5 

µm -1.5 µm, with the current state-of-the-art of AM, it is non-viable to achieve this extent surface 

finish. However, early-stage research revealed that these implants' biocompatibility and load-

bearing capabilities could be enhanced by designing/modifying and/or tailoring the surface 

roughness to greater than 4 µm (up to 100 µm in dental implants). Similar certain (higher) surface 

roughness induced by intentional porosities adds more benefits for extracting heat from cooling 

and maintaining the structural integrity of rocket engines and other aerospace-related applications. 

In the case of lubricated fretting and Marines’ shoes, the rougher surface helps in more oil retention 

resulting in smaller wear and friction as compared to a smoother surface. The external surface 

quality of acetabular bone implants is rougher from the outside and smoother from the inside, 

whereas the tibial augments possess a rougher internal surface and smoother outside. Therefore, it 

is crucial to study both external and internal surfaces (quality) built with varying inclination angles.  

It is important to gain complete insights into various AM surface topography to optimise or tailor 

the desired surface quality. The available literature completely lacks to characterise, correlate and 

quantify the diverse metallurgical defects and asperities that emerge on various metal AM surfaces. 

Also, the existing research is only limited to surface roughness height parameters (Ra/Sa) which 

gives only decent descriptions of vertical characteristics of the surface deviation. However, it is 

highly unlikely to describe the surface after two processes (for example, plateau-honed cylinder 

surface). The basic knowledge of roughness characterisation of Ra/Sa or a finite number of 

parameters will not provide detailed information to fully understand the variation of the surface 

roughness/texture and the suitable metrics to represent the complex metal AM surface 

topographies. Ra/Sa are insensitive to differentiate peaks, valleys and the spacing of the various 

texture features. Also, Ra/Sa may mislead in many surfaces with grossly different spatial and 

height symmetry features (for example, milled vs honed) and may have the same Ra/Sa but 

function quite differently. Ra/Sa fails to provide the general relation between the wavelength and 

amplitude properties of the surface or any changes occur either in amplitude or spacing. Hence, 

with mere Ra/Sa information; it is non-viable to optimise or tailor the surface quality to meet the 

desired requirements for product design benefits and functional performance evaluation. 
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Figure 2. 21 schematic illustration of (a) cylindrical mesh spinal implant [151], (b) biodegradable 

scaffold with interconnected pores (c)functional hip stems with varying porosity (0% porosity, <2 

vol% porosity, and 20 vol% porosity), (d) typical AM porous spinal implant [156] (e) 

cardiovascular stents (f)–(j) a metal AM fabricated acetabular cup with porous mesh structure 

(outside) enabling ingrowth, (f), (g) lateral views; (h), (i) higher magnification of the outer porous 

mesh structure, (j) sectioned view of the acetabular cup; (k) metal AM fabricated intramedullary 

rod insert [150]. 

2.3.1 Surface texture metrology 

It is widely acknowledged that surface roughness is instrumental in determining the long-term 

functional performance of fabricated components. The quality of the final part surface is normally 

adjudged by a number of factors: collectively called by the broader term ‘surface integrity’, which 

constitutes surface roughness and surface texture or surface quality [160]. Basically, surface 

roughness and surface texture signify a similar entity, but in practice, they are not exactly the same. 

For example, surface roughness is referred to the measure of finely spaced microscale asperities 
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and/or irregularities that exist on the surface texture [161,26,162], whereas, surface texture 

demonstrates the quality of the final surface by its attributes such as rougher, finer, poor, good etc. 

[160]. Surface texture or surface finish is the complex nature of a surface, which is generally 

described by the combination of important features of surface roughness, waviness, lay and form 

(see Figure 2.22) [125,161]. According to ASME B46.1, surface texture is defined as the features 

or asperities that display certain local deviations from the intended geometry of a perfectly flat 

surface [161]. Surface roughness entity can be directly measured and quantified. In contrast, 

characterisation and quantification of surface texture is not directly possible, instead, it is 

quantitatively expressed from roughness values [160, 162]. 

 

Figure 2. 22 schematic illustration of primary roughness and waviness profiles [161] 

The surface is the boundary that differentiates an object from another object, substance or space 

[161]. Topography typically refers to geometrical present on the surface area. Waviness is a 

measurement of more widely spaced components of the surface quality or texture and is strictly 

defined as the irregularities whose spacing is greater than the roughness sampling length [161]. 

The waviness profile is extracted by filtering out the longer and shorter spatial wavelengths 

associated with form and roughness, respectively (see Figure 2.23) [161]. The roughness profile 

is extracted by filtering out the longer spatial wavelengths associated with waviness from the 

primary surface (see figure below) [161]. The form consists of the widely spaced real surface 

deviations from the nominal surface that are excluded from surface texture [161]. The lay describes 

the predominant direction of the surface pattern which is usually governed by the fabrication 

method being used [161]. Further details about waviness, form and lay are not discussed further 

as they are out of this research scope. It is important to note that the details of specific surface 
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topography data acquisition, filtration, segmentation and other surface quality characterising 

operations adopted in this research are described in relevant chapters 3-6.  

 

Figure 2. 23 schematic illustration of roughness and waviness profiles extracted from the primary 

surface [161] (λs-shorter wavelength cut-off-roughness, λc-longer wavelength cut-off-roughness, 

and λcw- longer wavelength cut-off-waviness) 

it is paramount to understand the suitable existing metrology techniques and appropriate best 

practices applied for the precise measurement, characterisation and quantification of surface 

roughness to ensure compliance with functional hallmarks of industrial standards. Surface texture 

metrology in here refers to the measurement, characterisation, correlation and quantification of of 

AM surface topography. Measurement is acquiring surface topographical data, characterisation is 

extracting valuable quantitative information from the acquired data. Correlation is establishing an 

interrelationship between the extracted quantified information and the suitable surface texture 

parameter described on the standard (ISO-25178-2 in this research). Quantification is calculating 

the defects and asperities including particle features (balling, spatters, un-melted, partially melted 

particles).  

Out of seven surface topography measurement methods that are presently covered is ISO-25178 

standard series [3], the two most commonly used surface texture measurement and characterisation 

methods are contact (profile) and non-contact (areal). The contact method is also known as profile 

measurement in which the extracted surface topographical data is limited to 2-dimensional (2D), 

whereas the non-contact (areal surface) measurement consists of extraction of 3D height map of 

an (x,y) location on a plane with a respective height value (z) [3]. The other areal surface texture 

characterisation techniques are focus variation measurement (FVM), confocal microscopy (CM) 

and coherence scanning interferometry (CSI). Although X-ray computed tomography (XCT) has 
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been a popular method nowadays that is being used to measure the surface quality of a wide range 

of AM surfaces internal structures such as porosities, sub-surface porosities and re-entrant features 

etc. The XCT is not standardized yet, hence caution must be exercised before adapting this method. 

The FV measurement technique has been adopted in this research. 

2.3.2 Areal surface texture parameters  

2.3.2.1 Height parameters 

The unevenness on the surface is mostly analysed by using height parameters.” Sa” arithmetic 

mean height is an extension of Ra (line roughness) which is the mean of the average difference in 

height for the average plane evaluated over the completed 3D surface (see Figure 2.24) [32, 157, 

158]. Sa represents the arithmetic mean of absolute ordinate Z(x,y) within the evaluation area, the 

expression for Sa is given in equation (1) [158]. Some of the many advanced functional 

applications are automotive door handles, switches, copper foils of 5G printed circuit boards and 

etc. 

𝒔𝒂 =
𝟏

𝑨
∫ ∫ |𝒛(𝒙, 𝒚)| ⅆ𝒙 ⅆ𝒚………. (1) 

 

Figure 2. 24 Schematic illustration of Sa [158] 

“Sq”-is an easy-to-handle areal surface texture height parameter that is calculated over the 

complete 3D surface. Sq considers the standard deviation of the height distribution of the entire 

area and measures the overall roughness of the scanned area under consideration (see Figure 2.25) 

[158]. Sq represents the root mean square height of Z(x,y) within the evaluation area the expression 

for Sa is given by equation (2)  [32, 158]. 

𝒔𝒒 = √
𝟏

𝑨
∫ ∫ 𝒁𝟐 (𝒙, 𝒚) ⅆ𝒙

𝑨
ⅆ𝒚………. (2) 
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Figure 2. 25 Schematic illustration of Sq [158] 

Skewness (Ssk) The Ssk parameter is the extension of the profile (line roughness) parameter Rsk 

but in three dimensional. Ssk defines the unique distribution of height values above or below the 

mean plane, which is generally indicated by either a positive or negative value (see Figure 2.26) 

[32] The Ssk expression is given by the equation (3). If Ssk<0; the distribution deviates above the 

mean line, Ssk=0; the distribution is symmetrical, Ssk>0; the distribution deviates below the mean 

line.The Ssk parameter is related to the surface height distribution and hence it is applicable for 

analysing the abrasion and oil sump of lubricants for slide planes [158]. 

𝒔𝒔𝒌 =
𝟏

𝒔𝒒
𝟑 [

𝟏

𝑨
∫ ∫ 𝒛𝟑(𝒙, 𝒚) ⅆ𝒙

𝑨
ⅆ𝒚]………. (3) 

 

Figure 2. 26 Schematic illustration of Ssk [158] 

Kurtosis (Sku) is described by the probability of distribution of height values [32]. The Sku 

parameter expands the profile (line roughness) parameter Rku but in three dimensional [32,158]. 

It usually indicates whether the distribution of height values has sharper peaks (Sku>3) or even, 

smaller and widespread (Sku<3) (see Figure 2.27) [32]. The Sku expression is given by the 

equation (4).If Sku<3; the height distribution is even, Sku=3; normal distribution, Sku>3; the 

height distribution comprised of sharper peaks. 
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The Sku parameter is concerned with the number of peaks and valleys which is generally applied 

to examine the contact between two objects [158]. 

𝒔𝒌𝒖 =
𝟏

𝒔𝒒
𝟒 [

𝟏

𝑨
∫ ∫ 𝒛𝟒(𝒙, 𝒚) ⅆ𝒙

𝑨
ⅆ𝒚]……….(4) 

 

Figure 2. 27 Schematic illustration of Sku [158] 

2.3.2.2 Spatial Parameters 

Autocorrelation length (Sal) is related to the periodicity of the surface. Sal parameter is defined by 

the minimum horizontal distance of the autocorrelation function that has the fastest decay to the 

specified values s (0<s<1) [158] or the minimum autocorrelation length of the new location with 

respect to the original location (see Figure 2.28) [32].  

 

Figure 2. 28 Schematic illustration of autocorrelation length Sal [158] 
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The texture aspect ratio (Str) is a measure of the uniformity of the surface texture. Str indicates 

whether the surface is isotropic or anisotropic in nature [32]. The Str value normally varies from 

0 to 1; if Str >0.5 and close to 1 signifies strong isotropy, whereas the Str < 0.3 close to 0 indicates 

the surface is strongly anisotropic [158]. The spatial parameters are useful to analyse the even size 

and complexity of parallel grooves and grains in place of height parameters [158]. 

2.3.2.3 Hybrid parameters  

The hybrid parameter(s) is defined by the combination of amplitude and spacing. Any changes in 

either amplitude or spacing directly influence the final result of the hybrid parameter(s). The hybrid 

parameters are widely used in tribological analysis, surface slopes, surface curvature and 

developed interfacial area [159]. “Sdq”- root mean square gradient of the scale-limited surface 

[32]. “Sdq” is a general measurement of the slopes at all points within the defined area (A) of the 

scale-limited surface, and also may be used to differentiate the surfaces with similar Sa (see Figure 

2.29a) [158]. Sdq is affected by spacing and texture amplitude (For given Sa, wider spaced texture; 

lower Sdq than the surface with same Sa of finer spaced texture). The Sdq value is Zero (0) for the 

completely flat or ideal surface (see Figure 2.29b) [157]. Sdq is generally used to distinguish 

between the surfaces with similar roughness. The Sdq expression is given by the equation 5. Any 

slope causes a surface's Sdq value to increase. The surface beneath is a plane with 45-degree 

gradient components and a Sdq value of 1 see figures below c) [32, 157]. Sdq is useful to 

characterise the sealing systems, and cosmetics appearance and is oftentimes related to the degree 

of surface wetting by various fluids. 

𝒔ⅆ𝒒 = √
𝟏

𝑨
∫ ∫ [(

𝝏𝒛(𝒙,𝒚)

𝝏𝒙
)

𝟐

+ (
𝝏𝒛(𝒙,𝒚)

𝝏𝜸
)

𝟐

] ⅆ𝒙
𝑨

ⅆ𝒚………. (5) 
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Figure 2. 29 Schematic illustration of (a) Sdq of scale limited surface [158], (b) Sdq=0 for the 

completely flat/ideal surface, (c) Larger Sdq=1 for the surface containing any slopes [157]. 

“Sdr” developed interfacial area ratio of the scale-limited surface [32]. The “Sdr” is expressed as 

the ratio of the additional or incremental surface area of the interfacial area of the scale-limited 

surface within the defined area (A) (see Figure 2.30a) [32,158]. Sdr is used to differentiate the 

surfaces of similar amplitudes and average roughness. The expression of Sdr is given by the 

equation (6). In general, Sdr increases with the spatial intricacy of texture irrespective of changes 

in Sa value. The Sdr value is Zero (0) for the completely flat or ideal surface (see Figure 2.30b). 

The presence of any slope on a surface causes its Sdr value to increase. the surface below is a plane 

with gradient components of 45 degrees, has an Sdr value of of 0.414 (see Figures 2.30c) [32,157]. 

Sdr is widely applied in surface coatings, adhesion and lubrication applications. 

𝒔ⅆ𝒓 =
𝟏

𝑨
[∫ ∫(√[𝟏 + (

𝝏𝒛(𝒙,𝒚)

𝝏𝒙
)

𝟐

+ (
𝝏𝒛(𝒙,𝒚)

𝝏𝒚
)

𝟐

] − 𝟏) ⅆ𝒙

𝑨

ⅆ𝒚]………. (6) 

 

Figure 2. 30 Schematic illustration of (a) Sdr of scale limited surface [158], (b) Sdr=0 for the 

completely flat/ideal surface, (c) Larger Sdr=0.414 for the surface containing any slopes [157]. 
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2.3.2.4 Functional parameters 

Functional parameters are used to examine the functional properties of wear and tribological 

components.  The peak material volume (Vmp) parameter is helpful to study the volume density 

of particle feature characteristics of different surfaces. It is also important to note that volume 

parameters are obtained by dividing the material ratio curve into three zones by applying two 

material ratio thresholds SMr1 10% and SMr2 80% with default peak material 0-10% [32]. 

However, SMr1 and SMr2 can be adjusted flexibly depending on particular applications (see 

Figure 2.31). The material ratio thresholds Smr1 and Smr2 from the Sk parameters are more suited 

to analyse particle features compared to adopting the default SMr ratio of 10%. The Vmp is often 

used in oil retention and lubrication applications [158]. 

 

Figure 2. 31 Schematic illustration of peak volume material Vmp of scale limited surface [158] 

 

 

2.3.2.5 Feature parameters 

The feature parameter Spd gives the number of peaks per unit area (see Figure 2.32) [158]. Spd is 

useful to examine the density (smaller or bigger) of the particle features. Spd indicates the density 

of peaks based on watershed segmentation of surface topography with 5% Wolf pruning [36]. 
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Figure 2. 32 Schematic illustration of peak volume material Vmp of scale limited surface [158] 

2.3.2.6 Particle analysis 

Conventional surface texture metrology is predominantly focused to characterise the overall 

surface topographical asperities data of the whole measured region by a limited number or set of 

scalar values. However, these conventional texture parameters are not intending to provide 

information about the individualities present on the surface. In saying those surface texture 

parameters are not capable to give details about the number of particles/asperities present on the 

surface, nor their spatial distribution. Instead, these texture parameters would assist in capturing 

the overall or entire topographical data (for example, roughness Ra or Sa & Sq, etc.) of the surface 

of the region being measured. To overcome this limitation, feature-based particle analysis is 

employed by using a spatially decomposing application of threshold segmentation, according to 

the Smr1 value. The captured surface measurement data consist of digital topographies which have 

been segmented to isolate partially-melted/un-melted particles and spatters from the surface that 

provides valuable quantification data, and the perception of the individual surface asperities which 

form during the LPBF process. Each individual segmented region is referred to as the feature that 

is then characterized related to its geometrical features. 

2.3.3 Influence of process parameters on metal AM surface quality 

As aforementioned, surface roughness is a key element and the most common surface texture 

parameter used to quantify the surface quality, reliability of the surface topographical features, and 

layering effects. In this perspective, there is a continuous increase in demand to address the impact 

of critical AM process parameters with reference to the reliability of surface quality linked to the 

functional performance of metal AM components. Many authors have studied the correlation 
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between surface roughness and the various AM process parameters [12,13,19,20,142,163-167]. 

The metal AM processing conditions have a significant influence on the surface roughness of 

horizontal, vertical and inclined and/or curved surfaces [168]. The summary of AM (including 

contour) parameters influence on final surface quality is given in Table 2.2.  

Fox et al. studied the interrelationship between contour parameters (varying beam power: 25W-

195 W, travel velocity: 350mm/s-3000 mm/s), and the angle of overhanging structures (30°, 45°, 

and 60°) with respect to the surface roughness of LPBF samples [19]. The reported research 

analysis of surface roughness metrics (Rc Rsm and Rpc) demonstrated the shift between surfaces 

dominated by partially-melted particles and the surfaces predominantly governed by the re-

solidified melt track material [19]. However, the correlation between process parameters on Ra 

was less significant as the authors did not conduct a qualitative analysis of individual features that 

contribute to the surface roughness [19]. Delgado et al. experimentally investigated the influence 

of DMLS (direct metal laser sintering) and SLM process parameters (such as scan speed:300 

mm/s-500 mm/s, layer thickness:0.02 mm -0.06 mm, and building direction:0°-90°) on the 

dimensional error, surface roughness, and mechanical properties of iron-based materials [20]. 

Statistical significance approach analysis of variance (ANOVA) was adopted to analyze the 

results. The authors revealed the building direction presented a significant impact on the surface 

roughness and the dimensional error, whereas, the mechanical properties tend to be moderately 

sensitive to build direction and layer thickness. However, an increase in layer thickness resulted 

in lower tensile strength and elongation for DMLS samples [20]. Both layer thickness and build 

direction parameters were influential in SLM samples’ part quality, whereas, the build direction 

showed no impact on the mechanical properties. Overall, scan speed and layer thickness 

parameters showed a negative effect on both DMLS and SLM-processed parts [20]. Hong et al. 

studied the impact of various parameters (laser power:100-200 W, scan speed:30-270 mm/s, and 

scan spacing:20µm-200 µm) on the surface roughness (Ra) during single-layer formation and 

multi-layer formation tests of SLM of cobalt-chromium (Co-Cr) dental alloys [163]. The authors 

proposed that excess melting and balling could be avoided by reducing the laser power and 

increasing the scan speed during the single-layer formation test. In the case of multi-layer 

formation tests, the reported roughness values (Ra) were 6.1µm and 4.2 µm for the scan spacings 

of 200 µm and 150 µm respectively due to smaller overlap ratios (24 and 43 %) [163]. Similarly, 

using 60µm and 20 µm scan spacing resulted in Ra values of 3.3 µm and 3.9 µm owing to higher 
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overlap ratios (72 and 92 %). The smoothest surface quality (Ra=1.8 µm) was achieved for 100 

µm scan spacing due to the optimal overlap ratio (62%). Overall, it was concluded that laser power, 

scan speed, and scan spacing were key influencing factors in defining surface quality [163]. A 

similar kind of research was carried out by Baciu et al. [166], except the authors included an extra 

parameter in the form of exposure time in their investigation. Tian et al. conducted research to 

correlate various AM parameters (laser power:100W-400 W, scan speed:1000 mm/s-3000 mm/s, 

layer thickness:20µm-40 µm, hatch spacing:0.05 mm-0.13 mm, sloping angles:45°-90°) with 

surface roughness (Ra) of both up-skin and down-skin surfaces of SLM Hastelloy X alloy [165]. 

The reported roughness values for up-skin surfaces of the inclined sample were unaffected by 

different laser powers and scan speeds, but the roughness of the down-skin surface increased with 

an increase in laser power and decreased with scan speed. A combination of low power (200 W) 

and a high scan speed (3000 mm/s) resulted in the best roughness of the down-skin surface (Ra=15 

µm) [165]. Larger balling appeared for higher scan speeds, while smaller balling was encountered 

for lower scan speeds and higher power. The heat transfer simulation suggested the optimal melt 

pool depth comparable to the median powder particle size can also be obtained for this parametric 

combination (see Figure 2.33) [165]. Surface roughness exhibited a positive correlation between 

hatch spacing and layer thickness. Overall, the authors found contour scan and skywriting scanning 

strategies were beneficial to achieve lower surface roughness: the contour scan strategy alleviates 

surface irregularities and the skywriting scan facilitates uniform energy density [165]. 
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Figure 2.33 Correlation between surface roughness, sloping angles and the process parameters 

[165]. 

Gockel et al studied the processing-structure-property-performance (PSPP) using structured light 

(SL) and computed tomography (CT) techniques for varied contour parameters and the resulting 

surface quality and the fatigue life characteristics of LPBF 718 alloy [13]. The authors found that 

surface roughness (Sa from ~17 µm to ~ 7 µm) decreased with an increase in laser power (from 

80W to 120W) for the SL measurement method but this pattern was not clear with the increasing 

scan speed for the CT technique (see Figure 2.34) [13]. The Sa values for fatigue life did not 

provide a clear correlation from either of the non-destructive measurement techniques (see Figure 

2.35) [13]. This was credited to the increased laser power resulting in keyholing, which would 

further lead to subsurface porosities. Similarly, increased scan speeds lead to an unstable molten 

melt pool and balling. Overall, both XCT and SL methods supported Sv trend inversely 

proportional to the fatigue life, whereas, Sa did not show any correlation to fatigue life from both 

techniques [13].  
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Figure 2. 34 Correlation between contour parameters and the surface quality of two non-

destructive techniques (a), (b) structured light, (c), (d) X-ray computed tomography [13]  

 

Figure 2. 35 Correlation between contour parameters and the fatigue life (a) structured light, (b) 

X-ray computed tomography [13] 
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Attarzadeh et al. studied the changes in the line roughness parameters (Ra) and fractional density 

with the energy density by varying AM process parameters (laser power:100W-300 W, scan 

speed:300mm/s-1500 mm/s, hatch spacing:0.06mm-0.24 mm, build height:5mm-50 mm, build 

direction: parallel(pl) and perpendicular(pr)) [142]. The authors achieved low Ra(pl) (~3-8 µm) 

and Ra(pr) (~4-12 µm) values for energy densities between ~20 J/mm3 and ~60 J/mm3: owing to 

sufficient energy input for complete melting.  A slight increase in energy density resulted in 

entrapped gas bubbles, balling, and spatters, but the observed line roughness values were 

insensitive to this marginal change [142]. Fractional density (FD) increased rapidly between ~20 

J/mm3 and ~40 J/mm3 energy densities (FD ~1 at ~45 J/mm3) and remained constant till ~80 

J/mm3, beyond this range FD started to decrease steadily to reach 0.93 for 120 J/mm3: which is 

attributed to lack of fusion holes, internal defects. Overall, FD displayed reversed behavior to line 

roughness parameters. The low fractional density was ascribed to the balling occurring at higher 

energy densities [142]. Wang et al investigated the impact of laser energy density on the surface 

roughness (Ra) of SLM steels [167]. Experimentally measured Ra was found to be in excess of 

50% of the theoretical value, which is attributed to inevitable deviations between theoretical 

assumptions and physical experiments [167].  The authors reported that thin and continuous melt 

track types are more suitable for the SLM process, and also the surface roughness could be 

improved by adopting laser surface re-melting without considering the processing and the stress 

accumulation [167].  Ni et al. studied the impact of balling-induced surface roughness (Ra), 

microstructure evolution, and corrosion properties of SLM 316L steel with respect to different 

inclination angles (0°-90°) [24]. It was found that Ra (2.398 µm) for 0° displayed a smoother 

surface, and 90° tilt angle resulted in poor surface roughness (Ra ~11 µm).  Polished (3.5% NaCl 

solution) AM surfaces were characterized by pitting and localized corrosion: mainly originating 

from pores and balling defects [24]. Similarly, the polished surfaces exhibited lower corrosion 

resistance as compared to unpolished counterparts (easy to passivate), plus the balling behavior 

expedited the rate of corrosion in unpolished parts which are attributed to metallurgical porosities 

and balling. The authors concluded that inclination angles displayed a pronounced effect on 

surface roughness induced by metallurgical defects [24].  

The impact of scan speeds and layer thickness on the side surfaces of a one-pass thin wall 

component was experimentally studied [169]. A smaller layer thickness and a lower scan speed 

resulted in a rougher side surface due to excess heat accumulation caused by higher heat input, in 
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contrast, the surface became extremely porous when a scan speed and a layer thickness exceeded 

threshold values [170,171].  Although the optimised linear energy density (laser power/scan speed) 

was adopted for the top surface, the process did not produce acceptable side surface roughness, 

hence it was preferred to use a relatively lower linear energy density to achieve a lower side surface 

roughness [170]. The top surfaces produced with too low or too high linear energy densities 

resulted in poor surface roughness caused by Marangoni flow and recoil pressure due to materials 

evaporation respectively [171]. The particle size distribution is another notable factor that 

adversely affects the surface roughness: a predominant coarser feedstock material (with sparse 

finer particles) leads to larger layer thickness and low powder layer density resulting in a 

substandard surface finish [170,172]. 

In addition to the critical metal AM parameters, the scanning strategy plays an important role in 

determining the final surface quality as it strongly influences the thermal gradient, molten melt 

pool morphology, and thermophysical behaviour of the AM parts [173,174]. The elevated ridges, 

commonly known as the “edge effect”, generally affect the final surface quality and sometimes 

result in poor dimensional accuracy of LPBF parts [173,175]. The edge effect poses a negative 

impact on AM process itself and implicates adverse effects on the mechanical properties of the 

part due to contact between these higher edges and re-coater [176]. An appropriate combination 

of process parameters and the contour scanning strategy certainly improves the surface quality of 

inclined parts but is a less significant improvement for up-skin surfaces [176]. Matache et al. 

reported the impact of critical parameters laser power and scanning speed without contour scan on 

the surface quality (edge and corner effects) of AM IN 625 samples [175]. The authors found that 

the more stable molten melt pool consisting of reasonably elevated edges and corners was evident 

for laser power range between 250–300 W and scanning speeds range between 0.7–0.8 m/s [175].  

Yonehara et al studied the correlation between surface texture and relative density or internal 

defects of metal AM components including LPBF process parameters (see Figure 2.36) [177]. The 

authors found that the width of the molten melt tracks for the higher density (>99%) samples (S15 

& S16) remained continuous and relatively constant without any visible grooves and negligible 

porosities [177]. Conversely, the irregularities in the width of the molten melt tracks were evident 

in the low-density samples (S10, S12 & S13) surfaces and the obvious presence of several grooves 

and bumps [177]. This was attributed to the lower laser powers and lower scan speeds which 

resulted in wider grooves, whereas the higher laser powers with constant scan speed lead to the 
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unevenness of the molten melt tracks as a result of spattering, lack of fusion holes and larger 

swelling or beading up phenomena [177]. Surface texture parameters Ssk (0.42), Sku (0.32), Sz 

(0.71), Sv (0.55), Sk (0.78), Sq (0.76), Sdq (0.76) and MIC 0.81 reveal a strong correlation between 

surface texture and relative density/internal defects [177]. 

 

Figure 2. 36 Correlation between surface texture and relative density/internal defects—(a) LPBF 

process map to show a relationship between LPBF parameters and surface texture including 

internal-defect (S1-S16) samples; (b) SEM and CSI images of LPBF samples (S10-S16) surface; 

(c) LPBF sample surface texture evaluation region [177]. 

Chen Z et al studied the correlation between the identical laser scan parameters (including part 

orientation and shape of the incident laser beam) and surface roughness of LPBF components 

[168]. The authors revealed that the surface roughness of 40º up-skin surfaces was certainly lower 

than the down-skin surfaces at 40º with identical laser powers, scan speeds and contour offset 

parameters (see Figure 2.37). The least surface roughness (Ra) for up-skin~16.7 µm and down-

skin~39.8 µm were obtained for scan speed=1050 mm/s, laser power=345W and contour offset=17 

µm [168]. Authors concluded that spatters were distributed across the powder bed by gas flow, 

and at any given location the surface roughness of the inclined surfaces is affected by the 

orientation of the surface corresponding to the centre of the LPBF build platform [168]. The AM 

parameters interrelation with metal AM surface quality is summarised in Table 2.3. 
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Figure 2. 37Schematic illustration of optical microscope images for 40° up-skin surfaces (left 

column), and 40° down-skin surfaces (right column) [168]. 
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Table 2. 2 Summary of AM (including contour) parameters influence on final surface quality from the literature 

Material LP 

 (W) 

SS  

(mm/s) 

HS  

(µm) 

LT  

(µm) 

Contour/Beam 

offset (µm) 

Ra/Sa 

(µm) 

References 

 

17-4 SS 

60 700 - - BO=0-20 Ra-90°=10 

Ra-150°=18 

Ra-180°=4 

[178] 

 

17-4 SS 

120 700 - - BO=80-100 Ra-90°=13 

Ra-150°= 16 

Ra-180°=4 

[178] 

 

17-4 SS 

60 350 - - BO=80-100 Ra-90°=12 

Ra-150°= 17 

Ra-180°=4 

[178] 

 

17-4 SS 

120 1400 - - BO=80-100 Ra-90°=11 

Ra-150°= 19 

Ra-180°=3 

[178] 

TI6Al4V 350 770 180 50 - Ra=20-45 [170] 

TI6Al4V 750 1925 200 50 - Ra=20-65 [170] 

TI6Al4V 1000 1400 230 100 - Ra=15-90 [170] 

TI6Al4V 350 770 - 50 CO=180 Ra=10-40 [170] 

TI6Al4V 800 1765 - 100 CO=180 Ra=20-55 [170] 

TI6Al4V 310 1400 100-180 30-60 CO=90 Ra-US=23 

Ra-DS=44 

[168] 

TI6Al4V 310 700 100-180 30-60 CO=90 Ra-US=18 

Ra-DS=48 

[168] 

TI6Al4V 345 1050 100-180 30-60 CO=17 Ra-US=17 

Ra-DS=40 

[168] 

TI6Al4V 327 875 100-180 30-60 CO=163 Ra-US=25 

Ra-DS=53 

[168] 

Hastelloy X 370 1900 50-130 20 - Ra=20-29 [165] 

Hastelloy X 370 1900 50-130 40 - Ra=13-30 [165] 

IN718 80 500-900 - - LS Ra=12-17 [13] 

IN718 80-120 560 - - LS Ra=7-17 [13] 
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IN718 80 500-900 - - CT Ra=12-14 [13] 

IN718 80-120 560 - - CT Ra=11-15 [13] 

 

 

 

TI6Al4V 

100 

120 

140 

160 

180 

200 

600 

800 

1000 

1200 

1400 

1600 

 

 

80 

 

 

30 

 

 

- 

Ra=8 

Ra=6 

Ra=5 

Ra=7 

Ra=6 

Ra=7 

 

 

 

[179] 

 

 

TI6Al4V 

120 

140 

160 

180 

200 

400 

600 

800 

1000 

1200 

 

 

80 

 

 

30 

 

 

- 

Ra=5-9 

Ra=6-8 

Ra=8 

Ra=8-9 

Ra=5-10 

 

 

[179] 

316L SS 180.4-300 700-1178.4 72.2-120 - - Ra=8.06-12.18 [180] 

 

 

 

 

316L SS 

100 

150 

150 

150 

150 

150 

150 

150 

400 

700 

400 

450 

500 

550 

600 

600 

80 

70 

90 

80 

80 

80 

80 

70 

 

 

 

 

- 

 

 

 

 

- 

Ra=9.5 

Ra=8.6 

Ra=7.1 

Ra=6.3 

Ra=7.6 

Ra=8.4 

Ra=8.2 

Ra=7.5 

 

 

 

 

[181] 

 

 

 

AlSi10Mg 

100 

150 

200 

250 

300 

350 

400 

1000-2800 

1000-2800 

1000-2800 

1000-2800 

1000-2800 

1000-2800 

1000-2800 

 

 

 

150 

 

 

 

40 

 

 

 

YES 

Ra=17-18 

Ra=11-15 

Ra=10-12 

Ra=10-11 

Ra=8-10 

Ra=9-12 

Ra=8-18 

 

 

 

[182] 

AlSi10Mg 350 1500 150 40 NO Ra=20 [182] 

BO-Beam offset, CO-Contour offset, LS-Light scanning, CT-Computer Tomography
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Table 2. 3 Summary of AM parameters interrelation with surface quality from the literature 

AM Parameter Surface quality (Ra/Sa) relation Reference 

Laser power (LP) LP ↑ Ra/Sa ↑ [183]-[167] 

Scan speed (SS) SS ↑ Ra/Sa ↑ 

SS ↑ Ra/Sa ↓   

[183], [184] 

[185], [186] 

Hatch spacing (HS) HS ↑ Ra/Sa ↓   

HS ↓   Ra/Sa ↓   

[187] 

[184] 

Layer thickness (LT) LT ↑ Ra/Sa ↑ [36] 

Particle size distribution 

(PSD) 

PSD ↓   Ra/Sa ↓   

PSD ↓   Ra/Sa ↑ 

[188] 

[189] 

Energy density (ED) ED ↑ Ra/Sa ↓   [167], [190] 

Beam offset (BO) BO ↓ Ra/Sa ↑ [191] 

Laser re-melting (LSR) LSR ↑ Ra/Sa ↓   [167] [192] 

Substrate position (SP) Centre to the corner;  

Ra/Sa ↑ for flat surfaces 

Ra/Sa ↓ for inclined surfaces 

[193] 

Shielding gas flow (SGF) Away from the gas flow Ra/Sa ↑   [191] 

 

2.3.4 Influence of scan strategies on metal AM surface quality  

The various scanning strategies, such as meander, stripe, island, cheeseboard, hexagonal, line and 

rotate scanning at different angles, zig-zag, and in-out and out-in scanning strategies are often 

adopted in an LPBF process [173,194-196]. Cheng et al. investigated the impact of eight different 

scanning strategies by both simulation-experimental approaches on the stress and deformation 

evaluations of AM components [173]. The authors found that the 45º and 67 º line-scanning 

strategies displayed the minimum stress and deformations. The in-out scanning strategy resulted 

in the highest deformation [173]. However, the authors reported no significant difference in 

deformation between line scanning, 45º line scanning, and 45º, 90º and 67º rotation scanning cases 

[173]. Yasa et al. [197] reported that the use of a contour scan amplifies the edge effect, but that 

the use of raster scanning rather than unidirectional scanning can further enhance the top surface's 

flatness [197].  Paraschiv et al investigated top surface deformations (edge and corner effects) by 
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varying hatch angle rotations (45º, 67º, 90º, (see Figure 2.38)) and laser re-melting technique. The 

authors found that samples built without a contour and with hatch angles of 45º and 67º displayed 

more noticeable edge and corner effects, while the hatch rotation angle of 90º produced the fewest 

deformations [174]. The samples built with contour and hatching angles displayed lower corner 

heights (45º:17%, 67º:31%, and 90º:19%) respectively [174]. The ridge height of both edge and 

corner effects increased with an increased number of laser re-melting passing of the top layer. 

However, this ridge height was reduced by using a lower VED for melting the top layers [174]. 

 

Figure 2. 38 Schematic illustration of different Hatching angles used for metal AM of IN 625 

samples [174]. 

Jiang et al studied the impact of LPBF process parameters and scan strategy on the lower surface 

(see Figure 2.39) quality (overhanging structure) of LPBF metal components [198]. The authors 

found that laser energy density (EF) had a significant influence on the lower surface quality; Higher 

EF led to the sinking of the molten melt pool and slag hanging on overhanging structure’s lower 

surface, and too low EF resulted in insufficient melting, melt pool agglomeration, pores and powder 

spiraling [198]. However, the cross-melting (I) and non-melting (II) strategies yielded better lower 

surface quality at low and high EF (see Figure 2.39bcd) [198]. The combination of lower EF and 

scan strategy I presented the best surface quality (Sa=~25 µm), similarly higher EF combined with 

scan strategy II displayed a reasonable Sa=~30 µm for the lower surface of the overhang structure 

(see Figure 2.39d) [198]. The authors concluded that the surface quality of the lower surface could 
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be accurately evaluated instantly by the cooling time of the molten melt pool during the fabrication 

of the lower surface overhang structure [198]. 

  

Figure 2. 39 Schematic illustration of (a) depicting lower surface, (b) overhanging structure part 

dimensions (c) different scan strategies, and (d) Sa results [198] 

Giganto et al studied the impact of different scan strategies (normal, concentric and hexagonal) on 

the final surface quality and mechanical properties of LPBF 17-4 PH steels (see Figure 2.40) [199]. 

For the top surface; the authors considered the hexagonal scan strategy as most appropriate for 

lower roughness (Ra) of 9.38 µm and porosities, whereas, the concentric strategy(C) presented the 

lowest porosities despite larger and irregular pores, ductile fracture (~1180 MPa), higher 

geometrical errors with lower Ra of 5.12 µm for lateral surfaces with large scanning vectors (see 

Figure 2.41) [199]. The normal(N) and hexagonal(H) scan strategies for the top surface achieved 

good (identical) mechanical properties (1103 MPa,1104 MPa respectively) as well as dimensional 

and geometrical qualities (see Figure 2.42) [199]. N&H strategies present lower dimensional and 

geometrical errors, C strategy presents higher geometrical and dimensional errors [199]. 
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Figure 2. 40 Schematic illustration of various scan strategies adopted (a) normal, (b) concentric 

and (c) hexagonal [199]. 

 

 

Figure 2. 41Roughness values for (a) top and (b)lateral surfaces for various scan strategies [199]. 
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Figure 2. 42 Stress-strain curve, UTS values for top and lateral surfaces for various scan strategies 

[199]. 

Miao et al utilized four different scanning strategies to study the effects of thermal gradient 

concentration linking to micro-voids, surface roughness (horizontal and vertical), porosity, 

tribological properties and microhardness of LPBF processed GO/TC4 nanocomposites (see 

Figure 2.43a-d) [200]. The authors found that L-scanning or S-scanning strategies adopted samples 

were seriously affected by a large number of micro-voids and defects due to higher thermal 

concentration, but the C-scanning strategy presented the optimal performance with the least 

surface roughness (Ra) of ~2.80 µm (horizontal surface) and ~1.02 µm (vertical surface) out of all 

scan strategies; credited to the lower temperature gradients (see figure be) [200]. The L-scanning 

strategy performed poorly for both horizontal and vertical surfaces with Ra of ~9.20 µm and ~6.60 

µm respectively. L-scanning showed a larger COF (0.5117), i.e., 20.54% higher than C-scanning 

displayed a superior friction coefficient and wear volume. H-scanning exhibited better wear 

resistance than L and S scanning strategies (see Figure 2.44a-c) [200]. 
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Figure 2. 43 Schematic illustration of four different scan strategies used in LPBF process [200
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Figure 2. 44 Tribological properties of LPBF under different scan strategies: (a) real-time friction 

coefficient; (b)average coefficient of friction and (c) wear [200]. 

2.3.5 Tribological and corrosion properties of metal AM components 

A thorough investigation of currently available literature on the tribological and corrosion behavior 

of metal AM parts reveals that the research is still in the early stages. Presently, lubricated fretting 

components like cylinder liners and Marines’ shoes prefer a rougher surface that helps retain more 

oil, resulting in smaller wear and friction compared to a smoother surface. However, to expand 

LPBF applications into frictional pairs, it is paramount to study the metal AM's friction, wear and 

corrosion performance under various conditions [201]. Wear is defined as the loss or displacement 

of material from a contacting surface [1]. The wear rate of metal AM steels linearly depends on 

the volume percentage of the porosity [201]. The reported wear rate was 6-17% higher than bulk 

steels for less dense LPBF process of steels with the presence of porosities. The wear track on bulk 

316L SS was covered with oxide film with a dark grey cracked surface appearance (“O” marked) 

(see Figure 2.45a), these oxide films were removed to form a smooth wear debris leaving a rougher 

dark surface: typical mild oxidative wear [202]. In contrast, the SLM surface displayed a wider, 

rougher and metallic appearance wear track: the primary wear mechanism is due to easy crack 

initiation and propagation originating from pre-existing process-induced surface porosities, cracks 

and craters defects that subsequently lead to the premature failure of the component at lower 

applied loads [203,202] (see Figure 2.45b). It is possible to achieve equivalent or superior wear 

resistance than conventional steels if LPBF-built steel components are fully dense with minimum 

surface defects [202, 203]. 
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Figure 2. 45 Comparison of wear rate in dry wear test condition at 120rpm, 10N (a) bulk 316L and 

(b) LPBF 316L (175 mm/s, 150 W) samples. ‘‘O’’ marks in (a) indicate tribe-oxide film. [202] 

The cyclic polarisation curves measured in 0.9% NaCl soln for bulk and SLM showed similar 

electrochemical corrosion behaviour, but the forward scan curves of SLM contained many current 

spikes as a result of metastable pitting formation: signifying the porosities in SLM promote 

corrosion instability at high anodic potential (see Figure 2.46a) [202]. The authors found that if 

the full density is achieved for the SLM steel sample then the corrosion behaviour will be the same 

as the bulk 316L steel samples (see Figure 2.46b) [202]. 

 

Figure 2. 46 Schematic illustration of cyclic polarisation curves in 0.9% NaCl soln at a scan rate 

of 1mV/s for (a) bulk 316L SS and selected SLM (150mm/s and 200mm/s) samples, (b) Ecor, Eb, 
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Er and icor as a function of volume porosity. (Ecor-corrosion potential, Eb-breakdown potential, 

icor-corrosion current density, Er-repassivation potential) [202].  

Lia et al investigated the impact of building directions and different loads, temperatures and 

frequencies on the tribological properties of SLM 316L steels (see Figure 2.47a) [203]. The authors 

showed that build directions have the least impact on COF and wear (see Figure 2.47b), while the 

COF decreased significantly at the higher temperatures, and wear was at its peak at 200°C (see 

Figures 2.47cd) [203]. The wear rate gradually decreased due to the fact that oxide films acted as 

lubricants and protected them from further wearing [203]. The COF was not affected remarkably 

at higher contact pressure but the wear tends to be higher at higher contact pressure [203] 

 

Figure 2. 47 Schematic illustration of (a) different building directions, (b) Coefficient of friction 

for respective building directions, (c) wear rate and (d) COF at different temperatures [203]. 

Kazemipour et al investigated the microstructure and corrosion susceptibility of SLM  316L SS in 

aqueous 3.5 wt.% NaCl solution. The cyclic potentiodynamic polarization results for SLM samples 
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showed better pitting resistance and a lower rate of metastable pitting as compared to wrought 

alloy irrespective of the build orientation (see Figure 2.48a) [204]. The shorter immersion time 

posed a negligible effect on both corrosion and pitting potentials. However, the longer immersion 

time and the electrochemical impedance spectroscopy results confirmed that process-induced 

bigger size highly dense porosities and surface asperities posed significant adverse effects in 

lowering the electrochemical potential stability of SLM samples aligned perpendicular to the 

building direction [204]. The pits, grain, and sub-grain boundaries and melt pool of wrought and 

SLM samples are evident in (see Figure 2.48bcd) [204]. 

 

Figure 2. 48 Schematic illustration of (a) Cyclic potentiodynamic polarization curves of wrought 

and SLM samples. (b) SEM images of the wrought, (c and d) SLM-316L-SS sample after 

corrosion-testing [204] 
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2.3.6. Surface quality prediction of metal AM surfaces built with varying inclination angles 

The majority of the existing literature on surface roughness prediction models often use theoretical 

calculation pertaining to the staircase effect and cusp height/geometry of inclined and/or curved 

AM surfaces (see Figure 2.49) [164,205,206]. The surface roughness prediction model for down-

skin surfaces was examined by Charles et al. in addition to carrying out the experiments to correlate 

AM process parameters with roughness Sa [164]. Their prediction model for optimisation of 

process parameters revealed that minimising the obtained Sa value at 45° and 35° down-skin 

surfaces were achieved individually with an average error percentage of 5% and 6.3% respectively 

[164]. In order to determine the importance of powder size distribution, Rausch et al. looked at a 

predictive simulation of LPBF process windows [205]. Their research's main goal was to identify 

the single- or multi-layer binding defects that result in porous structures between melt tracks [205]. 

They also attempted to achieve the minimum possible surface roughness of the final part and thus 

lower the efforts required for the surface post-processing [205]. From their combination of porosity 

and surface roughness prediction simulation model, the authors discovered that a greater number 

of porosities and higher surface roughness are interrelated. As a result of balling and wetting-

related effects increased porosities were formed which led to uneven surface asperities on the 

subsequent layers, [205]. 

 

Figure 2. 49 schematic illustration of cusp geometry 

In addition to the physical experiments, Wang et al. examined a theoretical model of upper surface 

roughness of single-track and multi-track fabrication of LPBF steels to improve the part quality 

[167]. The authors’ theoretical analysis revealed that surface roughness was mainly affected by 
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the melt track width, hatch spacing and layer thickness. The maximum recorded theoretical Ra 

was ~15 µm, likewise maximum measured Ra was ~25 µm: 50% more than the theoretical value 

[167]. The huge difference in observed Ra values was credited to deviations in theoretical 

assumptions and the complex nature of AM process, which is extremely difficult to control and is 

unpredictable [167].  Barari et al. inspired to develop a full imperial model of surface roughness 

as a function of layer thickness and part orientation using a polynomial interpolation to predict the 

cusp height [140]. The developed model was implemented and applied with the aim of accurate 

representation of cusp geometries with non-uniform rational B-spline (NURBS) curves to predict 

and control the surface quality of Fused deposition modelling (FDM) processed parts [140]. It was 

interesting to note that the measured Ra close to 90° was more than the theoretical value due to 

corner curves of cusps being neglected in practice, in addition, the width of the staircase ought to 

be small or close to 0 at 90° [140]. Authors promoted that their developed model could be 

applicable to all layer-based AM processes to optimize the two most important AM parameters 

namely layer thickness, and part orientation to attain the desired surface roughness for the critical 

features of AM parts [140]. RK Ek et al. constructed two levels full factor (24) design of 

experiments (DOE), mathematical model, to elucidate the impact of EBM parameters on the 

average surface roughness (Ra) of vertical surfaces [30]. Selected design factors such as the 

number of contours (NC), contour offset (CO), a combination of speed and current in contour (SC) 

and line offset (LO) because they were compatible to work simultaneously and anticipated to 

influence surface roughness [30]. Ra of vertical surfaces (03 builds: I, II, III) was found to be 24 

µm, 29.5 µm and 28.5 µm with their standard deviation 0.39 µm, 0.57 µm and 0.53 µm 

respectively. Ra was evaluated using profiler software and calculated using MATLAB including 

the results from DOE. Authors found that CO and SC were notable influencing factors of Ra, 

followed by a combination of NC and CO had some influence but rather lesser tolerance level than 

CO and SC [30]. Taufik et al. adopted an innovative approach based on the combination of 

theoretical and empirical models to study and predict the randomness in the geometry of build 

edge profiles, composed of the perimeter, raster and combination of both layer deposition patterns 

that are deemed to reduce the predictive error of roughness models in FDM process (see Figure 

2.50 abc) [207]. The authors tested the robustness of these proposed models with respect to various 

inclination angles, and with the existing semi-empirical and theoretical models in the literature. It 

is interesting to note that build edge profiles are different at 0°, and in the range of 0°-30°, and 
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30°-90° build inclinations: variations in height and base length deviations impart sudden changes 

in surface profile and thereby surface roughness of FDM parts (see Figure 2.50def). The obtained 

results clearly indicated that these advanced models were beneficial in reducing prediction errors 

[207].  

 

Figure 2. 50 Schematic illustration of layer deposition patterns (a) the perimeter, (b) raster and (c) 

combination of both, (d) roughness profile of perimeter, (e) roughness profile of raster, (f) 

roughness profile of combined effect [207]. 

Ozel et al. used a genetic algorithm and artificial neural network (ANN) to generate predictive 

model capability for ascertaining the link between LPBF process parameters (energy 
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densities:113.75 J/mm3, 12.88 J/mm3 and 134.48 J/mm3, scan stripe pattern:67° and 90°) and 

resultant surface texture parameters (Sa, Sq, Ssk, and Sku) (see Figure 2.51abc) [208]. The 

reported Sa values were in the range of 3.15µm-4.80 µm, and Sq values:3.90µm-6.12 µm for the 

top surfaces (XY).  Similarly, Sa values were in the range of 2.70µm-8.40 µm, and Sq 

values:3.75µm-10.61 µm for side surfaces (YZ) [208]. Ssk values turned out to be negative for all 

the samples, while all the surface samples displayed positive kurtosis. Overall, the predicted values 

were in good agreement with the measured results showing that predictive tools could become 

handy to implement during the process planning stage of the production. However, the downside 

of this proposed predictive method was found to be less effective or difficult to predict the surface 

texture parameters of side surfaces (YZ) and restricted sample size for training ANN [208].  

 

Figure 2. 51 Schematic illustration of (a) genetic programming tree optimal structure, (b) multi-

layer feed forward neural network (c) fabricated test cubes [208] 

A similar neural network model was applied to predict the distribution of roughness within the 

build volume, considering the interactive effects of powder recoating, spattering, gas flow and heat 

transfer which the responsible for intra-build inconsistency in the LPBF process [209]. Delfs et al. 

studied the prediction model to optimize the build orientation to improve the surface quality and 

build time of AM parts [210]. Adhered particles and staircase effect formed on up-skin (0°-90°) 

and down-skin (90°-180°) surfaces were considered for the simulation of the surface quality 

prediction model [210]. Experimental Ra and Rz values were found to be in the range of 20µm-

149 µm, and 27µm-177 µm for 05 tilt angles between 15°-75°. Likewise, Simulation Ra and Rz 
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values were in the range of 21µm-148 µm, 25µm-190 µm respectively. It was worth noting that 

measured roughness results were in accordance with the predicted roughness values of the 

simulation [210]. Rott et al. proposed a novel parameter surface relation angle (ζ) to predict surface 

roughness (Ra), and to quantify the interdependency of laser interaction vs surface orientation 

[211]. It was important to note that by using the constant ζ, the range of Ra on surfaces across the 

entire build platform was reduced from 19 µm to 11 µm as compared to its counterpart constant 

surface normal polar angle (α) [211]. Authors reported the decrease in standard deviation from 5 

µm to 2 µm by adopting this novel prediction method, plus ζ could also be handy to predict the 

position-dependent surface roughness of down-skin surfaces prior to the AM process for a given 

parameter set [211]. F.Kaji et al proposed an empirical model to predict the surface roughness 

distribution of fused deposition modelling (FDM) part based on actual observation and modelling 

of cusp geometry (edge profiles could critically affect the surface quality) using local surface slope 

and layer thickness [206]. The developed methodology was implemented on the three-piece 

geometric pattern assumed to describe the cusp profiles and calculate the surface roughness based 

on a centre-line standard. The results were validated with a variety of experimental case data by 

comparing the actual surface roughness vs predicted roughness values [206]. The authors 

concluded that this new approach could be efficiently adapted to predict and to optimize FDM 

parameters to achieve the desired level of surface roughness [206]. 

Galati et al. analytically investigated the surface roughness prediction model for various 

inclinations angles including up-skin and down-skin surfaces and cavities, model was validated by 

carrying out physical experiments [212]. Full factorial DOE was tailored, in addition to profile 

(Ra, Rq, Rz) and areal surface texture parameters (Sa, Sq, Sz) were adapted to relate the inter-

dependency of sloping angles (30°-55° with 5° increments) and surface roughness of ad-hoc 

artefact [212]. see Figure 2.52abc) The role of waviness was less significant; surface roughness 

and texture followed the same trend while distinguishing overall AM surface morphology with 

respect to various sloping angles. The surface orientation and sloping angles displayed a significant 

impact on surface roughness, the predictive model was found to be robust and consistent with the 

experimental observations [212]. 
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Figure 2. 52 Schematic illustration of (a) artefact; and (b) single job positions of the replicas on 

substrate, and (c) surfaces identification [212].  

Bacchewar et al. studied the impact of laser power, layer thickness, build orientation, and hatch 

spacing parameters on the surface roughness of selective laser-sintered (SLS) parts. Central 

rotatable composite design (CCD) of experiments for planning and analysis of variance (ANOVA) 

was used to establish process variables adequacy of the developed model on surface roughness 

[213]. Authors reported that layer thickness and build orientation are significant factors affecting 

the up-skin surfaces, while laser power, build orientation and layer thickness have been found to 

be significant parameters for down-skin surface roughness. [213]. Furthermore, the authors 

developed the empirical models to estimate the surface roughness, in addition to employing the 

trust-region-based optimization method (MATLAB module) to obtain a set of process parameters 

to achieve the best surface finish. The authors concluded that the predicted results were in good 

agreement with the confirmed experimental findings (truncheon case study) in the range of 10° to 

70° [213]. Campbell et al demonstrated an empirical model with the least range of inclination 

angles where the surface roughness can be considerably predicted for several rapid prototyping 

processes (SLA, Jetting, LOM and FDM) [214]. SLA measured part confirmed the reputation for 

predictable surface quality with Ra <10 µm for down-skin surface inclination angles between 90°-

150°, whereas the reported Ra~10 µm or higher for up-skin surfaces. Similar Ra~10 µm values 

with a general shape of the plot following theoretical values very closely were observed in the 

LOM process signifying that surface roughness can be reasonably predicted [214]. FDM results 

showed that between 45°-80° surface roughness was predictable, while the measured roughness 
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values within 45° being horizontal displayed variations. Up-skin surface roughness of Jetting 

process was reasonably predicted, whereas the measured results for the down-skin surface 

oscillated wildly see Figure 2.53) [213]. The authors also drew a conclusion that the stair-case 

effect does not appear to be the main factor in determining surface roughness [214].  

 

Figure 2. 53 Schematic illustration of equation and real surface roughness values for various 

inclination angles [213] 

Strano et al. developed a mathematical model comprised of particles on top surfaces in addition to 

the stair step effect to accurately predict the surface roughness of SLM parts [215]. Also, they 

carried out experiments to investigate the key contributing factors influencing the surface 

roughness morphology at different sloping angles. Their surface analysis revealed in the range of 

5°–15°, the width of each step (228 µm–74 µm) was bigger than the average particle diameter (20 

µm) therefore, the observed surface displayed a characteristic stepped profile. The presence of 

partially bonded particles resulted in higher surface roughness at 90° even though the stair-case 

effect was not evident [215]. The authors concluded that the theoretically predicted roughness 

values were in good agreement with the experimentally observed results, which is useful to 

improve the surface quality and thus reduce the requirement of post-processing [215]. 

2.3.7 Surface texture characterisation of metal AM surfaces with varying inclination angles 

As previously stated the surface texture of metal AM components are usually influenced by 

numerous factors such as powder particle density, layer thickness, build inclination angles, build 

orientations, heat input, and post-processing operations [36,138]. Many authors have invested their 

efforts to determine the exact role of various build orientations and sloping angles relative to the 
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emergence of surface asperities, plus they adapted measurement and characterisation methods 

using both profile (ISO 4288 [216]) and areal texture parameters (ISO 25178-3[217]).  A summary 

of profile/areal surface texture measurement and characterisation available from the existing 

literature is given in Table 2.4 It is interesting to note that different measurement lengths/areas and 

cut-off wavelengths (λc – the cutoff wavelength to separate the waviness from the roughness, λs – 

the cutoff wavelength to separate the roughness from the shorter wavelength components) were 

adopted and various surface texture parameters were studied. For example, Triantaphyllou et al. 

adopted a cut-off wavelength (λc) of 8 mm and a noise cut-off wavelength (λs) of 8 μm [138]. 

Cabanettes et al. used λc 250 μm to isolate the welding tracks at 0° inclination [218]. Newton et 

al. used λc 70 μm to remove larger-scale topographic formations (i.e. long spatial wavelengths), 

i.e. any feature potentially larger than a particle or spatter formation [219]. In general, the 

measurement area/length and cutoff wavelengths should be selected upon the surface roughness 

scale [31,220,221]. ISO 4288 recommended suitable sampling lengths and cutoff wavelengths 

corresponding to each roughness range [222]. However, the metal AM or LPBF surface 

topography displays a different nature from the conventionally machined surfaces. It is unsure 

whether the current ISO standards are applicable to metal AM surfaces. This leads to the attempts 

on choosing various measurement areas/lengths and cutoff wavelengths as evidenced in Table 2.4.  

Whip et al. explored both destructive and non-destructive measurement techniques to examine the 

AM component surface roughness built with varying contour parameters [33]. In addition, the 

statistical relationship between contour parameters, profile/areal surface roughness height metrics 

(Sa/Ra, Sq/Rq, Rsk/SSk, Rku/Sku, Rp/Sp, Rv/Sv, Rz/Sz), and additional non-standard metrics 

(Svk/Rvk, SmR2/Rmr2 to quantify reduced valley depth, and dale height) plus general trends were 

presented [33]. The observed results showed that the destructive techniques are required to disclose 

notch-like features adhered to the surface, while the non-destructive measurement techniques are 

more beneficial to provide a statistically significant sample size [33]. This was attributed to areal 

measurements failing to accurately capture the maximum valleys on the surface, likely due to the 

presence of other surface features concealing the true depth, but, profile measurements are able to 

provide the true profile of the surfaces containing valleys and peaks [33]. Tato et al. adopted 

qualitative and quantitative comparisons of surface texture measurement and characterisation (Sa, 

Sq, Ssk, Sku, Sal, Vmp, Vvv, Sdq, and Sdr) of metal AM parts using vertical scanning 

interferometry (CSI), imaging confocal microscopy (CONF), focus variation microscopy (FVM), 
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and advanced continuous confocal technology (C-CONF) to compare and verify data sets of each 

method resolution and acquisition time in order to investigate their ability and suitability to 

demonstrate metal AM surface topographical features  (see Figure 2.54ab) [223]. It is worth noting 

that the FVM surface lacked to identify ripples as it presented lower lateral resolution capability 

but other methods were successful. Overall, the wall surface presented more challenges to 

measurement compared to the base surface for all the surfaces, which is attributed to a bigger 

amount of non-measured points due to a bigger amount of complex high aspect ratio features. 

[223]. CSI took 13 times more acquisition time than FVM for measurement, and 05 more times 

compared to CONF, whereas, C-CONF displayed a midway performance between the FVM and 

CONF [223].  
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Figure 2. 54 Schematic illustration of roughness profiles obtained by four measurement methods 

(CSI, CONF, C-CONF and FV) acquired at the same location for (a) B surfaces and (b) W surfaces 

[223].  

Zhou et al. investigated the surface texture attributes (Sa, Sk, Spc, and Vmc) and surface profile 

(Ra) with five representative curvature samples (C1-to-C5) at up-skin and surfaces of AM parts 

[224]. C1 and C5 displayed higher Ra values (14+/-2 µm) approximately 1.3 times than C2, and C4 

curvatures Ra values 10+/-1 µm and 11+/-2 µm [224]. Authors attributed the poor roughness of 

C1 and C5 to the presence of surface abnormalities: microcracks, and un-melted particles 

agglomeration on up-skin surfaces, whereas, C2 and C4 exhibited better melting and solidification. 

Overall, the C5 curvature sample attained the worst surface texture parameters with Sa:13+/-1 µm, 

Sk:37.33+/-2.08 µm, Spc:3.66+/-0.29 mm-1 Vmc: 12.61+/-0.33 (1/m1) [224]. Kozior et al. 
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analyzed the greater impact of sample build orientations (0°, 45° & 90°) on roughness profile 

parameters (Rp, Rv, Rz, Rc, Rt, Ra, Rq, Rsk, Rku, RSm, Rdq, Rmr, Rdc) and surface texture 

parameters (Sa, Sz, Sq, Ssk, Sku, Sp, Sv, Sal, Str, and Std, Sdq and Sdr Smr, Smc, and Sxp) of 

metal AM 316L parts [225]. 10 out of 13 profile parameters displayed less than mean values (30 

measured samples) from 2.6% to 11.7%. The areal orientation texture parameter Std expressed in 

degrees recorded less than average values, i.e. at 0°:13.3 deg, at 45°: 93.1 degrees, and at 90°: 87.8 

degrees [225]. Similarly, the functional surface material ratio parameter Smr expressed in 

percentage (%), showed the greatest deviations for the inclined angle 45° and 90° at 136.7% and 

210.6% respectively which are useful to depict the impact of sample build orientation on surface 

roughness. The authors concluded that the best build orientation 0° inclination demonstrated 

higher surface quality with the least surface roughness values during both profile and surface 

texture parameters measurement and characterisation [225]. Triantaphyllou et al characterized 

surface texture (Ra, Rz, and Sa, Sq, Ssk) of metal SLM and EBM up-skin and down-skin surfaces 

relative to different sloping angles (0°, 30°, 60°, and 90°) and post-processing (grit blasting) [138]. 

Additionally, the emergence of re-entrant features and the impact of lay (underlying directionality) 

due to the layer-build approach were also investigated. 

The difference between the minimum and maximum across the lay Ra was found to be 2.9 µm for 

the 0° up-skin EBM surface but lacked clear distinction for the down-skin surface. On contrary, 

the SLM surface exhibited Ra 4.8 µm along and across lay for the down-skin surface at 0° [138]. 

Authors found the tactile method not suitable to characterize re-entrant features, Sa and Sq were 

suited to metal AM areal measurements, whereas, Ssk was used to differentiate up-skin and down-

skin surfaces of both as-built as well as post-processed SLM samples see Figure 2.55)  [138]. 
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Figure 2. 55 Schematic illustration of re-entrant features on up-skin and down-skin surfaces [138] 

T. Grim et al laid their focus on the classification of different surface orientations plus a special 

issue in laser sintering: orange peel severity by a new measurement approach using a confocal 

microscope and 3D surface parameters [29]. The authors reported that hybrid parameters (Sdr and 

Sdq) along with spatial parameters (Sal) based on ACF were suitable for classification (see Figure 

2.56a&b). However, they found that laser-sintered surfaces are more difficult to classify due to the 

lower level of detail of the surface’s typical surface effects [29]. Overall, it was concluded that 

laser-melted AM parts displayed a strong correlation between the surface inclinations and areal 

parameters, in addition, the quantification of orange peel severity by surface parameters, was 

possible [29].  
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Figure 2. 56 schematic illustration of (a) artefact, (b) Sdr and Sdq for varying inclination angles 

[29] 

Newton et al investigated surface topography (staircase effect, spatters, and particles) of EBM 

surfaces as a function of orientation (0°-180°; 0°-90°: up-skin, 90°-180°: down-skin) with respect 

to building direction using the combined approach consisting of texture parameters (Sa, Sq, Ssk, 

Sku, Sz), and feature-based characterisation [219]. It was reported that feature-based 

characterisation could be useful to describe additional perspective on the surface quality, and 

possibly support for better research understanding of the interrelationship between metal AM 

parameters and resultant surface roughness, plus feature-based characterisation also become handy 

to produce texture parameters values without the presence of unwanted features [219]. Authors 

concluded that adapting the combined approach of texture parameters and feature-based 

characterisation does not solve the AM process problem explicitly instead this approach provides 

a novel viewpoint to help solve this kind of AM process-related issue [219]. More recently 

researchers from EPSRC Future Metrology Hub at the University of Huddersfield investigated the 

interrelationship between various up-skin and down-skin surface inclinations (0°-180°) vs areal 

surface texture parameters (Sa, Sq, Ssk, Sku, Sal, Str, Sdq, Sdr, Vmp, Smr1, Spd) and feature-

based particles analysis of SLM Truncheon artifact [36]. The authors found a strong correlation 

between the various surface inclinations and the resultant surface texture of the SLM artifact. In 

addition, the authors concluded that staircase effect, and particle features (spatters and un-melted/ 
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partially-melted particles) influence the surface texture characteristics fingerprint on inclined 

metal AM surfaces (see Figure 2.57) [36]. 

 

Figure 2. 57 Schematic illustration of quantification of particle features on various build inclination 

angles [36] 

Snyder et al. examined the impact of three (vertical, horizontal, and diagonal) build directions on 

micro-sized internal channel tolerances and roughness levels of SLM 718 alloy test coupons [226].  

Non-destructive XCT technique was employed to scrutinize interior surface roughness, 

dimensional tolerances, and deviations from the actual computer-aided design (CAD) model. The 

authors found that vertical build direction produced the highest quality test coupons with the lowest 

internal surface roughness (Ra =8.4 µm), and inscribed channel diameter of only 3% smaller than 

the design intent, but the tolerance values of concentricity, total runout, and circularity were lowest 

[226]. Horizontal and diagonal built test coupons recorded Ra values of 16.1 µm and 16.3 µm 

respectively, with the corresponding maximum inscribed diameters 18% and 16% smaller than the 

actual design intent. The differences in obtained results were ascribed to the inconsistency in heat 

conduction owing to the different build directions [226]. Furthermore, to the roughness levels and 

tolerances, the impact of build direction and channel shape were investigated on the pressure and 

heat transfer measurements of small-scale internal channels [12]. It was revealed that heat transfer 

performance showed marginal change, whereas, the difference in pressure loss occurred with 

different channel shapes and build directions [12]. Gui et al studied the generation of internal 
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defects during the EBM process using the quantitative criterion hybrid parameter Sdr to determine 

the surface quality (even, uneven, and porous) based on the surface flatness [127]. The authors 

reported that even surfaces are free of internal defects, hence resulting in higher density (7.769 

gm/cm3) [127]. Parts with uneven surfaces contained a large number of spherical pores due to 

excess heat input, while parts with porous surfaces exhibited irregularly shaped defects and un-

melted powders owing to insufficient energy input [127]. The summary of surface roughness with 

respect to different fabricating conditions is given in Table 2.5 
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Table 2. 4 Summary of areal/profile surface texture measurement and characterisation from the literature  

Layer thickness 

(µm) 

Measurement size 

(mm) 

Form removal λc 

  (µm) 

λs 

(µm) 

Studied parameter Sa/Ra 

(0°, ≈40°, 90°) 

(µm) 

References 

30 FVM: 3.22×1.9 2nd polynomial 

fitting 

250 - Sa, Spk, Svk, Sdq, 

Sfd, Ssk, Rsm 

10.69, 16.71, 22.6 [218] 

20 Profilometer 10×1 - - - Ra, Rsm 9.2, 15.9, 13.2 [215] 

- FVM: 3×3 Levelling 70 5 Sa, Sq, Ssk, Sku, 

Sz, Feature 

parameter 

8.26, 14.54, 20.12 [219] 

- Contour GT: 

1.26×0.94 

- - - Sa, Sq, Sku, Ssk, 

Sp, Sv, Sz 

15.8, 36.8, 54.3 [228] 

120-200 FVM: 5.4×5.4 

Profilometer: 12.5 

λf 5 mm 1mm 

2.5mm 

- Sdq, Sdr, AFC, Sa - [29] 

- FVM: 2.85×2.16 

PGI: 0.04 

- 2.5/8 

mm 

2.5/8 

mm 

8 

8 

Sa, Sq, Ra, Ssk 14, 13.75, 35 [138] 

- Profilometer - 2.5 mm - Ra 7.5, 29, 14 [229] 
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Table 2. 5 Summary of surface quality with different fabricating conditions from the literature 

Materials 

Build orientation 

Measuring 

direction 

 

Surface roughness 

(Ra/Sa) 

µm 

References 

316L SS 

flat-built 

Longitudinal 

Traverse 

crossed 

Ra-6.06 

Ra-6.87 

Ra-7.44 

[230] 

316L SS 

45-built 

Longitudinal 

Traverse 

crossed 

Ra-14.40 

Ra-15.07 

Ra-14.83 

[230] 

316L SS 

upright-built 

Longitudinal 

Traverse 

crossed 

Ra-16.20 

Ra-15.83 

Ra-16.50 

[230] 

IN718 alloy 

horizontal 

As-built Ra-14 [231] 

IN718 alloy 

vertical 

SL 

CT 

Sa-8-17 

Sa-10-15 

[13] 

17-4PH SS 

scan strategy 

Normal 

Concentric 

Hexagonal 

Ra-9.38 

Ra-11.17 

Ra-10.64 

[199] 

 

 

 

TiAl4V 

(contour) 

 

Upskin-40º 

Upskin-50º Upskin-60º 

Upskin-70º 

Upskin-80º 

Upskin-90º 

Ra-12 

Ra-13 

Ra-13 

Ra-13 

Ra-13 

Ra-12 

 

[170] 

 

 

 

TiAl4V 

(contour) 

 

Downskin-40º 

Downskin-50º 

Downskin-60º 

Downskin-70º 

Downskin-80º 

Downskin-90º 

Ra-20 

Ra-19 

Ra-18 

Ra-15 

Ra-13 

Ra-12 

 

[170] 

IN625 alloy 

(flat) 

At 0º Ra=5.70 [232] 

IN625 alloy 

(inclined) 

At 45º Ra=13.04 [232] 

IN625 alloy 

(vertical) 

At 90º Ra=31.39 [232] 
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2.4 Metal AM critical process parameters optimisation 

The surface quality of an AM part is vital in determining the dimensional accuracy, and post-

process treatments, also enhance the functional performance of the final products [233]. The 

surface quality of a load-bearing engineering part is crucial in industrial applications, with certain 

applications requiring surface roughness of 0.8 µm or more to avoid premature failure from the 

surface-initiated cracking [234]. However, it is highly unlikely to improve the surface quality 

infinitely as it is exceedingly difficult to reduce the surface roughness value to <1 µm by 

optimizing the LPBF process alone [235, 165]. Despite having huge advantages of indefinite 

geometrical freedom and minimal material waste, LPBF still suffers from poor surface quality. 

It is necessary to have a strong understanding of AM parameters’ influence on the resultant surface 

quality [236]. Having a comprehensive knowledge of AM enables the fabrication of load-critical 

parts with enhanced surface integrity [236]. For example, the complex thermo physical phenomena 

that occur rapidly in microscopic scales during laser powder-bed interplay are very crucial as they 

define the final surface quality of the LPBF parts [35]. The primary factors responsible for the 

poor surface quality of the LPBF parts are metallurgical defects and surface anomalies such as 

balling, porosities, spatters, delamination, cracks, staircase effect, and un-melted, partially-melted 

particles [1,36]. Other secondary factors that result in the inappropriate surface finish are layer-

by-layer powder consolidation, powder morphology, rheology, flow characteristics, laser 

incidence angles, part location, build orientation, poor process resolution, and support remnants 

[1,35]. The emergence of defects and surface anomalies along with the secondary factors results 

in poor surface quality, limiting the rapid advancement of LPBF parts applications. 

The existing research found that satisfactory surface quality can be achieved by controlling the 

critical AM process parameters [138,236-238]. Amongst all, the critical LPBF process parameters 

deemed mainly responsible for surface quality are laser power (LP), hatch spacing (HS), layer 

thickness (LT), point distance (PD), and exposure time (ET) [235,236, 238]. These five parameters 

deliver the required energy by a pulsed laser beam to a volumetric unit of powder material (see 

Figure 2.58a & b). Laser power (LP) is responsible for imparting the required heat input or thermal 

energy to melt the powder particles which would result in the formation of a minuscule molten 

melt pool. The duration at which the laser beam is exposed to the surface of the powder bed 

describes the scan speed (SS). The scan speed of the laser in LPBF systems is controlled by the 

actuator system, consists of a series of lenses and is reflected by a mirror onto the powder bed 
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surface or onto the substrate surface. The solidified molten melt pool becomes a melt track layer. 

LPBF fabricated component comprises thousands of melt track layers which determines the final 

part quality. It is, therefore, recommended to take immense precaution while selecting the laser 

power. Lower laser power or higher layer thickness causes insufficient energy input penetration to 

achieve effective overlap between the melt track layers leading to the formation of a lack of fusion 

(LOF) hole porosities [1,239,240]. An extremely higher laser power leads to a melt pool 

evaporation that ultimately increases the surface roughness [1,241]. Similarly, at a relatively lower 

scan speed, and a fixed or higher laser power, the supplied energy becomes higher, resulting in 

higher thermal stresses and keyhole porosities [240,242]. The higher energy input results in a 

greater temperature gradient, this in conjunction with higher thermal residual stresses often lead 

to thermal cracks [243,244]. Conversely, at a relatively lower laser power and a higher scan speed, 

the supplied low-energy input is not sufficient to completely melt the surrounding powder particles 

(by wetting), leading to the formation of the balling [245]. Darsun et al studied the effect of san 

speed on the surface quality of SLM 316L steels [246]. The authors found that using higher 

scanning speeds resulted in detrimental defects, discontinuity, pores and cracks on the surface. 

This adverse effect can be attributed to the insufficient melting of powder particles caused by a 

very fast-moving laser beam [246] 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1526612521009178#bb0355
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1526612521009178#bb0360
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1526612521009178#bb0375
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Figure 2. 58 Schematic illustration of LPBF process critical parameters (a) laser power, layer 

thickness and (b) hatch spacing, point distance and exposure time  

The length between the centre points of two successive molten melt tracks is defined as hatch 

spacing. Overlapping between the two molten melt tracks is determined by the hatch spacing.  

The height or the vertical distance between the two successive molten melt track layers along the 

build direction of an LPBF fabricated component is denoted by layer thickness (LT). Smaller hatch 

spacing gives rise to a higher degree of overlapping which will be helpful in supplying sufficient 

distribution of heat energy to melt the powder particles completely. In the meantime, opting for 

bigger hatch spacing results in lower overlapping (see Figure 2.59). 

 

Figure 2. 59 Illustration of hatch spacing with respect to melt track overlapping in LPBF process. 
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The smaller hatch spacing leads to the formation of thermal cracking caused by the bigger 

overlapping of melt-track layers, while the selection of higher hatch spacing gives rise to less 

supply energy input with smaller melt-track overlapping [1]. The combination of a higher 

temperature gradient along with the larger residual stress often results in cracks in/on the AM part, 

which finally leads to poor surface finish [1]. Likewise, choosing a lower point distance leads to 

excessive heating of the melt track layer, while opting for a higher point distance fails to form the 

melt pool properly, again leading to porosities. In contrast, higher exposure time induces excessive 

heating, higher residual stresses, and evaporation, whereas lower exposure time lacks the complete 

melting of the melt pool, causing various porosities [246]. 

The surface quality of metal AM processes (LBPF, EBM and DED) is significantly affected by 

the feedstock materials, artefact design, adopted process parameters and post-processing operation 

[5]. The resultant surface roughness differed between each of these metal AM processes, and layer 

thickness turned out to have a substantial impact on the resultant surface roughness [5,247]. It is 

unfair to compare the surface quality of DED with EBM and LPBF irrespective of the parameters 

used because the higher deposition rate induces a larger molten melt pool size in DED leading to 

higher surface roughness [5, 247]. Casalino et al. studied experimental and statistical optimization 

concerning the microstructure, mechanical properties and surface quality of LPBF maraging steels 

[37]. Authors reported parts with a higher relative density of 99% resulted in low porosities, and 

the statistical optimization found the best properties are achieved when the parts are built with 

laser power higher than 90W and 220 mm/s scan speed [37]. Sinico et al. optimized DOE 

parameters for layer thickness (LT) 120 µm fabrication of M789 maraging steel using high-speed 

LPBF to study the surface quality and enabling productivity >30 cm3/h [248]. Although the authors 

achieved a higher theoretical productivity rate of >35 cm3/h at 99.5% relative density the obtained 

roughness value of 38 µm is well above the usual LPBF average Ra value range of 5-18 µm [248]. 

Qiu et al. studied the surface structure and porosities of LPBF concerning different scanning speeds 

and layer thicknesses [248]. A fixed layer thickness of 20 µm and scan speeds below 2700 mm/s 

resulted in lower porosities and acceptable surface quality with Ra values of 5-13µm while 

increasing the layer thickness to 40 µm and above (60 µm) resulted in poor surface structure caused 

by significant porosities and unacceptable Ra values of ~22 µm and 60 µm respectively [249]. 

Aqilah et al. studied the effect of process parameters on 316L SS surface roughness and statistical 

analysis using signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios and analysis of variance (ANOVA) to obtain an optimal 
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set of LPBF parameters [235]. The authors found laser power was the most significant parameter 

that affected the surface roughness, and based on statistical regression analysis the optimum 

obtained values for predicted Ra was 5.03 µm and S/N ratio -18.01 respectively [235]. Tian et al. 

presented a parametric optimization and statistical ANOVA of LPBF parameters laser power, scan 

speed, layer thickness, and inclination angle on surface roughness [236]. Based on their 

experimental and statistical analysis, the Ra 20-28µm of up-skin was influenced by laser power, 

inclination angle and layer thickness while down-skin Ra 23-45 µm was mostly affected by laser 

power and inclination angles. Furthermore, the shape of the molten melt pool and staircase effect 

was found to define the up-skin surface, whereas adhered un-melted, partially-melted particles 

determine the down-skin surface roughness [165,236]. Bacchewar et al. examined the statistical 

modelling, central rotatable composite design (CCD) DOE optimization, and ANOVA to correlate 

the impact of SLS process parameters on surface roughness [213]. The predicted and experimental 

Ra values of the up-skin surface are found to be 8.02+/-5.20 µm and 8.16 µm respectively. 

Similarly, predicted and experimental Ra values for down-skin surfaces are 3.76+/-2.93 µm and 

5.65 µm respectively [213]. ANOVA revealed build orientation displayed a significant impact on 

surface roughness. Also, layer thickness and laser power played a major role in achieving higher 

roughness of down-skin surfaces. It was found that the predicted results were in good agreement 

with experimental findings, especially in the range of 10°−70° [213]. Galati et al. conducted 

physical experiments to verify the statistical full-factorial DOE surface roughness prediction 

model corresponding to various inclinations angles including up-skin and down-skin surfaces and 

anomalies of the EBM ad-hoc artefact [212]. The authors adopted profile (Ra, Rq, Rz), and areal 

surface texture parameters (Sa, Sq, Sz) to interpret the inter-dependency of sloping angles (30°-

55°) and surface roughness [212]. The Ra ranged between 14.9 µm -23 µm, and the Sa ranged 

between 18 µm -55 µm, while both profile roughness and texture followed a similar trend while 

distinguishing the overall EBM surface morphology. Surface orientation and sloping angles 

displayed a significant impact on surface roughness, and the statistical model turned out to be 

robust and consistent with the experimental observations [212]. Gui et al. adopted 5 different 

machine-learning techniques to examine the parametric optimization of internal defects 

concerning the surface morphology of EBM carbon steel S30C alloy [227]. The authors classified 

the surface quality based on the flatness of the surface by determining a quantitative criterion, Sdr 

< 0.015 for an even surface; Sa ≥ 80 μm for an uneven surface; Sdr ≥ 0.015 and Sa < 80 μm for a 
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porous surface respectively [227]. From their support vector machine with the highest model 

performance they predicted the optimal set of EBM parameters concerning internal defects are 

current = 2.5–10 mA, scan speed = 200–1000 mm/s, line offset = 0.11–0.25 mm, or current = 2.5–

10 mA, scan speed = 200–750 mm/s, line offset = 0.27–0.33 mm [227]. 

Based on the critical analysis of existing literature on LPBF of different types of steels, three LPBF 

processing windows have been proposed such as lower processing window, higher processing 

window and finally optimum processing window (see Figure 2.60). for a brief overview of LPBF 

processing windows, and their impact on final part quality. This proposed LPBF processing 

window gives an overall idea of the role of the most important parameters namely laser power, 

scan speed, layer thickness (LT), hatch spacing (HS), and significance of atmospheric (ATM) 

pressure on the final part quality. Also, it is believed that this processing window label would be 

helpful in the selection of the optimum or right/appropriate combination or set of process 

parameters to achieve superior final part quality.  

 

Figure 2. 60 Label of LPBF processing windows and their impact on final part quality 

2.4.1 Taguchi design of experiments 

Taguchi method is generally referred to as a robust powerful statistical design tool in which the 

modified or standard design of experiments is employed to enhance the quality of manufactured 

products by identifying the best or right parametric combination of the control factors [250,251]. 

The results obtained from the Taguchi method may not be optimal, but the process is undoubtedly 

improved when these results are implemented [250,251,213]. Additionally, Taguchi’s robust 
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design increases the quality of final products by minimizing the impact of noise factors on the 

performance of the product. This approach tends to help save money and time by reducing a vast 

number of iterations, the response variation, and limiting the time-consuming trial-and-error 

method of conducting experiments within the permissible limit of control factors and levels [250]. 

Finally, Taguchi’s robust design mainly depends on the two most powerful tools, such as 

orthogonal arrays to define the DOE, and the S/N ratios to measure the quality [251]. 

Taguchi method generates special orthogonal arrays, which are used to analyse the results utilizing 

signal-to-noise (S/N ratios) and to ensure a design is unaffected by the influence of uncontrollable 

factors. These created orthogonal arrays give an idea about what factor levels should be chosen 

every time to conduct the fewest experimental runs. It is imperative to focus only on those fewer 

runs essential for the analysis. The S/N ratio combines a performance characteristic with its 

sensitivity to noise factors to measure the quality of a design. In addition, S/N plots are used to 

determine the levels that keep the process at its target value, in a visual way [213,251]. The signal-

to-noise (S/N) ratios are the logarithmic functions used to identify the dominant control factor or 

optimal parameter settings, which help to analyse the data and predict the optimal responses. The 

Delta value represents the difference between the maximum and minimum S/N ratio for the levels 

of each factor, and the significance of a controlling factor, with a higher Delta value indicating a 

greater significance of that specific control factor. The S/N ratios in this research are calculated 

with the primary objective using the “smaller the better” given by the logarithmic relation shown 

in Equation 7 [213,250,251]. 

𝒏𝒔 = −𝟏𝟎𝒍𝒐𝒈𝟏𝟎 [(
𝟏

𝒏
) ∑ 𝒚

𝒊

𝟐
] ⌈ⅆ𝑩⌉ . . . . . . . . . . . (𝟕)        

where ‘ns’- (S/N) ratio-calculated using the experimentally obtained results (surface roughness Sa, 

in this research), ‘yi’- an experimentally observed value of ‘ith’ experiment, and ‘n’-the number of 

times each experiment is repeated [250]. 

2.4.2 Statistical analysis of variance (ANOVA) 

The ANOVA is the primary step in analysing factors that impact the given data set. ANOVA is 

one of the statistical analysis tests used to identify whether there is any statistically significant 

difference between two or more categorical groups at the same time to determine whether an 

interrelationship exists between them. [252,253]. The result of ANOVA (F-statistic or F-ratio) 

allows analysing the multiple groups of data to identify the variability between samples and within 

the samples [253]. A one-way ANOVA evaluates the impact of a single factor on a single response 
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variable, whereas a two-way ANOVA examines the impact of two independent variables [252]. 

The main purpose of employing statistical ANOVA in chapter 4 is to analyse the statistical 

significance of the impact of different control factors and their interactions on the experimentally 

obtained surface roughness values [212]. A comprehensive statistical ANOVA is carried out to 

evaluate the impact of inclinations angles, build orientations, and the type of surfaces on the 

resultant surface roughness [211,212]. The significance threshold or risk level is usually set at 

α=0.05. 

2.5 Microstructure, mechanical properties and post-processing treatments  

2.5.1 Microstructure characteristics of metal AM components 

Microstructure evolution during LPBF is not trivial. It is impossible to attribute the microstructure 

characteristics of a specific type of steel to all other types of steel. However, it is necessary to 

understand the general aspects of microstructure evolution in the LPBF process of steels for further 

research. The microstructure evolution of the metal AM processed steels was simulated, and 

experimentally studied in both horizontal and vertical planes [254-256]. Tan et al. studied the 

microstructure evolution of the LPBF process of maraging steels in both horizontal and vertical 

planes [256]. The authors noticed massive submicron-sized hexagonal cellular grains uniformly 

distributed at the centre, and needle-shaped elongated grains prevalent at the boundaries of the 

melting tracks (perpendicular to the scanning direction) [254]. These microstructure characteristics 

would form in response to the instant melting and rapid solidification at higher cooling rates during 

LPBF processing of maraging steels (see Figure 2.61a). Heat input drops exponentially in a 

horizontal plane as the solidification rate (R) rises. This is because the temperature-dependent 

thermal flux generated by laser fluence would be substantially higher at the melt tracks centre, in 

contrast with the thermal flux at the boundaries due to heat dissipation [256]. Owing to the 

simultaneous action of higher heat dissipation and faster cooling rate, the temperature of liquid 

metal (TL) at this point reaches well below the melting point (TM) at the centre, and the degree of 

undercooling (△T = TM – TL) is sufficiently high enough for the new grains to nucleate in random 

orientations [256]. Furthermore, the growth rate of the crystal nucleus is consistent in all directions 

resulting in the easy formation of equiaxial crystal grains. The equiaxial crystals exhibit hexagonal 

cellular structures as seen in Figure 2.61b. The formation mechanism of various crystals 

morphologies in a vertical plane is shown in Figure 2.61c. Planar solidification structure could be 

observed at the bottom of the molten melt pool (G is the maximum & R~0). As G/R ratio decreases 
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with the gradual increase in R, ascending from the bottom of the melt pool in layer stacking/or 

building direction cellular dendritic structure is visible. A further decrease in G/R value to reach 

the middle of the molten melt pool, the cellular structure is prevalent followed by a finer/coarser 

equiaxed crystal that is predominantly evident at the boundaries of the molten metal pool [37,254-

257]. 

 

Figure 2. 61 Microstructural evolutions of LPBF fabricated specimens: (a) the characteristic 

morphologies of the horizontal and vertical cross-sections; (b) the schematics and formation 

mechanism of the cellular crystals and elongated acicular crystals; (c) schematics and formation 

mechanism of the microstructures in the molten pool and overlapped area [256]. 

Boes et al. reported the heterogeneous dendritic microstructure consisting of low thermal gradients 

induced fine equiaxed grains, and the elongated dendrites were influenced by higher thermal 

gradients at lower solidification rates [258]. Microstructures of LPBF-built 316L steel parts 

characterized by the columnar grains of austenite with intercellular segregation of Mo, Cr and Si 

alloying elements, resulting in the formation of non-equilibrium ferrite [259,260]. The occurrence 

of sub-grain cellular structure (less than 1 µm) can be mainly related to the micro-segregation of 

primary elements such as Mo, V and C, due to the Marangoni convection and the difference in 
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temperature between the inside and outside of the molten metal pool [126]. Columnar grains with 

ferrite content ~68.8%, and grain orientation predominantly in <001> direction with an average 

grain length-to-width ratio of 11.5:1 has been reported during the LPBF process of duplex stainless 

steels [261]. The microstructure of the LPBF process of duplex steels was largely composed of 

ferritic with small traces of austenite and nitrides (presumably Cr2N) nucleating at grain 

boundaries. It is worth noting that the growth morphology of austenite is along the grain boundaries 

or of the Widmanstatten type [261].  

A needle-shaped nano precipitate martensite with a width of ~200 nm and 15–50 nm in length was 

observed at 450-510 ͦC in LPBF processing of maraging steels [256,262]. A very fine 

microstructure (< 2µm or less) mainly consisting of α-Fe(M) phase (M, Cr, Ni, Mo) formed during 

the LPBF process of nickel-molybdenum alloy steels [263]. The microstructure of the LPBF-built 

hot work steel is characterized by α-Fe dendritic cells decorated at the grain boundaries by the 

carbon-rich γ-Fe regions [264]. The finer microstructure with evenly distributed grains of the 316L 

stainless steels produced by LPBF allowed for better mechanical properties without sacrificing its 

ductility [260]. A schematic illustrating typical microstructure at various length scales formed 

during the LPBF process of 316L SS is shown in Figure 2.62a. Wang et al. accredited this 

combined property to the superior nature of the microstructure composed of solidification cells, 

low & high angle grain boundaries, dislocations, and oxide inclusions [260] (Figure 2.62b-h).  

LPBF process of austenitic SS is almost extensively restricted to 316L SS and 304L SS. 316L and 

304L SS are in a composition range where the solidification front is dominated either with a 

primary (δ) ferritic phase or with a primary austenitic (γ) phase. LPBF processing of stainless steels 

exhibits fully refined austenitic microstructure, with the columnar solidification grains ~1 μm 

diameters or less [67,265,266-268]. The number of solidified columnar grains may vary from tens 

and/or hundreds that are very similar to the crystal orientation, collectively forming a single 

austenite grain i.e. a material volume responsible for high-angle grain boundaries (Figure 

2.62b&c.) The grains formed in as-built LPBF SS samples are finer than those of conventional 

processes [114,110,266-268]. LPBF process of this type of steel is fully austenitic and there is no 

conclusive evidence of any solid-state phase transformations [114,266,269-271]. The intercellular 

regions show an enrichment with Cr and Mo, which are, however, not sufficient to stabilize the 

ferrite [268,260] (Figure 2.62i). A strong fibre texture with <001> crystallographic direction 

aligned along the build direction (i.e. against fast heat dissipation direction) was revealed during 
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LPBF process of steels [114,271]. The strong texture is caused by the <001> crystallographic 

direction, as it is the fastest-growing direction in the solidification of cubic metals, and hence 

dendrites or cells grow aligned with the temperature gradient [272]. 

 

Figure 2. 62 Schematic illustration of the typical LPBF microstructure of 316L SS. (a) label of 

microstructure at various length scales, (b) A electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) inverse pole 

figure (IPF) showing grain orientations, (c) SEM images of fusion boundaries, high-angle grain 

boundaries (HAGBs), solidification cellular structures, (d) TEM images of solidification cells, (e) 

High-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) scanning TEM image (STEM) of the solidification cells 

of d, (f) EBSD  with a 1-μm size, (g) EBSD image of superimposed HAGBs and low-angle grain 

boundaries (LAGBs). Legend representation, HAGBs (>10°) coloured in blue and LAGBs (2–10°) 

coloured in red. Fraction of HAGBs and LAGBs is ~59% and ~41%, (h) Kernel average 

misorientation (KAM) map of local misorientation across the individual grain, (i) HAADF STEM 

image of segregated Mo and Cr alloying elements into the solidified cellular structure and LAGBs, 

while EDS confirms the corresponding Fe, Mo, and Cr. Also, EDS confirms that these particles 

are predominantly rich in Si, O, and Mn [260]. 
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Z. Sun et al. employed a modified laser scan strategy by adopting relatively high laser power with 

smaller hatch spacing to improve the mechanical properties of LPBF-processed 316L SS [273]. 

This modified approach leads to the formation of a new <110> crystallographic texture along the 

build direction instead of a regular <001> texture. The modified <110> crystallographic grain 

orientation favours the twinning effect under deformation, as a result of this the material 

experiences higher strain hardening rates which profits in achieving superior mechanical properties 

(ductility and UTS) [273]. H. Sun et al. moved a step forward to show that it is possible to regulate 

crystallographic texture by carefully controlling the process parameters during the LPBF 

processing of 316L steel. They reported crystallographic lamellar microstructure <100> and 

<110> oriented grains along the build direction [274]. As already mentioned texture control could 

be a reliable tool to control anisotropic microstructure in yield and tensile strength [275]. However, 

the strain hardening behaviour is predominantly dependent on grain morphology, resulting in 

anisotropy in ductility despite the reduced crystallographic texture [275]. LPBF process of 

maraging steels displayed different solidification microstructure with cellular/dendritic sizes ~0.3–

2 μm as compared to conventional built maraging steels [276,277]. The cellular structure in LPBF 

processing of maraging steels is a result of microsegregation during solidification which enriches 

some of the alloying elements in the inter-dendritic regions. The LPBF built H13 tool steel revealed 

the solidification cells or dendrites in the microstructure with retained austenite evident in the inter-

dendritic regions. The observed size of the cells/dendrites was in the range of 0.5 μm - 2 μm.  It is 

worth noting that there is only limited information available in the literature regarding the 

crystallographic texture of H13 tool steels and maraging steels, which is most likely related to the 

very weak crystallographic texture [1,278]. 

As-built LPBF processed 17-4 PH steel displayed a high fraction of austenite phase or even fully 

austenitic microstructure. Facchini et al. reported LPBF of 17–4 PH stainless steel contained 72% 

austenite and 28% martensite [279]. In addition, the presence of little traces of Nb-rich carbides 

was unsure [123]. TEM confirms the presence of retained austenite between martensite slabs. 

LPBF process of 17-4 PH steels (including austenitic, martensitic and ferritic steels) usually 

display strong crystallographic grain orientation in <001> direction aligned along the building 

direction (z-axis) [280,281].  

LPBF process of twinning/transformation-induced plasticity (TWIP/TRIP) steels: high manganese 

steel was investigated by [282], the microstructure consisted of mainly austenite, together with α- 
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and ε-martensite, along the small quantity of Mn segregation was evident in comparison with cast 

(X30Mn22) steels [1,282].  

LPBF synthesized mechanically-alloyed oxide dispersion-strengthened (ODS steels) PM2000 

steels revealed a homogeneous distribution of retained oxides. However, the average sizes of these 

retained oxides were in the range of 48nm –61 nm, which are significantly coarser than the 

conventionally-produced PM2000 steels (30 nm) [283]. A similar microstructure wholly ferritic 

in nature was reported during LPBF built mechanically alloyed PM2000 or MA956 steels [284-

286]. The fully ferritic microstructure exhibited strong fibre texture with the <001> direction 

parallel to the build direction. A uniform distribution of both finer and coarser oxides was seen in 

the ferritic microstructure [284]. The presence of both finer and coarser oxides could be attributed 

to the agglomeration of nanometre-sized oxides [286]. The strong crystallographic texture results 

in the anisotropic mechanical performance of LPBF-processed ODS steels [286]. The crystal 

structure of the oxides is sometimes represented by Y2Ti2O7 or Y4Al2O9 [269]. LPBF fabrication 

of Fe–14Cr–1W powder mechanically alloyed with Y2O3, and TiH2 reported a similar 

microstructure to the one described above for the LPBF process of PM2000 [287]. 

2.5.2 Tensile properties of metal AM components 

The present studies on the mechanical properties of the LPBF process of steels are mostly 

concentrated on evaluating hardness, tensile performance and fatigue properties. Tensile and 

hardness properties are summarized in Table 2.6 A schematic overview of the basic mechanical 

properties of most common steels used in LPBF processes and conventional processes is shown in 

Figure 2.63. This figure intends to provide a broad overview of the results reported in the literature, 

however it is not applicable for all classes of steels, and often depend on the material properties 

and LPBF processing conditions [1]. 
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Figure 2. 63 Schematic illustration of overview of mechanical properties of LPBF processed and 

conventional processed steels. Steel type is indicated by the field colour, whereas the field border 

represents the process type [1]. 

From the existing literature, average Vickers hardness values for LPBF processed steels range 

from 408-900 HV, which is certainly higher than wrought materials [88,261]. LPBF produced tool 

steel presented the refined microstructure comprised of low martensite phase and a high quantity 

of fine carbides and the alloying elements (V, Mo, C) that are much more uniformly scattered in 

the material as compared to the as-cast state which resulted in higher hardness values [1,88]. The 

microstructure of LPBF-built samples determines the mechanical properties and the difference in 

tensile properties along various directions is mainly due to the easy introduction of metallurgical 

defects into the bonding area between two adjacent melt track layers [1]. The tensile properties of 

the LPBF fabricated samples along the vertical direction are inferior, as compared to those samples 

built in the horizontal direction [288]. To obtain the higher tensile properties, besides the position 

of the sample in the horizontal direction, laser fluence also plays an equally important role. 
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A low laser fluence (104.17 J/mm3), unsurprisingly, resulted in higher porosities (lack of fusion 

holes or crater-like voids). The porosities act as the main sites for crack initiation triggering brittle 

fracture with limited plastic deformation, causing cracks propagation under tensile loading 

conditions (see Figure 2.64a). It was reported that using optimized energy density (125 J/mm3, 

156.25 J/mm3), the part density reached to its maximum, and the obtained microstructure displayed 

decently refined dimples with numerous grain boundaries that would block dislocations 

movements causing the material to resist deformation resulting in higher yield strength and tensile 

strength (see Figures 2.64b&c) [103]. It is worth noting that LPBF fabricated steels are 

strengthened without losing their ductility, unlike work hardening which improves tensile strength 

by sacrificing ductility. Adapting excess energy density (178.57J/mm3) resulted in decreased 

toughness due to the high degree of overheating of the molten melt pool, causing larger and 

shallow dimples with lower resistance to dislocations (see Figure 2.64d) [103,289]. 

As a result of the finer microstructural texture, the mechanical properties of LPBF-manufactured 

steels have been improved. Additionally, a refined microstructure offers greater resistance to 

sliding and other plastic deformation mechanisms, such as dislocation motions [1,100]. Owing to 

the high density of low-angle grain boundaries, and the fine cellular microstructures associated 

with LPBF processing, the yield strength (YS) of 316L stainless steel is greatly improved [81]. 

The unique development of crystallographic lamellar microstructure (CLM) via the strengthening 

LPBF-built 316L steel resulted in higher YS, ultimate tensile strength (UTS), and significantly 

higher ductility [84]. The grain refinement of the nano-cellular structures, the presence of nano-

size carbides along with the negative residual stress resulted in superior YS, UTS and higher 

ductility [82], in LPBF steels as compared to traditional processes such as casting, extrusion and 

laser engineered net shape [1,85,86]. Similar higher yield strength and/or better ultimate tensile 

strength and compressive strength values (CS) [YS=455-640 MPa, UTS=579-2100 MPa, 

CS=3796 MPa] have been achieved in LPBF fabricated steels [88,89,289]. In some cases, higher 

elongation [86,87], and higher toughness are reported, the reason for this is attributed to the stress-

induced austenite-to-martensite transformation [1,90].  
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Figure 2. 64 Typical SEM images taken from the tensile fracture surfaces of LPBF -processed 

316L specimens at different laser energy densities of (a) 104.17 J/mm3; (b) 125.00 J/mm3, (c) 

156.25 J/mm3 and (d) 178.57 J/mm3[103]. 

It is well acknowledged that LPBF-processed stainless steels often display superior YS and UTS 

[114,260,267,268,275, 290-292] as compared to conventionally manufactured steels. The reported 

YS values and UTS values from the literature show high variability and are in the range between 

350–600 MPa, and 480–800 MPa respectively. Typical YS and UTS values for conventionally 

processed stainless steels lie in the range of 230–290 MPa and 580–590 MPa [293]. Additionally, 

LLPBF-processed steels display a higher yield-to-tensile strength ratio [114,267,290,292]. 

However, some of the researchers reported lower fracture toughness and elongation to fracture; as 

low as 12% for LPBF-built stainless steels as compared to the wrought material typically; 40–50% 

[267,294]. The majority of the studies reported a higher elongation to failure and fracture 

toughness up to 67% [114,260,268,275,292,295]. The higher yield strength and tensile strength 

have been related to the finer microstructure and dislocation substructure as per the Hall-Petch 
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relation [260,268,275,291]. Also, in LPBF-built steel components, the defects in the 

microstructure (brittle phases/inclusions, porosity) have a strong negative impact on the elongation 

to fracture. LPBF fabricated duplex SS 2507 resulted in much higher YS and UTS, along with a 

moderate elongation at fracture (~8%), and a ductile fracture mode compared to conventionally 

produced ones. The higher mechanical strength and average ductility of the LPBF-built sample 

were the results of exclusive ferritic microstructure [296]. Unlike austenitic stainless steels, 

TRIP/TWIP steels are regarded as fully austenitic metastable steels which exhibit transformation-

induced plasticity or twinning-induced plastic deformation [1]. Haase et al. studied the LPBF 

process of high-manganese steel (X30Mn22) [282]. From their study it was revealed that the 

TRIP/TWIP effect was certainly functional when subjected to tensile deformation of the material, 

and also described its anisotropy arising from the strong (LPBF-typical) fibre texture. The reported 

YS and UTS were better in all the directions as compared to conventionally processed standard 

steels (302–416 MPa vs. 275 MPa and 906–1065 MPa vs. 894 MPa, respectively), but the 

elongation at fracture was lower (24–31% vs. 52%). These types of steels offer high work 

hardening ability which makes them attractive for applications where high energy absorption, high 

strain hardening rates, and high ductility are required [282]. 

Owing to the presence of martensite and austenite in different proportions in 17–4 PH steel 

microstructure, hardness and mechanical properties of LPBF processed 17-4 PH steel dispersed 

over a wide range of values. It is worth noting that lower mechanical properties were not only due 

to the presence of a softer austenite phase but also due to the precipitation reaction that takes place 

in martensite during ageing [39,297,298]. Overall LPBF process of 17-PH steels is typically softer 

and less strong than wrought and age-hardened materials [299]. In general, the mechanical 

properties of LPBF maraging steel are comparable to conventionally produced steel materials, but 

not entirely identical. LPBF-produced maraging steels display equal or slightly better YS and UTS 

as compared to conventional ones despite the finer microstructure resulting from the LPBF process 

[1,300,256,301]. 

Hardness values recorded for LPBF-produced H-13 tool steels range from 570HV-680HV, (and 

marginally higher 745HV when measured in the skin area [302]) [126, 303,304]. These values are 

close to or even superior to as-quenched wrought H13 steels, contemplating the fully-martensitic 

state. Most of the LPBF maraging steels reported much lower YS and UTS values because of 
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severe brittleness, this state easily gives away without any resistance to the applied loads resulting 

in the premature failure of the tensile samples [1,302-307]. 

The strong crystallographic texture <001> of LPBF processed ODS steels lead to an anisotropic 

mechanical behaviour, i.e, ductile fracture when strained in the build direction, but brittle trans-

granular fracture when strained perpendicular to the build direction [284]. Employing additional 

post-process heat treatments, the tensile strength numbers reached somewhat closer/equal to the 

conventionally produced ODS steels [284]. Due to the wide range of technological parameters 

involved in LPBF process, which result in the formation of an anisotropic microstructure, variation 

in the part densities, and the mechanical properties of steel samples, which are available in a variety 

of grades depending on specific applications, differ from one another [1,277]. 
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Table 2. 6 Tensile and hardness properties of metal AM from different literature 
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2.5.3 Fatigue properties of metal AM components 

LPBF-processed steels are exposed to dynamic loading conditions in many functional industrial 

applications; Hence, a thorough understanding of fatigue behaviour characteristics is prerequisite 

to evaluate their fatigue life. However, the studies pertaining to the fatigue studies of LPBF steels 

are limited in the available public literature. Surface polish and building directions are the two 

most crucial factors that influence the fatigue lives of LPBF processing of steels [1,100,289,317]. 

Furthermore, process parameters along with fatigue testing conditions also influence the fatigue 

life of LPBF-built steels [318,319]. The fatigue limit of the LPBF fabricated part mainly depends 

on its surface finish. It is well acknowledged that fatigue crack initiates form the surface of metallic 

materials. Similar to conventionally manufactured steels, LPBF-manufactured steels are greatly 

affected by the rough surface quality, induced by various surface asperities such as micropores, 

surface cracks, staircase effects, spatters, un-melted and partially-melted particles emerge on 

various LPBF surfaces. Additionally, additive layer building strategy and the complex 

thermophysical phenomena of LPBF process impart unstable molten melt pool which further 

aggravates the surface quality or surface roughness [1,36,320,321]. The higher surface roughness 

(Ra) paves the way for the higher local stresses under the dynamic loading conditions, which result 

in lower fatigue limits and consequently reduces the fatigue life of LPBF processed steels [322]. 

The high cycle fatigue (HCF) limit is strongly dependent on surface roughness-related defects 

compared to low cycle fatigue (LCF). Hence, the HCF performance of LPBF steels can be 

improved by decreasing the surface roughness and the defects that occur on the part surface [322-

324].  

The build direction is another important factor that significantly influence the fatigue property [1]. 

The direction in which the load is applied to the built layers during the LPBF process defines the 

fatigue strength [289,325]. The building direction governs the size, shape and distribution of the 

LPBF processed defects, such as insufficient fusion holes and porosities that are elongated 

perpendicular to the building direction [326,327] (See Figure 2.65a-d). The horizontally built 

components (build direction parallel to the loading axis) are exposed to longer inter-time intervals 

which experience higher cooling rates and faster solidification (See Figure 2.65 b&d). Thus, a 

formation of finer microstructure and higher distribution of smaller scale porosities causes less 

stress flow and concentrations around the defect that results in better fatigue limits as compared to 

vertical built component (build direction perpendicular to loading axis). The stress concentrations 
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are maximum in vertical components due to comparatively weak interfacial bonding between 

successive layers and the axis of linear and planar bigger-size defects (Figure 2.65a&c). The 

arrangement of these defects normal to the loading direction provides easy access paths for voids 

to grow bigger and coalesce, causing failure at lower fatigue limits. Irrespective of the building 

direction, LPBF-built parts are generally more susceptible to fatigue characteristics 

[100,318,328,329]. 

LPBF induces distinct (elongated grain structure along the build direction) microstructure as 

compared to the conventional process of steels. Also, the LPBF process stimulates higher surface 

roughness, which is particularly detrimental to their fatigue performance [330,332]. Nehzadfar et 

al. studied the fatigue behaviour of the LPBF process of steels under the influence of process-

induced defects such as voids, oxides, un-melted powder particles, and other surface defects 

causing higher roughness. The fatigue life of LPBF fabricated 17-4 PH was studied by [289,332], 

the authors reported that in addition to anisotropic distribution of process induced defects, the 

fatigue life was highly dependent on build orientation under both low-cycle and high-cycle fatigue 

properties [1]. The fatigue limit of LPBF-built components depends on the directions of the load 

applied. For parallel loading to the direction of grain growth, the crack path was highly tortuous, 

resulting in slow crack propagation and yielding high fatigue limit [331]. In the other case loading 

perpendicular to the grain long axis, the crack propagation along grain boundaries was straight and 

easy without any resistance to the applied load [114,267]. Croccolo et al. found that the fatigue 

properties of LPBF processed maraging steels were isotropic, and with a fatigue limit of 600 MPa 

[333], which is approximately equal to 1/3rd of the static yield strength; which is in line with the 

fatigue limit obtained for conventionally-produced maraging steels [334,335]. Isotropy is caused 

because of the weak texture in this type of steel as a consequence of the martensitic phase 

transformation. The LPBF H13 tool steel displayed a substantially shorter fatigue life than that of 

traditionally fabricated steel [1,306], which is ascribed to the process-induced residual stress and 

the higher surface roughness [304]. The higher surface roughness of LPBF-processed steels is 

particularly detrimental to fatigue performance. It is found that by employing post-process surface 

finishing treatment, the fatigue limit can be doubled [114,323]. Hot-isostatic-pressing (HIP) and 

stress relief heat treatments both have a negligible impact on fatigue performance, however 

following surface finishing post-process treatment, the fatigue limit is predominantly found in the 

range of conventionally processed steels [1,114,267,323]. The biggest challenge the LPBF process 
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pose is the selection of the optimum set of processing parameters from a wide array of parameters. 

Each individual metal AM parameter presents its unique impact on the final part quality, hence, 

controlling and estimating the final product quality is considered very challenging task [1]. 

Inappropriate energy densities result in the formation of unfavourable defects, which impart local 

stress concentrations during cyclic loading and lead to premature fatigue failure. Even by selecting 

optimum laser fluence, a few small entrapped spherical gas pores inevitably occur in the LPBF 

processed parts. However, the effect of these pores on the fatigue life of LPBF-processed 316L 

steels is unaccountable, as they are less sensitive to notch due to their higher ductility and more 

resistance toward defects and residual stresses [336]. LPBF process-induced defects formed due 

to lower or extremely higher energy densities are more detrimental to HCF because of their higher 

level of stress concentrations [337].  

 

Figure 2. 65 Schematic illustration of LPBF build directions and stress concentrations associated 

with it, (a) vertically built, (b) horizontally built LPBF specimens, (c) higher stress concentrations 

around the defect in the vertical sample, (d) fewer stress concentrations in the horizontal sample 

[289] 
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2.5.4 Impact of build orientations on metal AM surface quality and Fatigue life 

The impact of different build orientations on the surface quality and fatigue properties has been 

summarized in Table 2.7. The general discussion about the surface quality concerning various 

build orientations and the fatigue properties has already been discussed in the previous section 

2.5.3. Yadollahi et al studied the impact of build orientations (horizontal and vertical) on fully-

reversed strain-controlled fatigue behaviour of LPBF 17-4 PH stainless steels [289]. The authors 

found that the vertically oriented sample showed larger and irregular voids, cavities, pores and 

lack of fusion holes due to lower laser fluence which aligned perpendicular to the fatigue loading 

conditions and acted as higher stress concentration areas resulting in lower fatigue strength 

(236820 cycles at a strain amplitude of 0.15% (see Figure 2.66ab), and 6422 cycles at a strain 

amplitude of 0.3% (see Figure 2.66cd)) as compared to horizontally oriented sample [289]. The 

higher fatigue strength of horizontally oriented samples was credited to the finer microstructure 

and the various process-induced defects aligned parallel to the loading conditions giving rise to 

higher resistance to fatigue loads and hence displaying higher fatigue strength (93470 cycles at a 

strain amplitude of 0.2%, and σm=-62 MPa, 551649 cycles at a strain amplitude of 0.2%, and 

σm=+60 MPa) (see Figure 2.66ef) [289]. The tensile testing results followed the same trend as 

fatigue life, with the vertically oriented sample showing a UTS of 940 MPa and the horizontally 

oriented sample a UTS of 1060 MPa [289]. 

Tullis et al reported the significant influence of bulk parameter-surface roughness on the fatigue 

failure mechanism of vertically oriented samples, and the least impact of microstructure on the 

fatigue growth life [338]. The authors found that the vertically oriented sample displayed varying 

surface roughness values between 10-25 µm and fatigue lives in the range of 15000-25000 number 

of cycles [338]. The lower fatigue lives were attributed to the multiple surface cracks, porosities, 

and sub-surface porosities acting as high-stress concentration regions for crack initiation, easy 

crack propagation and eventually leading to failure at lower fatigue loads [338]. 
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Figure 2. 66 Schematic illustration of vertically oriented fracture surfaces (a) 236820 cycles at 

0.15% strain amplitude, (b) higher magnification image of (a) (c) 6422 cycles at 0.3% strain 

amplitude, (d) higher magnification image of (c), (e) horizontally oriented fractured surface 

551649 cycles at 0.2% strain amplitude at σm-62 MPa, and (f) horizontally oriented fractured 

surface 93470 cycles at 0.2% strain amplitude at σm=+60 MPa [289]. 

Shrestha et al studied the effect of three build orientations (horizontal, vertical and diagonal) on 

the fatigue life of wrought and LPBF 316L steels [339]. The longer fatigue lives (103-106) were 

recorded for the horizontally oriented samples, while the diagonally oriented sample displayed 

shorter fatigue lives (103-105) [339]. The H and D samples' average fatigue lives are comparable 

at a strain amplitude of 0.4% which could be ascribed to fewer effects of the crack initiation stage 

and sensitivity to defects under low cycle fatigue [339]. The lack of fusion hole defects (oriented 

perpendicular to applied stress) was responsible for the shorter fatigue life of the vertically oriented 

sample (103-105) (see Figure 2.67ab). The crack initiated from the larger partially melted defect 

for the diagonally oriented sample (see Figure 2.67cd). For the horizontal sample, the crack was 
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initiated from the unmelted powder particles (see Figure 2.67ef) [339]. Overall the build 

orientations have less impact on build orientations. 

 

Figure 2. 67 Schematic illustration of (a) vertically oriented fractured surface (b) lack of fusion 

hole (void), (c) diagonally oriented fractured surface, (d) partially melted particle, (e) horizontally 

oriented fractured sample and (d) un-melted powder particle [339] 
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Table 2. 7 Summary of surface quality, tensile and fatigue properties of metal AM components 

with different build orientations  

Material Building 

orientation 

Surface 

roughness 

(Ra/Sa) 

µm 

Ultimate 

tensile 

strength 

(MPa) 

Fatigue life 

(Nf-number of 

cycles to failure) 

References 

IN718 alloy 

 

Vertical 

 

Ra-14 1137 5000 [231] 

IN718 alloy 

 

Vertical-SL 

Vertical-

XCT 

Sa-8-17 

Sa-10-15 

- 104-105 

104-105 

[13] 

316L SS Horizontal 

Vertical 

Diagonal 

- 

- 

- 

700 

675 

550 

103-106 

103-105 

103-105 

[339] 

TiAl4V 

alloy 

Normal Ra=11 

Sa=7.84 

959 (std) - [340] 

IN718 alloy Vertical Sa=10-25 - 15000-25000 [338] 

17-4 PH SS Horizontal 

Vertical 

- 

- 

1060 

940 

93470-551649 

6422-236820 

[289] 

316L SS Torsion 

 

Bending 

 

Tension 

Sa=11-13.5 

 

Sa=11-14 

 

- 

- 

 

- 

 

- 

2*106 cycles at 

92.5 MPa 

2*106 cycles at 90 

MPa 

2*106 cycles at 

127 MPa 

[341] 

2.5.5 Effect of post-process treatments on metal AM surface quality 

The use of optimised AM process parameters and contour strategies is merely not sufficient to 

achieve the standard surface quality required to meet the functional performance of end-use 

products [174]. There are other influencing factors influencing the poor surface quality such as 

build direction and designed CAD model preliminary slicing into layers; the resulting contour of 

a real part is a stepped approximation of a nominal surface that depends on the theoretical curvature 

and the sloping angle with respect to building direction [230]. Both up-skin and down-skin surfaces 
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of inclined or curved LBPF components are affected by the stair-steeping effect or staircase effect 

[1,12,36]; caused by the discrepancy between the stacking of the 2D layer-by-layer building 

approach of AM process and the original 3D design model [170]. To overcome these 

shortcomings; one or other form of post-process surface finishing treatment is necessary to achieve 

an adequate surface finish and enhance the fatigue life and eventually meet the mechanical and 

aesthetic requirements [1,12,36].  

The impact of post-process treatments on microstructure, surface texture and mechanical 

properties of LPBF-built steels have been studied by many researchers [256,313-315,328-337,342-

349]. Unlike hot-working processes, cold-working post-processing methods like shot peening can 

be employed. Shot peening improves surface roughness, microhardness, compressive yield 

strength, and wear resistance by inducing compressive residual stresses, grain refinement, and 

macro strain [1,330]. Finish machining (FM), vibratory surface finishing (VSF), drag finishing 

(DF), laser polishing, magnetic field-assisted finishing, grinding, sandblasting, and electro-

polishing are other post-processing techniques that are primarily focused on improving the surface 

integrity characteristics of LPBF steels [1]. The surface roughness of LPBF-built steels can be 

reduced (from 8.2 μm to 0.05 μm) by grinding [336]. Lower surface roughness (by 48.72%) was 

reported after sandblasting in two phases [166,350]. 

Alfieri et al studied the post-processing treatment via laser surface modification to improve the 

surface roughness (Ra) by controlling the scanning optics and beam wobbling of the LPBF process 

of stainless steel [230]. As-built vs post-processed samples in three building modes (flat-built, 45º-

built and upright-built) and in three measuring directions namely Longitudinal (L), Traverse (T) 

and crossed (C) were studied (see Figure 2.68) [230]. The authors found higher average Ra for 

45º-built (14.40-15.07 µm) and upright-built (15.83-16.50 µm) samples, while no significant 

difference in standard deviation was reported among longitudinal, traverse and crossed roughness 

which is ascribed to thin layering led to uniform surfaces [230]. Similarly, the authors reported the 

improved Ra values (by 79-92%) less than 2 µm for (most of) both 45º-built and upright-built post-

processed (LSR) samples; which is credited to the higher starting roughness and the lower 

reflectivity and also melting of the higher surface peaks results in better the response [230]. 
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Figure 2. 68 Schematic illustration of three building directions used in the metal AM process [230] 

Yan et al studied the impact of building directions (0°, 45°, 90°) on the surface roughness, 

tribological properties, and microstructure of LPBF components [232]. The reported surface 

roughness of the 0° surface was the lowest (Ra=5.706 μm), while the roughness value of the 45° 

surface was the highest (Ra=31.397 μm, @ 90° Ra=13.04). The wear rate of 57.2×10-6mm3/(Nm) 

and coefficient of friction (COF) 0.31 was recorded for the 0° sample, and the wear rate and COF 

for both 45° and 90°surfaces were higher [232]. The authors concluded that building directions 

had a significant impact on the surface roughness and tribological properties [232]. 

Denti et al studied the impact of various surface finishing methods on the surface texture 

parameters and the fatigue life of LPBF components [351]. The authors reported that the plastic 

media blasting surface roughness (Sa) improved by 77%, reduced peak Spk by 86%, and reduced 

valley depth Svk by 83%. Sandblasting and laser shock and metal shot peened samples displayed 

negative skewness (Ssk of -0.137, -0.130 and -0.203, respectively) [351]. The main texture ratio 

(Str;0.629) and texture direction (Std;82º) coincided with the orientation of the layers (Figure 

2.69a). The observed texture ratio (Str) values (ranging between 0.518-0.789) for the various 

surface treatment samples (Figure 2.69b-g) were evidently similar to the as-built material reference 

datum; implying that, surface texture persisted even after undergoing various surface treatments 

except sandblasting [351]. The surface finishing treatments presented significant improvements in 

fatigue life with the maximum stress level (σmax) corresponding to the endurance limits set at 2x106 

cycles for as-built samples was 50 MPa. Similarly, the σmax corresponding to the endurance limit 

was increased by 80% for plastic media blasting, sandblasting, ceramic, and metal shot peening 

surface finished AM parts [351]. 
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Figure 2. 69 Schematic illustration of polar spectrum graphs of (a) as-built samples (b) shock 

processing; (c) plastic media blasting; (d) sandblasting; (e) ceramic shot peening; (f) S70 metal 

shot peening; (g) S170 metal shot peening [351]. 

Cren et al examined four different samples (as-built, CNC-built, LPBF+mechanically polished 

CNC+mechanically polished) surfaces to assess and characterize the surface quality (including 

biological properties) of LPBF implant-supported prostheses and particularly trans-gingival 

components [340]. The LPBF+mechanically polished sample displayed the least surface 
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roughness (Ra) of ~ 0.07 µm. The reported 3D surface roughness (Sa) for CNC+mechanically 

polished was 0.05 µm which is almost close to the Sa of LPBF+mechanically polished (0.06 µm) 

[340]. The authors concluded that the surfaces obtained by the recommended surface finishing 

methods appeared to be compatible with a prosthetic application type 4 according to ISO 22674 

[340]. Melia et al experimentally examined how build angle affects the average surface roughness 

and breakdown potential (corrosion: Eb) for PBF 316L parts of 6 different surface finished states: 

as-printed, ground with SiC paper, tumble polished in abrasive media, electro-polished, chemically 

passivated, and the application of a contour/re-melt scan strategy [352]. The smoothest surface 

finished conditions ground and electro-polished states led to Eb near the material’s limit 

(~+1.0VAg/Agcl), whereas the other surface finished samples exhibited the lower Eb [352]. The build 

angle also presented a significant impact on surface roughness, additionally surfaces with high 

angles from the build direction also led to higher surface roughness values [352]. Wang et al 

attempted to improve the surface quality by studying the effect of surface re-melting and multi-

layer profile scanning strategies based on systematic studies of the impact of laser power, scanning 

speed and inclination angle on different surface morphologies and roughness of LPBF parts [179]. 

The minimum roughness (Ra) of 4.41 µm was reported for the upper surface with the 

corresponding line energy density of 0.22 J/mm. With the increase in scan speed, the roughness of 

both upper and lower surfaces increased significantly [179]. The authors reported the decrease in 

surface roughness values with the increase in inclination angles, which was ascribed to the 

combined effect of the step effect and powders adherence. The surface re-melting improved the 

surface roughness by 35.68% (2.65 µm), and the multi-layer profile scanning process strategy 

could reduce both upper and lower surface roughness by more than 50% [179]. Chen et al studied 

the impact of core LPBF parameters including contour scan parameters (performance and 

intermediate, speed), and surface finishing treatments on the final surface roughness and the 

fatigue life of metal AM components built with varying inclination angles [170]. The reported 

roughness (Ra) for performance and intermediate (35 µm -65 µm), and speed (35 µm -90 µm) 

samples was higher for down-skin surfaces irrespective of contour scan, whereas a lower Ra trend 

(12 µm -45 µm) for up-skin surfaces was evident for all these samples (see Figure 2.70ab) [170]. 

Similarly, none of the intermediate samples reached a fatigue life of 105 cycles under maximum 

stress of 200 MPa, performance samples reached 250-350 MPa under the same stress; due to crack 

initiation from the rough surfaces (see Figure 2.71) [170]. The authors concluded that surface 
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roughness is a primary fatigue-life limiting factor for LPBF components, contour scan with 

optimised parameters could improve surface finish and also roughness strongly depends on the 

build orientation [170].  

 

Figure 2. 70 Ra values of different surfaces built with varying inclination angles and with different 

processing parameters. (a) “Performance” and “Intermediate” samples results, and (b) “Speed” 

samples result [170]. 
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Figure 2. 71 Fatigue properties of LPBF Ti6Al4V samples. The black arrows data points indicate 

the fatigue tests were stopped at 107 cycle fatigue life has been reached. [170] 

 

Wan et al studied the impact of layer thickness and surface machining on surface roughness, tensile 

and fatigue properties of LPBF IN718 parts at 650º C [231]. The recorded yield strength (σyield), 

ultimate tensile strength (σUTS), and fracture strain (εf) of the machined sample at 650°C were 

found to be 978.2 MPa, 1137.4 MPa and 13.9% respectively; which are superior than wrought 

counterparts (see Figure 2.72a) [231]. The authors reported that the thinner un-machined samples 

(G1) displayed longer fatigue life (σa = 265.5 MPa: ~5000 cycles) than the thicker parts, the 

opposite was revealed for the thicker machined samples (G2) (σa = 405 MPa: ~8000 cycles) [231] 

(see Figure 2.72bc). The researchers revealed an increase in fatigue strength by ~50% by adopting 

surface machining and polishing, and the surface roughness (Ra) was reduced from 14 µm to ~100 

nm. Finally, defect shape has more impact on fatigue properties as compared to defect depth [231]. 
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Figure 2. 72 schematic illustration of (a) Engineering stress-strain curve for LPBF IN718 machined 

sample at 650 °C, (b) fatigue strength comparison of un-machined and machined samples and (c) 

fatigue life comparison of both G1 and G2 specimens [231]. 

Surface machining had a limited impact on improving the fatigue strength as it remained 

significantly lower than that of the reference material (50% failure probability at 107 cycles 

strength of 283 MPa compared to 600 MPa) [304]. The improved fatigue properties were attained 

when the stress relief and austenite decomposition heat treatment at 600 ͦ C were employed [306]. 

In general, the higher surface roughness caused by irregularly shaped defects e.g. voids, partially-

melted /un-melted etc in LPBF processed samples are more sensitive to the fatigue life than their 

wrought counterparts. However, a relatively lesser number of defects were reported for the 

vertically built LPBF specimens [353]. The removal of residual stresses via stress relief (SR) heat 

treatment (5 h at 470 °C) does not necessarily improve the fatigue behaviour. Instead, the fatigue 

performance of LPBF-processed 316L steel was greatly enhanced by the removal of crucial crack 
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initiators using surface machining [1]. The obtained superior fatigue performance of machined 

samples with and without SR heat treatment was compared with conventionally produced 316L 

steels. SR treatment in conjunction with machining is recommended to achieve the desired fatigue 

performance when subjected to higher dynamic loading conditions [1]. Overall, the post-process 

treatments have a very minimal effect on the fatigue performance of LPBF-processed steels 

[328,347]. 

In addition to employing optimised parameters and other post-process treatments, the surface 

roughness can also be improved (especially the density of parts) by re-melting each layer [354-

360]. The laser re-melting is generally applied for the last layer or the outer surface/skin of AM 

part; balling, porosities and other surface asperities can be reduced simultaneously improving the 

surface quality [354-357]. While maintaining the other process parameters constant, Metelkova et 

al. [354] investigated the edge effect of samples after the top surface had been re-melted one to ten 

times with varying hatch angles between each re-melting layer. The authors found that the height 

of the edges reduced and the edge length rose as the number of re-melting passes increased [354]. 

Ukar et al showed that the benefit of laser re-melting; the surface roughness (Ra) of AM part was 

reduced by ~80% from 7.8 µm to 1.49 µm [357]. Kruth et al. also reported the surface roughness 

(Ra) from 12 µm to 1.5 µm by adopting the laser surface re-melting (LSR) [358]. The impacts of 

the LSR method were further examined by Kruth et al. [359] with various process settings for 

twice melting the final 20 layers of the parts, and they found a notable improvement in surface 

roughness as well as an increase in microhardness and wear behaviour [359]. For titanium alloy, 

LSR in combination with optimised parameters for laser power and scan speeds resulted in 

improved surface roughness without inducing any edges at the contours of AM parts. Similarly, 

for 316L SS parts, the surface roughness was improved by 90% [359]. 

2.6 Summary 

Based on an in-depth literature review of the state-of-the-art, the key findings related to the aims 

and objectives of this thesis are summarised below: 

• LPBF process is widely used to fabricate metal AM parts but LPBF undergoes complex 

thermophysical phenomena that generate a very complex surface topography consisting of 

diverse metallurgical defects and surface asperities imparting poor surface quality. 
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• In addition, to processing parameters, the other factors responsible for the substandard 

surface quality are contour scan strategies, build inclination angles, build orientations, part 

location on the build platform, laser beam incidence angle and etc. 

• The metallurgical defects and surface asperities are a large range of components over a 

large scale of spatial wavelengths – such as balling, porosities, cracks, staircase effect, 

spatters, and un-melted or partially melted particles. 

• These defects and asperities present a new challenge for conventional surface texture 

measurement and characterisation. 

• The measurement and characterisation of elaborate features of internal surfaces fingerprint 

is another major concern, while post-processing alone is not enough to improve the internal 

surface quality. 

• The surface quality can be modified/tailored to desired roughness levels by optimising the 

critical process parameters using Taguchi DOE and various other optimisation methods. 

ANOVA is effective to quantify the impact of individual critical process parameter. 

• The existing surface quality characterisation methods are only limited to surface texture 

height parameters (Ra/Sa) which gives only decent descriptions of vertical characteristics 

of the surface deviation. Ra/Sa are insensitive to differentiate peaks, valleys and the spacing 

of the various texture features.  

• Ra/Sa fail to provide the general relation between the wavelength and amplitude properties 

of the surface or any changes occur either in amplitude or spacing. 

• The available literature completely lacks to characterise, correlate and quantify the diverse 

metallurgical defects and asperities that emerge on various metal AM external and internal 

surfaces.  

• It is non-viable to characterise and quantify the particle features individually with just 

Ra/Sa. 

• With an inadequate understanding of complex metal AM surface topography (Ra/Sa 

information); it is impossible to optimise or tailor the surface quality to meet the desired 

roughness levels. In addition to surface texture characterisation, it is important to study the 

influence of different build orientations on microstructure, surface quality as they 

eventually determine the mechanical properties (ultimate tensile strength and fatigue life) 

of metal AM components. 
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Chapter 3. Surface texture characterisation of LPBF processed metal part built with 

varying surface inclinations 

This chapter developed a novel surface texture characterisation toolbox used to systematically 

characterise the complex surface topographies comprised of diverse metallurgical defects and 

surface asperities emerge on various LBPF truncheon artefact built with varying inclination angles. 

The characterized defects and asperities of various up-skin and down-skin LPBF surfaces were 

then correlated with the suitable areal surface texture parameters as per ISO 25178-2. The newly 

developed one of its kind feature-based particle analysis was used to quantify the particle features 

emerged on various surfaces of Truncheon artefact. Finally, the experimental investigation and 

prediction model results successfully established a strong correlation between the resultant surface 

quality and the varying build inclination angles. A journal paper published, by the first author SR 

Narasimharaju, titled “Surface Texture Characterization of Metal Selective Laser Melted Part with 

Varying Surface Inclinations” [36]. This research work has also been presented as a poster at the 

conference as a primary author SR Narasimharaju, “Surface irregularities of metal SLM part with 

different surface inclinations and their impact on surface texture characterization”, Joint Special 

Interest Group meeting between EUSPEN and ASPE Advancing Precision in Additive 

Manufacturing Inspire AG, St. Gallen, Switzerland 2021. 

As aforementioned, most of the researchers in the literature followed the general surface texture 

characterisation procedures to obtain the surface texture parameters but necessarily complied with 

ISO 4288 [216] and ISO 25178-3 [217]. It is interesting to note that different measurement 

lengths/areas and cut-off wavelengths (λc – the cutoff wavelength to separate the waviness from 

the roughness, λs – the cutoff wavelength to separate the roughness from the shorter wavelength 

components) were adopted and various surface texture parameters were studied [36]. The 

measurement area/length and cutoff wavelengths should be generally selected based on the surface 

roughness scale [31,220,221]. ISO 4288 recommended suitable sampling lengths and cutoff 

wavelengths corresponding to each roughness range [216]. However, the metal AM or LPBF 

surface topography displays a different nature from the conventionally machined surfaces. It is 

unsure whether the current ISO standards are applicable to metal AM surfaces. This leads to the 

attempts on choosing various measurement areas/lengths and cutoff wavelengths based on an 

individual’s knowledge and experience which is not acceptable. Also, the investigation in terms 

of the surface asperities such as staircase effect, spatters, and un-melted/partially-melted powder 
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particles present on the different surface inclinations and the selection of suitable parameters to 

characterize these features are very limited. Thus, this research is more focused on investigating 

the impact of distinct surface irregularities or asperities that form on the various surface 

inclinations of the LPBF component. The areal surface texture characterisation and the advanced 

features-based particle analysis mentioned in ISO 25178-2 were studied to quantify these formed 

surface asperities. Furthermore, an empirical model based on trigonometric modelling was 

examined to predict the real surface topographical features of the LPBF surface built with various 

inclination angles. This consolidated investigation would be beneficial to a better understanding 

of the surface texture characteristics of varying LPBF surfaces. Areal analysis of surface texture 

gives more opportunities as a representative of the functional surface than a study of 2D profiles.  

3.1 Research methodology 

3.1.1 Truncheon artefact design and fabrication 

The bespoke truncheon artefact was built by using a Renishaw AM400 SLM machine using 316L 

stainless steel alloy powder. The 316L alloy is austenitic SS mainly iron alloyed and with the 

presence of other important elements like chromium, nickel, and molybdenum with a mass fraction 

of 18%, 14% and 3% respectively [353]. It is evident that as-received 316L alloy SS fine powder 

is dominantly regular in size mostly spherical-shaped particles with a diameter of 15-50 µm (see 

Figure 3.1a&b). The supplied free-flowing powder density is 7.94 g/cm3, the apparent density is 

4.36 g/cm3 and the reported tapped density is 5.01 g/cm3. Morphological analysis revealed the 

results in the vicinity of the 10th (D10), 50th (D50), and 90th (D90) percentile for particle size values 

are found to be 19.6μm, 29.6μm, and 44.1μm respectively (see Figure 3.1c). The LPBF process 

parameters including general scan strategy employed is given in Table 3.1, the STRIPE hatching 

pattern was used for the core scanning. The Renishaw SLM machine is fitted with a fiber-laser 

that generates pulsed laser waves with a maximum power output of 400 W. The build chamber 

was filled with 99.99% purity level inert gas (argon), whereas oxygen content was maintained at 

less than 0.1 vol % during the LPBF process. 
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Figure 3. 1schematic illustration of (a) SEM image showing 316L SS powder, (b) higher resolution 

showing spherical powders (c) powder size distribution. 

Table 3. 1Main LPBF process parameters adapted in this part of the research 

Parameters Values 

Laser power (W) 110 

Hatch spacing (µm) 110 

Layer thickness (µm) 50 

Point distance (µm) 20 

Exposure time (µs) 100 

General scan strategy Meander 

 

The truncheon artefact was built in a horizontal direction aligned perpendicular to the build 

direction (z-axis). The fabricated truncheon artefact consists of 31 square sections with various 

inclination angles from 0°-180° with increments of 3° (see Figure 3.2a). At 0° orientation, the 

surface is parallel to the horizontal plane; at 90° inclination, the surface is parallel to the build 

direction. The surfaces ranging from 0° to 90° inclination angles were considered as the up-skin, 

whilst the surfaces from 90° to 180° were deemed as down-skin. However, the down-skin surface 

measurement was restricted to a 132° position beyond which resulted in an extremely rugged 

surface damaged by supporting structures. The measurement readings for each incremental angle 

surface were taken at three different positions (see Figure 3.2b). Additionally, it is well known that 

the surface topography of the up-skin differs from the down-skin surfaces. As aforementioned, the 

main reason for these differed surface topographies is due to the presence of supporting structures 

which leads to significantly higher surface roughness rather impractical. In contrast, the lack of 
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sufficient supporting structures would result in the LPBF part being distorted or eventually lead to 

complete failure. 

 

Figure 3. 2Truncheon artefact (a) design drawing; (b) LPBF printed sample with measurement 

details being marked. 
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3.1.2 Measurement strategy 

Alicona G4 FVM was employed to measure the areal surface topography of the truncheon artefact 

(see Figure 3.3). Non-destructive optical technology called the focus-variation measurement 

(FVM) is used to measure 3D surfaces at high resolution. Precision optics with a variety of lens 

systems that can be outfitted with different objectives make up its core part. In order to extract 

topographical and colour information from the fluctuation of focus, it combines the limited depth 

of focus of an optical system with vertical scanning. FVM is incredibly efficient because it 

simultaneously transmits information about a surface's form and roughness [361]. The FVM 

configuration parameters are listed in Table 3.2. The lateral resolution and magnification were 

adjusted in such a way that it could clearly capture the main surface topographical features, such 

as the staircase effect and other particle feature details existing on the surface. The selected 

measurement area was sufficient to analyze the surface texture parameters. The measurement 

readings for each incremental angle surface were taken at three different positions followed by the 

computation of the mean values and the standard deviation. The measurement taken at 0° was 

repeated four times to verify the repeatability error. The average deviation of Sa was found to be 

3.85 nm with a standard deviation of 6.1 nm. 
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Figure 3. 3 Bruker Alicona focus varying measurement (FVM) system [362] 

 

Table 3. 2 Configuration of FV measurement. 

Magnification 20× 

Illumination Ring light 

Lateral resolution 1 μm 

Vertical resolution 0.7 μm 

Sampling distance 0.878 μm (in both X and Y directions) 

Measurement size 2.59 mm × 2.36 mm (switched) 
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3.1.3 Data acquisition and processing strategy 

Digital Surf MountainsMap commercial software [363] was used to analyze the gathered surface 

texture data. The analyzed surface texture results promote to the characterisation of the staircase 

effect and particle features. The imported measurement data is firstly processed by filling the non-

measurement points, followed by least square levelling. The resulting data were then filtered by 

using the S-filter (the nesting index 5 µm) to remove high-frequency noise. To separate the particle 

features from the underlying staircase surface, the robust Gaussian filter (with a nesting index of 

80µm) was applied due to its robustness against outliers [364]. The data processing procedure is 

illustrated in Figure 3.4.  

 

Figure 3. 4 Extraction of the primary surface, the staircase surface, and the particle surface by 

applying different filters. 

3.1.4 Areal surface texture parameters characterisation 

A spectrum of areal surface texture parameters employed in this research to characterize the 

surface topographical features of inclined AM surfaces are listed in Table 3.3. These targeted 

potentially useful parameters include height parameters (Sa, Sq, Ssk, Sku), hybrid parameters (Sdr 

and Sdq), functional parameters (Vmp), and feature parameters (Spd). Further information about 

particular surface texture parameters is found in ISO 25178-2:2012 [32]. The surface texture 

parameters characterisation is further facilitated by feature-based particle analysis by adopting the 

threshold segmentation approach [36]. 
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Table 3. 3 Areal surface texture parameters explored in this research [36] 

Categories Surface texture parameters 

Height Parameters Sa (µm) -Arithmetical mean height of the scale-limited surface 

Sq (µm) -Root mean square height of the scale-limited surface 

Ssk -Skewness of the scale-limited surface 

Sku- Kurtosis of the scale-limited surface 

Hybrid Parameters Sdq -Root mean square gradient of the scale-limited surface 

Sdr (%) -Developed interfacial area ratio of the scale-limited 

surface 

Functional 

parameters 

Smr1 (%) -Material ratio related to the peak zone 

Vmp (mm3/mm2) -Peak material volume of the scale-limited 

surface 

Spatial Parameters Sal (µm) -Autocorrelation length (fastest decay to 0.2) 

Str -Texture aspect ratio 

Feature parameters Spd (1/mm2) (Density of peaks) number of peaks per unit area 

Particles analysis Particles number/density/coverage/projection area/Z-high 

 

3.2 Surface roughness prediction model 

A mathematical model based on trigonometric modelling of the staircase effect [365] is adopted 

to predict the real surface topographical features of the truncheon artefact built with various 

inclination angles. Here the trigonometry modelling functions for profile and areal surfaces are 

given by Equation (8) where 𝐿𝑡 represents the layer thickness, and 𝛼 indicates the inclination angle 

(with reference to the building surface and the edge of the stair). Computer-aided design (CAD) 

software was used to create the ideal 3D inclined surfaces based on the trigonometry model (see 

Figure 3.5). It is ensured that the layer thickness of 50 μm, i.e. the same value used while 

fabricating the LPBF test artefact. Since the ideal faces 0°-90° and 90°-180° have symmetrical 

features, therefore only the range of 0°-90° is considered with the increments of 3°. The areal 

surface texture parameters (Sa, Sq, Ssk, Sku and Sal) values of ideal surfaces are calculated and 

compared with the actual measurements [36]. 

𝐑𝐚 =
𝟏

𝑳
∫ |𝒚(𝒙)|ⅆ =  

𝑳

𝟎

𝟏

𝟒
𝑳𝒕 𝐜𝐨𝐬(𝜶) . . . . . . . . . . (𝟖)            
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Figure 3. 5 3D representation of the prediction CAD model and the illustration of staircase 

computation. 

3.3 Results and discussions 

3.3.1 Visual inspection of truncheon artefact 

Figure 3.6a illustrates the optical images of truncheon surfaces measured by a 5× lens to gain a 

larger measurement area (2 mm×10 mm) for the visual inspection of surface patterns. It is 

important to note that the images were trimmed off to reduce their sizes for a better exhibition. At 

0°, the surface exhibited a typical LPBF surface, with the presence of ripple characteristics caused 

by the fast-moving laser topped by a few unwanted particles (see Figure 3.6b). Moving forward to 

the inclined surfaces from 3° to 9°, the constituting stair-step (staircase effect) is clearly visible, 

which is related to the layer thickness and the inclination angles (see Figure 3.6c-e). Additionally, 

the chessboard pattern related to the laser scan strategy used during the building process can also 

be noticed. It is evident that un-melted/partially melted particles and spatters attach to the edges of 

the stair steps. Further increase in the inclination angle (12°-15°) resulted in a gradual decrease in 

the width of the stair-steps, and the scan pattern that existed in previous inclinations is almost 

indistinguishable (see Figure 3.6f&g). 
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Figure 3. 6 Schematic illustrations of (a) 6 different truncheon surfaces, surface 

topography transitions between the inclination angles of (b)=0°, (c)=3°,(d)=6°, 

(e)=9°,(f)=12° and (g)=15° 
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Figure 3.7 shows the comparison of the up-skin and down-skin surface pairs at the matching 

angles, 48° (132°), 60° (120°), 72° (108°), and 90° up-skin (90° down-skin; vertical built 

component has two side surfaces at 90°, i.e. the left and the right, marked as 90°+ and 90°- 

hereafter). It is physically visible that the color of the fabricated down-skin surface has changed 

apparently as compared to the up-skin surfaces. With the change in inclination angle, the number 

of adhered particles on the up-skin surface have also changed significantly, however the down-

skin surface showed very minimal change, regardless of the quantity of particles covering the 

surface area [36]. 
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Figure 3. 7 Surface topography transition between the inclination angles of 48°, 60°, 72°, 90° up-

skin, 90° down-skin, 108°, 120°, and 132°. 

3.3.2 Height parameters 

Sa, and Sq values of the primary, staircase and predicted surfaces for both up-skin and down-skin 

surfaces built with respect to different inclination angles are shown in Figure 3.8(a) & (b). The Sa 

and Sq displayed consistent trends for all the inclination angles [36]. As the surface inclination 

increases from first the measurement point (0°), an abrupt increase in both Sa and Sq was recorded 

(between 3° and 6°).  This rapid rise in Sa and Sq values on the inclined surfaces is ascribed to the 

staircase effect [36]. In addition to the staircase effect, the LPBF process is designed in such a way 
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that the lasers melt/re-melt only the horizontal surfaces, but not the inclined ones [215]. Lack of 

laser re-melting leads to the formation of un-melted/partially-melted particles attaching to the 

inclined surfaces. The surface roughness decreases steadily between 6°-45° surface inclinations, 

with a little increase between 51°-60°, followed by a further decrease in surface roughness until it 

reaches 90°. The notable increase in roughness between 51°-60° is still well below the roughness 

values obtained at 3° and 6° inclination angles. The staircase effect can be clearly observed 

between 3°-45°; above 45° the staircase effect slowly started to disappear, which was eventually 

replaced by particle features at 90°.  

An interesting point to be noted here is the difference in measured Sa and Sq values are taken at 

90° for both up-skin and down-skin surfaces. The observed surface roughness on the down-skin 

surfaces generally tends to be significantly higher than up-skin surfaces, e.g., about 140% higher 

than that of the up-skin surface at 90° location. On further exploring the 3D view of their surface 

topographies, it is found that there is an obvious accumulation of build-up stripes (perpendicular 

to the build direction) on the down-skin surface, whilst the build-up stripes on the upper surface 

are not obvious (see Figure 3.9(a) & (b)). The rationale behind this exploration is that the irregular 

heat dissipation through the inclined surfaces resulted in elevated temperatures in down-skin 

surfaces. These higher temperatures lead to the distortion and warping of down-skin surfaces. 

Additionally, the intermittent heat transfer along the down-skin surface contributes to the 

unnecessary adhesion of un-melted/partially-melted particles, ultimately leading to higher surface 

roughness. In fact, the obtained Sa and Sq of the down-skin surfaces are higher than the matching 

angles of the up-skin counterparts [36]. 

The sudden change of predicted Sa and Sq from 0° to 3° is caused by the transition from a purely 

flat surface to a strong staircase-presented surface, while a constant declining trend observed 

between 3°-90° is attributed to the reducing strength of the staircase effect. This is followed by 

an increasing trend after 90° due to the re-formation of the staircase effect in the opposite 

direction. The Sa and Sq trends of the measurements for all cases tend to closely follow the 

theoretical mathematical model (see Figure 3.8 (a) and (b)). It was discovered by comparing the 

Sa and Sq values of the primary, staircase, and predicted surfaces that the staircase effect is 

predominantly responsible for the changes in Sa and Sq, with the impact of the particle 

characteristics having a less significant effect [36]. 
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Figure 3. 8 Sa and Sq of the primary surface, the staircase surface, and the predicted surface with 

respect to surface inclination: (a) Sa; (b) Sq. 
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Figure 3. 9 3D view of surface topography at 90°: (a) up-skin surface; (b) down-skin surface. 

Ssk defines the unique distribution of height values above or below the mean plane, which is 

generally indicated by a positive or negative value, respectively [36]. Most of the recorded Ssk 

remained positive for all the up-skin surfaces. This signifies that the height distribution of the up-

skin surfaces has a longer tail at the upper side of the mean/reference plane, indicating peaks 

dominate the surface, see Figure 3.10(a). The reason for the Ssk value close to zero at 24° and 45° 

surface inclinations could be related to the random deep valleys, but overall, the characteristics of 

the up-skin surface are mainly dominated by surface peaks. However, the noted Ssk trend for the 

down-skin surfaces (90°-132°) tends to be unstable. The Ssk becomes negative for all the down-

skin surface inclinations beyond 114°. The unstable skewness is accredited to deep valley features 

and redundant peak features caused by the presence of a higher number of large protruded particles 

consisting of un-melted/partially-melted particles adhered to the down-skin surfaces [36]. A 

similar result can be found in the literature [219]. The Ssk of the primary surface is found to be 

larger than the staircase surface for almost all the surface inclinations, except for 3°, 6° and 9°, but 

the overall trend is almost the same for the primary and staircase surface. However, the predicted 

values of Ssk are close to zero, because the number of peaks and valleys are considered to be the 

same. The surfaces at 0°, 90° and 180° do not display any stair steps, thus, the resultant Ssk values 

are close to infinity [36].  

Sku is described by the probability of distribution of height values [36]. It usually indicates whether 

the distribution of height values has sharp peaks (Sku>3) or is small and widespread (Sku<3). The 

calculated Sku value for all the surface inclinations was slightly above the nominal value of 3, see 

Figure 3.10(b). This gives a clear indication that the surface height distribution is basically normal 

distribution. It is also found that the Sku values of the staircase surface resemble that of the primary 
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surface, which only drops a little at a partial tilt angle, but almost all the results are greater than 3. 

The reported Sku value for all the surface inclinations of the predicted surface is lesser than 3 [36]. 

Similarly, there are no peaks and valleys at 0°, 90°, and 180°, therefore Sku is considered to be 

infinite in these cases [36]. 

 

Figure 3. 10 Ssk and Sku of the primary surface, the staircase surface, and the predicted surface, 

with respect to surface inclination: (a) Ssk; (b) Sku. 

Figure 3.11 a&b presents a further investigation of both Ssk and Sku by considering the surface 

height distributions at three different inclination angles, i.e. 0°, 90° and 132°. For 0° and 90°, the 

height distributions are skewed below the mean plane, see Figure 3.11(c)&(d), which implies 

positive Ssk values. In comparison, the height distribution of 132° appears to be skewed above the 
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mean plane, indicating a negative Ssk, see Figure 3.11(e). The shapes of the three height 

distributions were found shaper than that of the normal distribution, and thus their Sku values are 

all positive, see Figure 3.11 (c-e). These findings are all consistent with the Ssk and Sku values 

displayed in Figure 3.10. 

 

Figure 3. 11 Surface height distribution of three inclination angles: (a) significance of Ssk with 

respect to surface height distributions [308]; (b) significance of Sku with respect to surface height 

distributions [157]; (c) surface height distribution of 0°; (d) surface height distribution of 90°; (e) 

surface height distribution of 132°. 

3.3.3 Spatial parameters 

The Sal parameter is defined by the minimal correlation length of the new location with respect to 

the original location. Sal is related to the periodicity of the surface, which is dominated by the melt 

track stripes (at 0°), and staircase effect (above 3°). Sal displays a general decline trend for the up-

skin surfaces, and a strong rising trend for the down-skin surfaces, see Figure 3.12. This is in line 

with the staircase effect's characteristic. Figure 3.13 illustrates how the distance between stair step 

edges reduced as the angle of inclination increased. Overall, an undulating pattern can be seen in 

the Sal plot for the staircase surface, which could be related to the Sal's sensitivity to short-

wavelength periodic features [36]. If part of the particle features remains on the staircase surface, 

it can introduce significant turbulences to the Sal trend. 

The predicted surface displays a very interesting Sal trend consisting of a sharp step peak at 3°, 

and a gradual decline to become flat at 90°. Based on the prediction model, Sal decreases with the 

inclination angle increase, which completely aligns with the reduction of the step width illustrated 
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in Figure 3.13. The predicted surface at 0° presents a purely flat surface (no consideration of melt 

tracks), thus the reported Sal value is zero. This is the same for 90° (no staircase at all). Sal of 

predicted down-skin surface maps the changing trend of the up-skin surface by reflection in terms 

of 90° [36].  

 

Figure 3. 12 Sal of the staircase surface, and the predicted surface, with respect to surface 

inclination. 

 

Figure 3. 13 Schematic to illustrate the variation in staircase width. 

Str (texture aspect ratio) is a measure of uniformity of the surface texture [36,157]. Figure 3.14 

illustrates the trend of Str with respect to different surface inclinations. The Str plot for particle 

surface displays a more or less stable trend overall (except between 0°-27° surface inclinations) 

with the values approaching 1, which evidences the isotropic nature of particle features. In 
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comparison, the Str trends of the staircase surface and primary surface show numerous changes 

somewhat similar to Sal. Overall, Str for both staircase and primary surfaces is close to 0, 

indicating that these surfaces are anisotropic. The graph clearly shows that the staircase is the 

primary factor influencing Str [36]. 

 

Figure 3. 14 Str of the primary surface, particle surface, and the staircase surface with respect to 

surface inclination. 

3.3.4 Hybrid parameters 

Sdr is useful in surface coating, adhesion, lubricant, heat exchanger applications etc., where the 

functional performances are highly linked with the surface area. Figure 3.15 displays Sdr values 

for up-skin and down-skin primary surfaces in relation to various inclination degrees. Sdr trend 

rises as the inclination angle increases. By comparing the Sdr results of primary surface and the 

staircase surface, it is discovered that their trends and specific values are extremely similar. This 

suggests that the staircase effect has less of an impact on Sdr. The attached particle features on the 

surface are the main factor influencing Sdr [36]. 
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Figure 3. 15 Sdr of the primary surface, particle surface, and the staircase surface with respect to 

surface inclination. 

Sdq is generally used to distinguish between the surfaces with similar roughness [36]. As displayed 

in Figure 3.8, the recorded changes for Sa and Sq values from 60°-90° and 90°-117° are relatively 

smooth. However, when comparing Sdq in the same regions, it is found Sdq displayed steady 

increase with the increase in inclination angle, see Figure 3.16 [36]. In general, Sdq in the range 

from 0° to 90° increases slowly in a minor oscillation pattern; In contrast, the down-skin surface 

exhibits a V-shaped trend between 90°-132°. Overall, the changing trend of the up-skin surface 

Sdq is relatively uniform, whereas the down-skin surface is more turbulent [36]. 
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Figure 3. 16 Sdq of the primary surface, particle surface, and the staircase surface with respect to 

surface inclination. 

3.3.5 Functional parameters 

Functional parameters were developed to characterize common functional properties, such as wear 

and tribological-related characteristics. The volume parameters are obtained by splitting the 

material ratio curve into three zones by applying two material ratio thresholds Mr1 10% and Mr2 

80%, with the default assumption that the peak materials embrace 0-10% of the material ratio 

whilst the core material/void ranges cover 10-80% and void valley range from 80% to 100% of 

the material ratio [36, 366-368]. It should be noted that Mr. 1 and Mr. 2 can be configured flexibly 

depending on the needs of a particular application. This study used the peak material volume 

parameter (Vmp) to examine the particle characteristics on the truncheon surface topography. It is 

discovered that the material ratio thresholds Smr1 and Smr2 obtained from the Sk parameters are 

more appropriate for the analysis of LPBF topographic characteristics (particles and subsurface 

pores), as opposed to employing the default Mr1 ratio of 10% [36,367,368]. 

Figure 3.17 shows the Vmp results with respect to Smr1. As the inclination angle increases, the 

Vmp of the up-skin surface generally increases, while the Vmp of the down-skin surface exhibits 

an irregular changing pattern. The steady increase in Vmp for all up-skin surfaces (0°-90°) is 

credited to the increase in the amount of un-melted/partially-melted particles and spatters attached 

to the edges of the steps. In comparison, the down-skin surfaces (90°-132°) do not show so many 

interesting facts, instead, the trend appears to be flat with a large standard deviation. This 
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phenomenon is attributed to the un-melted powders in the down-skin surface occupying the whole 

down-skin surface which presents a more irregular surface topography in comparison to the up-

skin surface. The irregularity of the down-skin surface is even deteriorated by residual heat energy 

and the tendency of molten metal liquid moving downwards due to gravity effects. Similar results 

are also observed in particle analysis [36] (see section 3.3.7). 

 

Figure 3. 17 Vmp and Spd for the particle surface with respect to surface inclination 

3.3.6 Feature parameters 

Spd indicates the density of peaks which is based on the watershed segmentation of surface 

topography with 5% Wolf pruning [32, 36]. The Vmp and Spd of the particle surface in relation to 

the inclination angles are shown in Figure 3.17. The number of peaks on the up-skin surfaces 

continuously increases between 3° and 90° as the inclination angle rises. It is important to 

remember that Spd dramatically drops between 0° and 3° [36]. This is ascribed to the presence of 

spatters attached to the surface at 0°. The down-skin surface presents a slow decrease of Spd, 

which forms a certain reflection symmetry to the up-skin surfaces but shows more variations due 

to the random nature of the down-skin surface topography. It is worth noting that by comparing 

the Spd and Vmp trends for down-skin surface: Spd drops when the down-skin inclination rises, 

whereas Vmp experiences the exact opposite. This means that there are more big particles or large 

protrusions appear on the bottom surface as down-skin tilt angle increases [36]. 
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3.3.7 Particle analysis  

Complimentary to Spd, a height threshold segmentation approach is applied to the particle surface 

(the staircase effect has been excluded). By comparing the surface height with a predetermined 

height threshold, the particles are recognized [36]. The surface portion is considered a particle 

feature if it is over this threshold. For the precise identification of particles, this threshold must be 

determined. In order to maintain the consistency of the particle volume density analysis in the case 

of Vmp, this threshold is chosen as the surface height corresponding to Mr1 of the material ratio 

curve, which is adopted to separate the peak zone from the core zone, (the peak zone represent the 

particle features) [36]. A similar comparable study can be found in [368]. Furthermore, the number 

of particles, the particle coverage, and the particle density are calculated respectively, to provide a 

quantitative characterisation of particles [36].  

These three parameters basically show similar trends, see Figures 3.18 & 3.19. Six examples of 

particle identification and associated particle coverage ratio and numbers are illustrated in Figure 

3.20. The three particle characterisation parameters of the up-skin surface rise slowly, while those 

of the down-skin surfaces show a flatter pattern. On the up-skin surface, the number of stair-steps 

increases as the inclination goes up, while the corresponding width of these steps gradually 

decreases. This causes a rising number of particles to adhere to the edges of the steps [36, 215]. 

On the contrary, the number of particles and the particle coverage rate on the down-skin surface 

remains relatively steady (see Figure 3.18). During the melting of the down-skin surface, the 

residual heat is accumulated, resulting in the expansion of melt pool; and melt metal liquid moves 

downward due to the gravity effect. All of these factors play a key role in the adherence of particle 

features and the unevenness of the down-skin surface [36]. 
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Figure 3. 18 Number of particles, particle coverage of the particle surface with respect to surface 

inclinations. 

 

Figure 3. 19 Comparison of particle density and Spd of the particle surface with respect to surface 

inclinations. 
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Figure 3. 20 Particles identification for six inclined surfaces: (a) 0°, 314 particles, 10.20 % 

coverage; (b) 30°, 394 particles; 18.34 % coverage; (c) 60°, 685 particles, 24.36 % coverage; (d) 

90°+, 848 particles, 27.28 % coverage; (e) 114°, 717 particles, 24.65 % coverage; (f) 132°, 707 

particles, 24.33 % coverage. 

3.4 Summary 

The impact of different build inclination angles on the surface topography of the LPBF Truncheon 

artefact is investigated. Additionally, a surface texture prediction model built on trigonometric 

functions was adopted to compare the outcomes of the measured and predicted surface texture 

parameter values. Suitable surface texture parameters were utilized to quantify the prevailing 

surface irregularities (staircase effect, spatters, and un-melted/partially melted particles) with 

respect to different surface inclinations [36].  

• Sa and Sq of inclined surfaces are significantly influenced by the staircase effect, whereas 

the impact of the particles is less significant. For all the cases, Sa and Sq trends tend to 

closely resemble the predicted model. As a result of intermittent heat transfer, Sa and Sq 

of the down-skin surfaces often tend to be higher than those of the up-skin surfaces. Both 

up-skin and down-skin surfaces showed a similar pattern of Ssk, with the bulk of Ssk being 

positive, indicating the surface is dominated by peak features. Sku was marginally higher 

than nominal value 3, indicating that the surface height distribution is basically a spiky-

natured normal distribution [36]. 
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• Sal displayed declining trend as the surface inclination approached 90°, which is consistent 

with the observation that the width of staircase decreased as the inclination angle increased. 

Sal is primarily controlled by the staircase effect, while any residual particle features 

portions on the staircase surface can also have an impact [36]. 

• Sdr and Sdq of the primary surface and the particle surface both exhibit sharp rising trends 

with an increase surface inclination. It is important to note that the increase in surface area 

and general surface slope were shown to be mostly caused by particle features, with the 

staircase effect having a negligible effect [36]. 

• Vmp is used to characterise the volume density of particle features, with the threshold ratio 

set to Smr1. Vmp generally exhibited rising tendency against the surface inclination, 

indicating that the surfaces with greater surface inclination have a larger volume of 

particles [36]. 

• The Spd of the particle surface showed a strong rising trend for the up-skin surfaces, 

signifying the increase of particle features, whereas the down-skin surfaces exhibit the 

opposite tendency [36]. 

• The values of the particle descriptors obtained from the particle analysis show an upward 

tendency for the up-skin surfaces, which is followed by a pattern that is largely stable for 

the down-skin surfaces. All descriptors exhibit the consistent general trend [36]. 
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Chapter 4 Surface quality characterisation of external and internal surfaces of LPBF 

processed ball artefact built with varying inclination angles 

The external surface quality of acetabular bone implants is rougher from outside and smoother 

from inside, whereas the tibial augments possess rougher internal surface and smoother outside. 

To design or tailor the different surface quality of same functional implants or components to the 

desired roughness levels, it is crucial to study the surface quality fingerprints that emerge on both 

external and internal surfaces built with varying inclination angles. In addition to the external 

surface quality, the surface texture metrology of AM internal geometries encompassing elaborate 

surfaces is extremely important. The complex geometry of internal surfaces poses a significant 

challenge for post-processing, and post-processing alone is not sufficient to improve the internal 

geometries’ surface quality and thereby mechanical performance [12,38,33,226]. There is a decent 

amount of literature available pertaining to surface texture characterisation of external surfaces, 

but the research specific to surface texture characteristaion of AM internal surfaces is scarce. 

The surface characteristics of basic cubes, smaller size cylinders or standard artefacts have been 

studied so far, but the complex surface topographies emerge on bigger size artefacts comparable 

with the acetabular implants, tibial augments or the components of rocket engines has not been 

investigated. Hence, this comprehensive research is mainly focused to (i) visually inspecting the 

diverse defects and asperities, (ii) systematically characterise, correlate and quantify these defects 

and asperities with an suitable areal surface texture height parameters, hybrid parameters, and the 

features-based particle analysis based on ISO 25178-2 [32], (iii) establish the interrelationship 

between the emerging surface asperities as the function of different sloping angles and areal 

surfaces texture parameters of various longitudinal facets’ external and internal up-skin and down-

skin surfaces of LPBF ball artefact, including latitudinal facet external and internal surfaces (iv) 

examine the impact of location of ball artefact on the substrate and the laser beam incidence angle 

on the resultant surface quality, (v) comprehensively study the statistical significance of 

inclinations angles, build orientations, and the type of surfaces by statistical analysis of variance 

(ANOVA).  

The ball artefact fabricated in this Chapter is comparable with an acetabular bone implant, and 

tibial augments of the knee of biomedical applications. Additionally, the ball artefact is similar to 

various aerospace applications like flow channels-integrated aerospike engine, liquid rocket 
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engines components; combustion chambers, thrusters, valves and line ducts, turbomachinery, 

cylinder liners, flow channel cooled nozzles, and uncooled nozzle extensions etc. [145,146,369]. 

A part of this research work has been presented as a poster “Investigating the surface texture of 

internal and external metal AM surfaces built with varying inclination angles”, at the International 

Conference of Metrology and Properties of Surfaces 2022, University of Strathclyde, Glasgow. 

4.1 Research methodology  

4.1.1 Ball artefact design and fabrication 

The metal powder used for this experiment is Ti6Al4V (Grade 23 15-45μm) alloy supplied by 

Carpenter’s additive U.K. It is evident that as-received titanium fine powder is dominantly regular 

in size with mostly spherical-shaped particles. The supplied powder is free-flowing with good 

packing density, the apparent density is 2.6 g/cm3 and the reported tapped density is 2.9 g/cm3. 

The size distribution and powder morphology are shown in (Figure 4.1a&b), Morphological 

analysis revealed the results in the vicinity of the 10th (D10), 50th (D50), and 90th (D90) percentile 

for particle size values are found to be 21.3 μm, 31.5 μm, and 48.1 μm respectively. 

 

Figure 4. 1SEM image showing (a) size distribution and (b) characteristic morphology of the grade 

of Ti-6Al-4V powder 

A Renishaw AM 500Q metal additive manufacturing machine has been used to fabricate a bespoke 

ball artefact at the MTC facility U.K. The AM 500Q machine is configured with a pulsed Nd: 

YAG laser with a wavelength of 1070 nm that generates a pulsed laser wave of high power of 

500W. The AM machine is also equipped with two oxygen sensors to monitor the low oxygen 

(value below 0.1 vol%) content during the fabrication process. Before starting the process, itself, 

the build chamber is filled with 99.996 % pure Argon gas to avoid AM-built parts from oxidation. 

It must be ensured that the build chamber is continuously flooded with Argon gas during the 
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fabrication process to keep the oxygen content ~ 100ppm. A pure titanium base metal or substrate 

is used to build AM ball artefact. The base is polished to achieve good bonding of the titanium 

powder particles. The baseplate is heated to ~150°C and maintained at this temperature during the 

whole process until the AM ball artefact build is completed. The general scan strategy employed 

is mentioned in Table 4.1, while the STRIPE hatching pattern was used for the core scan strategy. 

The diameter of the ball artefact is 50mm, which is comprised of 24 facets, i.e. 24 latitudinal full-

turn surfaces (0°-360°), 12 longitudinal surfaces (0°-180°) with an increment of 15° for each 

inclination angle (see Figure 4.2a & b).  

Table 4. 1 Main LPBF process parameters adapted in this part of the research 

Parameters Values 

Laser power (W) 320 

Hatch spacing (µm) 95 

Layer thickness (µm) 60 

Point distance (µm) 60 

Exposure time (µs) 90 

General scan strategy Meander 
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Figure 4. 2Schematic illustration of LPBF ball built with different inclination angles (a) side view 

& sectioned longitudinal facet to show external and internal surfaces and (b) top view & sectioned 

latitudinal facet to show external and internal surfaces. 
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4.1.2 Measurement strategy 

All the surfaces of LPBF built ball artefact are measured using Bruker Contour LightSpeedTM (LS) 

focus variation measurement system (FVM) by adopting the following parameters mentioned in 

Table 4.2. Each location is measured simultaneously by switching between ring light and coaxial 

light illumination types, keeping the rest of the parameters unchanged. The ring light is helpful to 

capture a detailed 3D map of surface height data including deep valley terrain of the rough AM 

surfaces, while co-axial light is beneficial to visually capture images of surface asperities, and 

clearly distinguish particles and smooth terrain [370]. 

Table 4. 2 Focus variation measurement method configuration 

Magnification 10x lens 

Illumination type 1 Ring light (capture 2D½ topographical data) 

Illumination type 2 Coaxial light (visual inspection) 

Lateral resolution  1.11 µm 

Vertical resolution 0.33 µm 

Sampling distance 0.789 µm (both in X and Y directions) 

Measurement (data) size 0.7 mm x 0.7 mm 

 

The LPBF ball artefact mimicking the globe is built with different inclinations from 0° to 180° 

longitudinally, and 0°-360° latitudinally with 15° increments sloping angles. Out of all 24 facets, 

7 facets composed of 12 surfaces covering 30% of the total ball artefact surfaces have been selected 

for the measurement of longitudinal external and internal surfaces. Longitudinal measurements are 

taken at one position from 15°-135° for external surfaces, and 15°-165° for internal surfaces 

respectively (see Figure 4.3a and b). For the latitudinal facet’s external and internal surfaces, the 

measurements are taken at three positions starting from the reference (REF) surface covering full-

turn (0°-360°:24 external & 24 internal surfaces) circumferentially at the equator as shown in 

Figure 4.3c. In addition, to verify the repeatability of the latitudinal measurement, five repeated 

measurements are performed on the full-turn latitudinal facet at 90° 1, 2, and 3 (see Figure 4.2c). 

The latitudinal facet measurement and characterisation are dedicated to investigating the 

uniformity of surface roughness.  

The selected 7 external longitudinal facets comprised 63 surfaces in total: 42 surfaces are 

considered up-skin (US) surfaces (15°-90°), and the remaining 21 surfaces are regarded as down-
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skin (DS) surfaces (105°-135°). Similarly, the selected 07 internal facets measurement is 

comprised of 77 surfaces in total: 42 surfaces are designated as US surfaces (15°-90°), and the rest 

33 surfaces are identified as DS surfaces (105°-165°). Overall, 188 surfaces have been measured 

in this research, in which longitudinal facets constituted 140 surfaces, while the latitudinal facets 

accounted for 48 surfaces measured in full-turn at the equator. At the end of the external facets’ 

measurement, the ball artifact is sawed-off into small sections to ensure the right measurement of 

the internal surface face US and DS surfaces. Measurement at 0° surface is not considered as the 

whole surface turned out to be a small hole. The presence of support remnants on the remaining 

external surface inclinations made the areal measurement unfeasible, thus the surfaces beyond 

135° are not considered. 

4.1.3 Data acquisition and processing 

The measured data is first processed by applying the least-square levelling operation. The levelled 

surface is directly used to calculate the surface texture parameters according to ISO 25178-2 [32]. 

Optical images are used to visually analyze the various surface topographical features. The 

analysed surface texture parameters results are beneficial for characterising and quantifying the 

various topographical asperities that exist on different surfaces of an AM ball artefact. 

 

Figure 4. 3 Focus variation measurement scheme (a) 48 latitudinal facets in full-turn-24 external 

& 24 internal surfaces, (b) 07 longitudinal external facets, and (c) 07 longitudinal internal facets. 

Highlighted blue colour indicates the measured facets. 

Conventional surface texture metrology is predominantly focused to characterize the overall 

surface topographical asperities data of the whole measured region by a limited number or set of 

scalar values. However, these conventional texture parameters are not intending to provide 

information about the individualities present on the surface. In saying those surface texture 

parameters are not capable to give details about the number of particles/asperities present on the 
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surface, nor their spatial distribution. Instead, these texture parameters would assist in capturing 

the overall or entire topographical data (for example, roughness Ra or Sa & Sq, etc.) of the 

surface of the region being measured. To overcome this limitation, feature-based particle 

analysis is carried out by adopting a spatially decomposing application of threshold 

segmentation, according to the Smr1 value. The captured surface measurement data consist of 

digital topographies which have been segmented to isolate partially-melted/un-melted particles 

and spatters from the surface that provides valuable quantification data, and the perception of 

the individual surface asperities which form during the LPBF process. Each individual 

segmented region is referred to as the feature that is then characterized related to its geometrical 

features. After separating, the leveled surface data is extracted into waviness surface and particles 

surface through Robust Gaussian filtering [36]. 

 

Figure 4. 4 Illustration of particle analysis, (a) raw data after leveling, (b) waviness surface, (c) 

particle surface and threshold particle. 

A Robust Gaussian filter is well acknowledged to separate the surface particles and waviness 

surface [364]. The selected cut-off wavelength of 80 μm is used to separate the waviness surface 
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and particle surface, and the number of particles is calculated by using threshold segmentation 

method. The threshold height is set according to the Smr1 parameter of the surface [367]. The 

waviness surfaces are comprised of only higher peaks and the larger particles formed by the fusion 

of smaller particles minus spatters and un-melted/partially-melted particles, while the extracted 

particle surface mostly consists of spatters, un-melted/partially-melted individual particles 

information. The step-by-step data processing operation is represented in Figure 4.4a-c. 

4.1.4 Areal surface texture parameters characterisation 

A spectrum of areal surface texture parameters employed in this research to characterize the 

surface topographical features of inclined LPBF surfaces are listed in Table 4.3. These targeted 

potentially useful parameters include height parameters (Sa, Sq, Ssk, Sku), hybrid parameters 

(Sdr). Further details of specific surface texture parameters can be found in ISO 25178-2:2012 

[32]. The surface texture parameters characterisation was further complimented by feature-based 

particle analysis with the application of the threshold segmentation approach. 

Table 4. 3 Areal surface texture parameters explored in this research 

Categories Surface texture parameters 

Height Parameters 

Sa (µm) - Arithmetical mean height of the scale-limited surface 

Sq (µm) - Root mean square height of the scale-limited surface 

Ssk - Skewness of the scale-limited surface 

Sku - Kurtosis of the scale-limited surface 

Hybrid parameter 
Sdr (%) - Developed interfacial area ratio of the scale-limited 

surface  

Particles analysis Number of particles and particles coverage ratio 

4.2 Results and discussions 

4.2.1 Visual inspection of longitudinal facet external up-skin surfaces  

The emergence of the staircase or stair-stepping effect is clearly visible between 15°– 60° up-skin 

surfaces Figure 4.5(a-d). Traces of ripples created by a fast-moving laser beam is obvious on the 
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surface at a 15° sloping angle. At very low surface inclinations the influence of adhered particles 

on the stair-step edges is less significant as the width of the staircase is considerably higher than 

the particle size; indicating that adhered particles proved to be the least contributors to the surface 

roughness. It is worth noting that between 75°- 90° sloping angles, the staircase effect started to 

become invisible, accumulation of particle features caused by un-melted and partially melted 

particles dominated all the inclined surfaces after 60°: which could be referred to as the transition 

zone from staircase dominated surface to particles featured surface, and other surface 

abnormalities (spatters, cracks) acclimated surfaces. The width of the staircase effect subsided as 

the inclination of sloping angles increased, generating a significant increase in the concentration 

of several surface abnormalities apparent. The diminution of staircase width is identified between 

15°- 60°, beyond this sloping angle the staircase slowly began to disappear till the surface 

inclination reached 90°. At this point, the entire surface is mostly replaced by particle features and 

other surface abnormalities Figure 4.5(e, f). It is important to note that measurement and 

characterisation along the horizontal axis or the top surface will only consider just one layer, 

whereas the measurement of the vertical axis takes account across multiple melted track layers. 

These intermetallic multiple layers correlation can potentially lead to the increased roughness of 

side surfaces. It is interesting to note that the adhered particles on up-skin surfaces mainly resided 

between the boundaries of each melt track (see Figure 4.5(a-d)). Therefore, the main contribution 

towards the surface roughness of up-skin is confined to the staircase effect, which ascertains the 

size of each staircase and the gap between neighbouring staircases. 

4.2.2 Visual inspection of longitudinal facet external down-skin surfaces  

All the down-skin surfaces merely displayed particle features and other surface abnormalities, it is 

highly unlikely to distinguish the existence of the staircase effect. However, it is almost certain 

that the emergence of staircase effect in reverse direction on all the down-skin surfaces, but it 

turned out to be impossible to visually inspect as all the down-skin surfaces are completely 

occupied by the particle features and other surface irregularities. Also, it is intriguing to reveal that 

agglomeration of un-melted particles, partially-melted particles and spatters into a dross formation 

and bigger island-like protruded structures at a higher inclination (>105°) angle Figure 4.5(g-i). 

The rationale behind the emergence of higher number of surface asperities on the metal AM down-

skin surfaces is attributed to the increased accumulation of particle features and agglomeration of 

dross deposition. The domination of the particle features and the dross formation are ascribed to 
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the combination of intermittent heat transfer (conduction) across the inclined parts melting tracks, 

lack of laser re-melting, and finally, the absence of a solid/rigid continuous support from the loose 

powder bed or from the supporting structures as compared to the strong persistent support provided 

by substrate/base plate or from the already solidified melt track layer(s). The absence of continuous 

support for down-skin surfaces results in heat transfer through the neighboring powder particles 

with low thermal conductivity which embrace a strong tendency of heat accumulation and induce 

liquid (molten melt pool) flow, consequently attracting a greater number of particles into molten 

melt pool (see position 1 in Figure 4.6a). The heat conduction through the solidified melting tracks 

or through the substrate/ base plate tends to be apparently higher when compared to the loose 

powder bed, contributing to the fewer number of particles attraction (see position 2 in Figure 4.6a 

and Figure 4.6b). At the same time the higher laser fluence absorptivity in powder particles as 

compared to the solid substrate or the base metal or from the previously solidified layers [35]. The 

number of adhered particles on up-skin surfaces is easily outnumbered by the adhered particles on 

down-skin surfaces. For up-skin surfaces, heat conduction occurs partly through the already 

solidified underlying melt track layers as well as through the loose powder particles, resulting in 

less adherence to particle features as compared to down-skin surfaces (see position 3 in Figure 

4.6a). It is fair to note that build inclination angles exhibit a pronounced effect on balling and other 

forms of defects, owing to the accumulation of layer thickness and aggravated wetting 

characteristics at the melt track interface [34]. 
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Figure 4. 5 Schematic illustration of longitudinal facet external surfaces, (a-f) up-skin surfaces, (g-i) down-skin surfaces 
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Figure 4. 6 Schematic illustration showing (a) rationale behind intermittent heat transfer, and   

(b) rigid underlying support from solidified melt track layers; 
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4.2.3 Visual inspection of longitudinal facet internal down-skin surfaces 

It is imperative to understand that the external up-skin surface corresponds to the internal 

down-skin surface and vice versa, for example, the external 15° up-skin surface inclination 

angle is equivalent to the 165° down-skin sloping angle of the internal surface. To maintain the 

same cohesiveness with already described external surfaces; internal down-skin surfaces are 

first scrutinized for the simple reason that a 165° internal down-skin surface corresponds to a 

15° external up-skin surface. The general perception related to visual inspection of internal 

surfaces is mostly similar to already discuss external surfaces with a bit more conviction. Figure 

4.7(a-e) represents the internal down-skin surfaces at 165°-105° sloping angles. The 165° 

down-skin surface reveals the extreme dross formation spread across the whole surface without 

any visible sign of melt track layers underneath. Moving further down to 150° surface presents 

island-like protruded structures, but the dross formation is significantly immanent. Spatters and 

other un-wanted particle features dominate the 135° and 120° inclined surfaces with minuscule 

visibility of melt track layers or staircase effect in the reverse direction. An equal percentage 

of particle features and melt track layers are evident on a 105° surface. The inclination angle 

defines the quantity of loose powder with a lower thermal conductivity that is present above 

the previous solidified melt track layer and then becomes solidified. The images taken between 

165°-135° display the shift between larger agglomerated particles and the bigger size island 

kind of structures caused due to spatters and dross formation. In spite of down-skin surfaces 

printed on top of the loosely dispersed powders which lacked continuous rigid support from 

underneath, the surfaces which had less steep sloping angles attracted fewer particles as 

compared to the greater number of adhered particles to steep inclination angle surfaces. This 

phenomenon is attributed to the partial heat transfer through the bulk material resulting in a 

smaller overheating zone. In contrast, more heat energy is transferred into the powder-bed 

leading to the formation of a larger molten melt pool and thereby dross formation in case of 

steeply angled surfaces [24] 

4.2.4 Visual inspection of longitudinal facet internal up-skin surfaces 

Figure 4.7(f-k) shows the internal up-skin surfaces for 90°-15° inclination angles. Molten melt 

pool splash is clearly visible for 90° up-skin surface, in addition to inherent particles feature 

fingerprints. Sloping angles of 75°-60° are considered as a kind of transition zones where 

unwanted particle characteristics slowly subside, and the simultaneous staircase effect begins 

to appear. The staircase effect becomes more significant displaying increased width between 

the stair steps as the inclination angle is further decreased from 45°-15°. In the meantime, a 
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drastic decrease in un-wanted particle features attached at the borders of melt tracks is observed 

for these surface inclinations. Only a few countable particles feature are attached to a 15° 

surface. Laser ripples created from the rapid-moving laser beam are clearly evident at 30° up-

skin surface. 
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Figure 4. 7 Schematic illustration of longitudinal facet internal surfaces, (a-f) down-skin surfaces, (g-i) up-skin surfaces 
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4.2.5 Visual inspection of latitudinal facet external and internal surfaces 

The visual inspection of the latitudinal facet is only limited to external surfaces, as there is minimal 

or no significant difference between the external and internal surfaces for full-turn inclination 

angles (0°-360°) measured at the equator. Figure 4.8 (a-x) in appendix presents the external 

surfaces of 24 facets. It is not surprising to note that identical outcomes of latitudinal facet external 

and internal surfaces are obtained compared to longitudinal external and internal surfaces analyzed 

at 90° inclined surface. All 24 full-turn facets of external surfaces exhibited indistinguishable 

topographical characteristics consisting of less visible melt track layers in the background of 

dominant un-wanted particle features. A comparatively higher number of adhered particle features 

are registered especially at 285°, 315°, and 345° surfaces (Figure 4.8 (l-t, v & x), which is an 

exception as compared to all other surfaces. This higher attraction of particles (~30 particles) is 

attributed to the intermittent heat transfer at the corners which is also confirmed by the particle 

analysis (see Figure 4.26). Almost all surfaces greater than 300° angle recorded a significantly 

higher concentration of particles adherence, however, this increase is not linear. A considerable 

number of spatters redeposition are only evident at higher inclination angles. The incidence of 

spatters varies with build inclination angles, signifying randomness of the spatters redeposition. 

Spatters formation are related to vapor jet or gas (outlet) flow which is presumably affected by 

other stochastic elements such as gas flow variations that takes place during LPBF process [143]. 

The suitable justification given for this event could be related to the increased radial distance of 

the laser fluence with respect to the centre of the build platform. Figure 4.9 shows the position of 

AM ball artefact placed away from the laser window and/or close to the boundary build platform 

during the fabrication process. Another more suited explanation is the angle of laser beam 

incidence which is not exactly perpendicular to build platform or printing chamber [371], resulting 

in the emergence of a higher number of surface irregularities including dross formation (see Figure 

4.10). It is common knowledge for logical reasons the laser window is usually placed at the centre 

of the LPBF machine build platform. And for geometrical considerations, laser fluence melts the 

powder in a circular area at the centre (circular aspect ratio equal to unity), and in the rest of the 

locations especially at the borders or corners, it tends to melt in an elliptical area (elliptical aspect 

ratio higher than one) [372]. To overcome this shape warping or dimensional errors, most of the 

commercial LPBF machines (including Renishaw AM 500Q used in this research) are integrated 

with optical lens. These optical lenses help to focus the incident laser beam from a few millimetres 
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in diameters where it exits the fibre, down to a narrow waist where it intersects with the flat plane 

(build platform) [373]. If the focus is inaccurate and away from the true focal point then the laser 

spot diameter will double and energy density will fall 50%, leading to incomplete melting [373]. 

The prediction of surface quality related to the position of the build platform is extremely difficult 

as it is critical to control the alignment optical lens to the optical axis to ensure the accurate 

focusing and positioning of the laser beam spot. 

In general, the surface topography is not uniform for latitudinal facet full-turn external and internal 

surfaces even though the ball artefact is fabricated using the same process parameters. As a result 

of varying surface topography, the resultant surface roughness is not uniform which is potentially 

related to contrasting laser beam incidence angles with respect to an external and internal surface. 

It is clear from Figure 4.11a, that the external surface lies in front of the fast scanning laser beam 

implying a front-light surface. It is anticipated that this surface receives sufficient laser irradiation 

by almost circular-shaped laser fluence, as it is situated somewhat closer to the centre of the build 

platform with acute angle laser beam incidence. On the other hand, the internal surface experience 

lower laser irradiation, as it is situated far away from the centre of the build platform with obtuse 

angle laser beam incidence. Elliptical shaped laser irradiation prompts insufficient melting at the 

borders/corners of the build platform resulting in greater number of un-melted/partially-melted 

particle features adherence and thus induces residue formation implying back-light surface 

resulting in higher or uneven surface roughness (see Figure 4.11b). In addition, to the laser beam 

incidence angle, and location of AM part on the platform, inaccuracies in laser optics also play an 

equally important role in determining the final surface roughness 
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Figure 4. 8 Schematic illustration of latitudinal external surfaces, (a-x) 24 facets full-turn inclination angles (0°-360°) measured at equator 
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Figure 4. 9 Schematic illustration of AM ball artifact position during fabrication 

 

Figure 4. 10 Schematic of the laser beam incidence angle: (a) position-1 laser perpendicular to the 

build platform, (b) position-2 laser incidence not perpendicular or away from centre of the build 

platform.  
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Figure 4. 11 Schematic illustration of (a) front light and (b) back light caused by laser beam 

incidence angle for latitudinal facet external and internal surface 

4.3. Surface texture characterisation of longitudinal facets 

The longitudinal surface texture analysis is aimed to examine the following aspects; 

(i) The variety of surface asperities that emerge on various up-skin and down-skin 

surfaces of longitudinal facets external and internal surfaces built with different 

inclination angles. 

(ii) The impact of these emerging surface asperities on the resultant surface roughness 

metrics height parameters and feature-based particles analysis. 

(iii) Is there any significant difference in resultant surface roughness between longitudinal 

facet external and internal surfaces? 

To distinguish between the longitudinal facet external and internal surfaces, the relative sloping 

angle of the internal surface is inverted, some examples are given below;  

• Longitudinal facet external up-skin surface at 30° is inverted to 150° internal down-skin 

surface.  

• Similarly, the longitudinal facet external down-skin surface at 150° is inverted to 30° internal 

up-skin surface. 
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4.3.2 Height parameters  

Sa and Sq texture height parameters generally represent the significant deviations in the texture 

characteristics comprising the surface. Sa and Sq roughness metrics are usually insensitive to 

higher peaks or deep valleys and the spacings of the various texture features [374]. The surface 

texture height metrics Sa, Sq, Ssk, and Sku are calculated from the leveled surface. Sa, Sq, Ssk, 

Sku height parameters, Sdr hybrid parameter, particles analysis, and particles coverage ratio plots 

for internal surfaces are indicated by green markers, while the external surfaces are indicated by 

orange markers on line charts with error bars. As a result of individual build melt track layers, 

staircase effect, and laser ripples, the surface roughness metrics Sa and Sq trend between 15°-45° 

inclination angles display salient large wavelength features which are often in loose clusters (see 

Figures 4.12 and 4.13). The observed larger wavelength features are credited to insufficient 

redistribution of mass or heat transfer (by a laser fluence) from the adhered un-melted, partially 

melted powder particles during the re-melting process by the virtue of inclined angles. As the angle 

of inclination increases, the relative increase in heat accumulation is also apparent during the 

building process giving rise to an increased number of un-melted and partially-melted particles 

adherence resulting in higher surface roughness. The surface inclinations beyond 75° show a 

higher number of closely packed un-melted, partially particles adhered to the surface, which is 

ascribed to the ability of laser fluence to complete mass redistribution thereby, reducing the large 

wavelength features.  

The reported surface roughness Sa values for external up-skin at 15° and corresponding internal 

down-skin surfaces are 20.6 µm and 14.7 µm, and the recorded Sq values are 25.7 µm and 18.8 

µm respectively. With a further increase in inclination angle, the corresponding Sa values decrease 

to 12.8 µm and 13.8 µm (Sq values decrease to 16.2 µm and 17.1 µm) for external up-skin and 

internal down-skin surfaces until it reaches a 45° inclined angle. A continuous and steady Sa trend 

in the range of 14.5 µm to 12.3 µm, and an equivalent Sq trend in the range of 18.4 µm to 15.5 µm 

is evident for both external and internal surfaces between 45°-90° inclination angles. Surface 

roughness is not very sensitive to these inclined angles as both Sa and Sq values remained constant 

at an average of ~13.4 µm and ~17 µm. Beyond 105° inclined angle, Sa and Sq values for both 

external and internal surfaces increased significantly. The unsatisfactory roughness Sa=36.5 µm 

and Sq=46.1 µm are recorded at 135° inclination angle for the external down-surface, whereas the 

worst Sa value of 68.3 µm, and Sq=84.3 µm is recorded at 165° inclined angle for the internal 
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down-skin surface. The unacceptable Sa values noted for external and internal surfaces are 172% 

(by 23.1µm) and 410% (by 54.9 µm) higher than the average Sa value ~13.4 µm observed between 

45°-90° inclination angles (Figure 4.12). 

 

Figure 4. 12 Line graph for longitudinal external and internal Sa against various inclination angles 

Similarly, the unacceptable Sq values noted for external and internal surfaces are 171% (by 

29.1µm) and 396 % (by 67.3µm) higher than the average Sq value ~17 µm observed between 45°-

90° inclination angles (see Figure 4.13). The rationale behind higher Sa and Sq values of down-

skin surfaces is already detailed in the visual inspection sections 5.1 and 5.2. Overall Sa and Sq 

metrics followed a similar trend for all the internal and external surfaces. A rapid increase of Sa 

and Sq values for both internal and external surfaces are evident for all the inclination angles 

beyond 90°. The higher surface roughness of down-skin surfaces is credited to the combined 

interaction of inclination angle and intermittent heat input [178]. It is obvious the computed surface 

roughness metric Sa values are lower than the obtained Sq values for all the inclination angles, due 

to the fact Sa values are expressed in terms of absolute value, the difference in height of each peak 

or highest point compared to the arithmetical mean height of the surface, whereas, Sq values are 

extracted from the root mean square values of ordinate value within the sampling length. 
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Figure 4. 13 Line graph for longitudinal external and internal Sq against various inclination angles 

Skewness (Ssk) can be either positive or negative value. Ssk value of zero signifies random or 

Gaussian height distribution which shows a symmetrical surface topography. Ssk value for most 

of the internal surface except 15° inclined angle tend to be positive; indicating that surface is 

mostly dominated by higher local peaks above the mean line describing positive skewness (see 

Figure 4.14). Similar to the internal surface, besides the 15° inclined surface, all other remaining 

inclined surfaces displayed positive skewness values including 60°-90° where Ssk values are close 

to zero, signifying the surface is predominantly comprised of normal Gaussian height distribution. 

A greater number of higher protruded-like structures and random lower deep valley singular 

creatures are ascribed to spatters and other particle anomalies like re-entrant features attached to 

the sample top surface. 
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Figure 4. 14 Line graph for longitudinal external and internal Ssk against various inclination angles 

Kurtosis (Sku) generally determines the nature of the surface height distribution; spiky or bumpy 

natured surface. The majority of the Sku values for the external surface remained to be steady for 

all the inclination angles except for the occasional rise observed at 30° and 120° surfaces, and a 

slight dip at 90° inclined angle which is insignificant (see Figure 4.15). However, kurtosis 

continued to be above nominal value 3 for both external and internal surfaces. The higher Sku 

values of the internal surface visible at 15° and 60° inclined angles signify the surface is spiky 

natured, whereas the observed Sku dip at 135° describes the bumpy natured surface height 

distribution. Significant dispersion of Sku value is obvious between external and internal surfaces 

for all the inclination angles. The most relevant explanation given is the presence of a plethora of 

surface abnormalities that emerged on different surface inclinations which is confirmed by the Sku 

values greater than nominal value 3. And most of the sporadic spikes present on both external and 

internal surfaces are evenly distributed, also comply with normal Gaussian height distribution. 
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Figure 4. 15 Line graph for longitudinal external and internal Sku against various inclination angles 

4.3.3 Hybrid parameter (Sdr) 

Developed interfacial ratio (Sdr) enables quantifying the complexity of the surface on all three 

axes present due to the comparison of the curvilinear surface and the support surface and also 

provides the details about the percentage of the additional surface area contributed by the texture 

[60,64,68]. Sdr line plot for external surface displays a declining trend between 15° (105%) and 

45° (80%) up-skin surfaces, followed by a stable level continuous increasing trend up to 135° 

(151%) down-skin surface (See Figure 4.16). All the external up-skin surfaces (i.e. 15°- 90°) do 

not exhibit any notable discrepancies with a mere difference of ~15%. The smaller Sdr values are 

credited to the wider spatial texture of the surface. However, the difference between external up-

skin surface at 90°, and down-skin surface at 135° is ~60% viz quite high, which is a typical 

random surface texture characteristic of AM surfaces. 

Sdr line plot for internal surface presented a constantly rising trend from 15° (50%) to 90° (99%) 

up-skin surfaces, but the recorded Sdr values for 15°-45° internal surfaces are smaller (average 

~36%) than that of external surfaces for the same inclination angles range. A quick rise in Sdr 

values is seen for all the internal surface down-skin surfaces from 105° (91%) to 165° (258%) 

inclination angles (See Figure 4.16). Overall, external surfaces presented fewer substantial 
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discrepancies even though the difference is ~46% between 15° and 135° inclination angles, while 

the internal surfaces exhibited a bigger discrepancy with a massive difference of ~202% between 

the least recorded Sdr value at 15° up-skin (50%) surface and the highest witnessed Sdr value at 

165° (258%) down-skin surface. The higher Sdr values of internal surface are ascribed to finer 

spatial intricacy of the texture generated by a higher concentration of particle features that present 

extremely complex geometries of metal AM surfaces. The higher Sdr values noted here are similar 

to higher Sa values registered for internal down-skin surfaces, signifying that surfaces with a rough 

characteristic demonstrate a larger curvilinear area than the smoother ones [29,227]. 

 

Figure 4. 16 Line graph for longitudinal external and internal Sdr against various inclination angles 

4.3.4 Particle analysis 

The number of adhered particles is calculated from the particle surface. The mean number of 

particles vs various inclination angles is illustrated in Figure 4.17. The external surface particles 

plot exhibits a symmetrical pattern; the number of particles increases as the inclination angle 

increased till it reaches 60° (~157 particles). A slight decrease between 60°-75° (~151 particles) is 

attributed to the transition zone mainly consisting of re-entrant features; which are difficult or 

impossible to capture using an optical FVM system [3]. Similarly, decreased adhered number of 

particles trend is apparent in the same way as it increased previously upon further increasing the 
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inclination angles from 90° (~158 particles) to 135°(~116 particles) sloping surfaces with bigger 

size particles agglomerated into island-like protruded structures as already explained. For internal 

surfaces at a 15° inlined angle, it is visible that the particles trend slowly rises till it reaches its first 

maximum at 90° (~153 particles), followed by a slight decline at 105° (~149 particles), and finally 

reaching its peak at 120° (~155 particles) sloping surface. The number of particles decreases as 

further increases in inclined angle to reach ~122 particles at 165° surface. Particles analysis of both 

internal and external surfaces for all the inclination angles display identical trends to some degree. 

Likewise, in particle analysis, particle coverage ratio plots of both external and internal surfaces 

displayed identical trends in general for all the surface inclinations (see Figure 4.18). The particles 

coverage ratio of the external surface shows a rising trend at the beginning from 15° (~14%) to 

45° (~18%) up-skin surfaces and 15° (~12%) to 60° (~21%) inclined angles for the internal surface. 

The approximate overall difference of 2% is noticed between the particle coverage ratio trends of 

external and internal surfaces. The observed rising trends of external surfaces (15°- 45°) and 

internal surfaces (15°-60°) are attributed to the increased number of spatters, and adherence of un-

melted/ partially melted particles onto the surface as the slope of inclination angle increases. 

Overall, external up-skin surfaces witnessed an average of ~12 particles attached as compared to 

internal surfaces in the same region. Similarly, an average of ~8 particles are less attracted to the 

external down-skin surfaces in comparison with their counterparts. 
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Figure 4. 17 Line graph for longitudinal external and internal surfaces number of particles against 

various inclination angles 

However, instead of displaying notable rising trends for all sloping angles beyond 60°, particle 

analysis, and particle coverage ratio line plots for all down-skin surfaces display an interesting 

opposite declining trend. The most suitable reason for this circumstance is that accumulation of 

particle features is mostly at the boundaries of melt track layers, and the number of adhered 

particles at the lower sloping angles 15°-60° up-skin surfaces are naturally low as compared to 

higher sloping angles beyond 60° and down-skin surfaces. This is attributed to the width of the 

staircase effect which is related to the distance between each melt track layer. For up-skin surfaces 

starting from 15°, the distance between each melt track layer/staircase effect is higher, therefore 

the corresponding number of particles adherence at the melt track boundaries is less. It is well 

acknowledged that an increase in sloping angles marks a decrease in distance between the width 

of melt track layers/staircase effect leading to a simultaneous increase of particles accumulation 

up to a 90° inclined angle. The appearance of staircase effect in the reverse direction for all down-

skin surfaces 105° and beyond witness an increase in width of the staircase or distance between 

the melt track layers which gives rise to the lower number of smaller size particles adherence, in 

addition to the bigger size agglomerated island-like protruded structures and dross formation 
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which are difficult to identify or segment by Robust Gaussian filter with the cut off wavelength of 

80 µm. The smaller number of detected adhered particles represents the decreasing trend in particle 

analysis and particle coverage ratio for both external and internal down-skin surfaces (Figures 4.17 

and 4.18). 

 

Figure 4. 18 Line graph for longitudinal external and internal surfaces particles coverage ratio 

against various inclination angles 

4.3.5 Longitudinal facet particles descriptors analysis 

For the purpose of understanding, the individual surface particle descriptors label comprised of an 

adhered number of particles with their relative particle coverage ratio analyzed at position one (out 

of 03) for both external and internal surfaces are shown in Figures 4.19 (a-i) and 4.20 (a-i). From 

individual particles descriptors labels of longitudinal facet external and internal surfaces, it is 

evident that the irregular shaped bigger size particle features dominated the starting angles between 

15°-60° with miniature particles at the background. As the inclination angles increased the number 

of irregular shaped particles slowly tend to turn in to mostly circular or oval shaped particles. A 

significantly high number of closely packed circular or oval shaped particles features are apparent 

till the inclination angle reaches 90° up-skin surface. In contrast, the shape of these particles slowly 
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starts to shift back to irregular shape from the circular or oval shaped features starting from 105° 

surfaces. During this transition, a remarkable reduction in these number of irregular particles 

features are also noted. The up-skin surfaces between 15°-60° inclinations showed the higher 

percentage of largest size irregular particles, while 75° and 90° surfaces displayed the medium size 

particles. Finally, the down-skin surfaces between 105°-135° exhibited intermediate size particles. 

The particles features are loosely packed for 15°,30°,120° and 135° surfaces, and densely packed 

for the remaining surfaces. The suitable reasons for these phenomena are that even though a greater 

number of particles are attached beyond a 60° inclined angle, these particles would agglomerate 

into a big island like protruded structures and eventually form bigger size dross for 105° and 

beyond inclined surfaces, leaving only a fewer smaller size particles (below 80 µm size) resulting 

in a lower number of particles and lower particles coverage ratio in individual particles descriptors 

Figures 4.19(a-i) and 4.20(a-i). Overall, individual particle descriptors labels of longitudinal facet 

external and internal surfaces coincide with already described particle analysis and particles 

coverage ratio line chart plots (Figures 4.17 & Figures 4.18). 
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Figure 4. 19(a-i) Schematic representation of individual particles descriptors and particles coverage ratio labels for longitudinal facet 

external surface against inclination angles 
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 Figure 4. 20(a-i) Schematic representation of individual particles descriptors and particles coverage ratio labels for longitudinal facet 

internal surface against inclination angles 
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4.4 Surface texture characterisation of latitudinal facets 

The aim of latitudinal surface texture analysis is to identify the following aspects; 

(i) Is there any difference in resultant surface roughness analyzed full-turn (0°-360°) at 

the equator? 

(ii) Is there any difference in resultant surface roughness between external and internal 

surfaces analyzed full-turn (0°-360°) at the equator? 

Owing to the difference in laser beam interaction with different full-turn inclination angles of the 

latitudinal facet, it is anticipated to achieve diverse surface texture characteristic fingerprints. In 

order to nullify this variance, and to match the laser beam incidence angle between external and 

internal surfaces of latitudinal facet full-turn angles, the internal surface sloping angle is inverted, 

to ensure both external and internal surfaces face the same direction, for example; 

• Latitudinal facet external surface at 30° is inverted to 210° latitudinal facet internal surface. 

• Latitudinal facet internal surface at 210° is inverted to 30° latitudinal facet external surface. 

4.4.1 Height parameters 

The commonly used surface roughness metric Sa average standard deviation is found to be 43nm 

and Sq is 52nm for latitudinal facet. The polar plots are prepared without error bars to illustrate 

Sa, Sq, Ssk, Sku surface texture height metrics, Sdr hybrid parameter, and particle analysis 

including particle coverage ratio investigation. The internal surface is denoted by green markers, 

while orange markers are used to denote the external surface. The Sa and Sq values for the external 

surface exhibited alternative increasing and decreasing trends for every 15° starting from the 

reference (Ref) 0° angle (see Figures 4.21 and 4.22). The recorded Sa and Sq values at 0° are 12.8 

µm and 16 µm, followed by a slight increase at 15° to (Sa) 13.9 µm and Sq to 17.5 µm respectiely. 

Sa and Sq values witnessed a further declining pattern at 30° (Sa=13.3 µm, Sq=16.7 µm) and 45° 

to Sa=12.8 µm and Sq=16.1 µm. The steady trends for both Sa and Sq are observed between 60°-

75° (Sa~13.7 µm, Sq~17.5 µm), 105°-120° (Sa~12.4 µm, Sq~15.6 µm), and 285°-300° (Sa~12.7 

µm, Sq~15.8 µm) correspondingly. The best external surface roughness Sa value of 9.8 µm and 

Sq value of 12.5 µm is achieved at 195°, while the worst Sa=13.9 µm is recorded at a 15° angle, 

likewise the worst Sq value of 17.6 µm is noted at 75° angle. Overall, the external surface displayed 

consistent Sa and Sq trends without displaying any significant disordered oscillations (see Figures 

4.21 and 4.22). 
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Figure 4. 21 Polar plot for latitudinal full-turn external and internal Sa against various inclination 

angles 

 

Figure 4. 22 Polar plot for latitudinal full-turn external and internal Sq against various inclination 

angles 
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The Sa and Sq values for internal surfaces follow a similar pattern as external surfaces except for 

a sharp rise in the form of some outlier is noted at 240° which is coincidentally a worst Sa value 

of 16.6 µm and Sq=21.4 µm. The least or the best surface roughness metrics Sa ~10.6 µm and Sq 

~13.2 µm are noted at a 90° angle. From the latitudinal analysis, it is important to note that the 

recorded Sa and Sq trends for the internal surface are comparatively higher than the external 

surface. The obtained (best and worst) Sa value for the external surface is in the range of 9.8-13.9 

µm, whereas this range for the internal surface lies between 10.6 – 16.6 µm which is approximately 

in the range of ~8- ~19% increase in surface roughness metric Sa for the internal surface (see 

Figure 4.21). Similarly, the obtained (best and worst) Sq value for the external surface is in the 

range of 12.5 µm -17.6 µm, whereas this range for the internal surface lies between 13.2 µm – 21.4 

µm which is approximately in the range of ~5.5% - ~21% increase in surface roughness metric Sq 

for the internal surface (see Figure 4.22). The rationale behind higher Sa and Sq values of internal 

surfaces placed away from the centre of the build platform is already detailed in the visual 

inspection section 4.2.5. 

The obtained Skewness (Ssk) value with respect to various full-turn surface angles at the equator 

is illustrated in Figure 4.23. Similar to longitudinal analysis, skewness Ssk values for both external 

and internal surfaces remained to be positive; signifying the normal height distribution with the 

overall surface is predominantly covered by localized peaks. The random deep valley features 

observed between 255°-300° inclined angles of the external surface resulted in negative skew, 

which is less significant. Overall, the Ssk value ~0 (zero) is noted for both external and internal 

surfaces representing symmetrical surface topography. 

Figure 4.24 illustrates different kurtosis values vs various full-turn inclination angles. The kurtosis 

is always a positive value, which often determines the sharpness of surface height distribution. The 

sharp peaks well above the nominal value of 3 denote the spiky nature of the surface that are 

evident at 90°,180°, and 300° inclination angles for external surfaces, and 30°, 60°, 225°, and 240° 

for internal surface sloping angles respectively. Similarly, lower Sku values merely below the 

nominal value of 3 are apparent between 315°-30°, and 120° angles for external surfaces, and 0°, 

and 135° angles for internal surfaces describing the bumpy natured surface height distribution. 

Overall, both external and internal surfaces predominantly display the spiky natured surface, which 

is again similar to that of longitudinal analysis. 
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Figure 4. 23 Polar plot illustrating full-turn external and internal Ssk against various inclination 

angles 

 

Figure 4. 24 Polar plot for latitudinal full-turn external and internal Sku against various inclination 

angles. 
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4.4.2 Hybrid parameter (Sdr) 

The Sdr values for the first half section of the latitudinal internal surface reveal an unvarying trend 

from 15° (~88%) to 180° (~88%) with a mere difference of ~2% (see Figure 4.25). The zig-zag 

shaped trend is evident throughout the second half-section of the latitudinal facet internal surface 

comprising 195°-360° inclinations, with the minimum Sdr value noted at 210° (82.96%) and 

maximum one at 240° (101%). Similarly, the Sdr plot for the latitudinal facet external surface 

displays an oscillating trend for most of the sloping angles, except 165° (87%) to 255° (~83%), 

where a constant declining trend is observed. The lowest Sdr value for the external surface is 

noticed at 45° (~69%), while the highest value is witnessed at 30° (~92%). 

 

Figure 4. 25 Polar plot for latitudinal full-turn external and internal Sdr against various inclination 

angles 

Overall, the Sdr parameter of the external surface for all sloping angles demonstrated lower Sdr 

values than the internal surface. The erratic trend with higher Sdr values is attributed to the finer 

spatial disparities that exist on the surface caused by intermittent heat transfer, laser beam 

incidence angle, and the position of AM part on the build platform. As laser beam incidence angle 

increases there is a higher likelihood of insufficient heat energy supplied, which lacks to 

completely melt the powder particles. These incompletely melted layer tracks would attract the 
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loose powders from the next layer and bind them together onto the surface forming a batwing-like 

structure with a weaker contour that is ascribed to the filleting effect [213]. The filleting effect 

would result in finer spatial anomalies. 

4.4.3 Particle analysis 

The mean number of particles that emerged on various external surface full-turn inclination angles 

is illustrated in Figure 4.26. The number of particles for external surfaces unveiled a continuous 

descending and ascending trend with an average of ~27 particles from 0° to 60° angles. The highest 

number of adhered particles 170, 174, and 185 are observed at 0°,165°, and 285° angles 

respectively for external surfaces. While the least number of adhered particles are detected at 45° 

(122 particles) and 105° (124 particles). A constant rising plot from 300°(160 particles) to 0°(170 

particles), a steady declining trend from 165°(174 particles) to 255°(153 particles), and a 

combination of marginal increase and the decreasing pattern is clearly visible for external surface 

from 75°(139 particles) to 105°(141 particles). A consistent steady particle (151-160 particles) 

trend is observed for all the inclination angles of the internal surface.   

The particle coverage ratio for both external and internal surfaces showed homogeneous trends 

(see Figure 4.27). Apart from 0° (~21%) and 285° (~22%) angles, all other internal surfaces 

exhibited a higher (by ~2%) proportion of particle coverage ratio than the external surfaces. The 

highest particle coverage ratio ~24% is apparent at 285° for the external surface, and ~26% at 315° 

for the internal surface. Similarly, the lower particle coverage ratio (~18%) at 270° and ~21% at 

0° is registered for external and internal surfaces simultaneously. The higher percentage of particle 

coverage ratio at 285° is ascribed to the higher number of adhered particles for the external surface. 

From the latitudinal particle analysis, it is fair to culminate that there is not a significant difference 

in surface roughness Sa and Sq values, nor there is any remarkable distinction in adherence of a 

number of particles and the particles coverage ratio between the internal and external surfaces, 

unlike longitudinal analysis. 
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Figure 4. 26 Polar plot for latitudinal facet full-turn external and internal number of particles 

against various inclination angles 

4.4.4 Latitudinal facet particles descriptors analysis 

The individual particle descriptors of latitudinal facet external and internal surfaces comprised of 

adhered particles with their relative particle coverage ratio analyzed at position one is shown in 

Figures 4.28(a-x) 4.29 (a-x). For full-turn external surfaces 15°-75°,105°,240°-345°, it is evident 

that at least one or more number of adhered particle(s) is huge in size with irregular shape. The 

surfaces 0°,165°,180°,225°-255°,285° and beyond displayed densely populated (>165) particles. 

Likewise, 15°,45°,60°,90°-120° surfaces showed lower number (120-135) of irregular shaped 

loosely packed particles adherence, rest of the surfaces exhibited 140-160 number of particles with 

intermediate packing. The internal surfaces 345°-315°,285°-225° revealed one or more massive 

sized irregular shaped particle(s). A uniformly packed mostly with circular or oval shaped particles 

are apparent between 180°-15° surfaces. A significant irregular shaped unevenly packed particles 

features are mostly noted for the 345°-195° internal surfaces. Overall, higher percentage of regular 

shaped adhered (circular or oval) particles are evident for the internal surfaces, whereas the 

irregular shaped particles dominates the external surfaces. Although, the shape of adhered may be 
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slightly different between full-turn external and internal surfaces, but there is no significant 

difference between the number of particles or the particles packing factor.  

The most relevant justifications for the higher number of particles adherence are potentially due 

to the laser beam incidence angle, elliptical shape of laser beam focus, the position of AM ball 

artifact on the build platform, and also height from the printer bed to the AM surface. Another 

valuable reason for the higher particle accumulation is due to spatters, which are generally 

associated with the ejection of gas plumes, it is important to note that the gas flow (transfers the 

spatters) conditions vary along the substrate or the build platform is position-dependent. 

Additionally, the angle of incidence of the laser beam with powder is also position-dependent 

because it is responsible for the gas flow conditions, which simultaneously influence the resultant 

surface roughness [375]. The impact of spatters and the laser fluence incidence are contingent on 

individual printing machines as each AM machine is configured to its personalized settings. 

Overall, individual particle descriptors labels of full-turn external and internal surfaces coincide 

with afore-described particle analysis and particles coverage ratio polar plots (Figures 4.26 and 

4.27) 

 

Figure 4. 27 Polar plot for latitudinal full-turn external and internal particles coverage ratio against 

various inclination angles
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Figure 4. 28 (a-x). Individual particles descriptors and particles coverage ratio labels for latitudinal facet external surface against 

inclination angles 
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Figure 4. 29 (a-x). Individual particles descriptors and particles coverage ratio labels for latitudinal facet internal surface against 

inclination angles
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4.5 Statistical analysis of variance (ANOVA) 

Analysis of variance (ANOVA) is accustomed to identify whether there is any statistically 

significant difference between two or more samples. The main purpose of statistical ANOVA is to 

analyse and characterize the impact of different control factors and their interactions on the 

experimentally obtained surface roughness [212]. A comprehensive statistical analysis of variance 

is carried out to evaluate the impact of inclinations angles, build orientations, and the type of 

surfaces on the resultant surface roughness [212,376]. The significance threshold or risk level is 

usually set at α=0.05. The following statistical questions are considered:  

(i) Is there any significant impact of inclination angles on resultant surface roughness? 

(ii) Is there any systematic difference between build orientations; longitudinal facet up-

skin and down-skin surfaces? 

(iii)     Is there any systematic difference between longitudinal facet external and internal 

surfaces? 

4.5.1 Impact of inclination angles on resultant surface roughness 

To investigate the impact of various inclination angles, obtained longitudinal facets Sa values are 

classified into four sets corresponding to their inclination angles namely external down-skin, 

external up-skin, internal down-skin, and internal up-skin surfaces. ANOVA statistical tool is 

applied for each individual set displayed that the calculated F values are greater than F-critical 

(except for internal down-skin surface), with significance threshold (α) value set to 0.05, 

concluding that the build inclination angles significantly influence the resultant surface roughness 

(see Table 4.4 to Table 4.7). 

Table 4. 4 ANOVA-Impact of inclination angles on external up-skin surfaces 

Source of Variation SS df MS F F critical 

External Up-skin 412.69 5.00 82.54 35.02 2.53 

Longitudinal external facets 52.94 6.00 8.82 

Error 70.71 30.00 2.36 

Total 536.346 41 
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Table 4. 5 ANOVA-Impact of inclination angles on external down-skin surfaces 

Source of Variation SS df MS F 

F 

critical 

 

External Down-skin 891.52 1 891.5 17.68 5.99  

Longitudinal external 

facets 207.87 6 34.64 

 

Error 302.60 6 50.43 
  

 

Total 1402.01 13 
   

 

 

Table 4. 6 Impact of inclination angles on internal down-skin surfaces 

Source of Variation SS df MS F 

 F 

critical 

Internal Down-skin 12027.66 3 4009.22 54.15 3.16 

Longitudinal internal facets 324.5268 6 54.08781 

Error 1332.733 18 74.04071 
  

Total 13684.92 27 
   

 

Table 4. 7 ANOVA-Impact of inclination angles on internal up-skin surfaces 

Source of Variation SS df MS F F critical 

Internal Up-skin 8.36 5.00 1.67 0.20 2.53 

Longitudinal internal facets  29.38 6.00 4.90 

Error 248.37 30.00 8.28 
  

Total 286.115 41 
   

4.5.2 Statistical difference between build orientations; up-skin and down-skin surfaces  

To investigate this statistical question, first external surfaces are considered. The obtained Sa 

values of longitudinal facets external surface up-skin and down-skin orientations are addressed. 

ANOVA analysis reveals that the computed F value is greater than the F-critical for both up-skin 

and down-skin orientations of external surfaces. This signifies that there is a significant difference 

present between up-skin and down-skin orientations of external surfaces (see Table 4.8). 
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Table 4. 8 ANOVA- statistical difference between external up-skin and down-skin surfaces 

Source of Variation SS df MS F F critical 

External Up-skin and Down-skin 3380.62 8.00 422.58 35.14 2.14 

Longitudinal external facets 102.38 6.00 17.06 

Error 577.29 48.00 12.03 
  

Total 4060.29 62 
   

 

Similarly, to investigate the internal surfaces, obtained Sa values of longitudinal facets internal 

surface up-skin and down-skin orientations are counted. An ANOVA analysis reveals that the 

computed F value is greater than the F-critical for both up-skin and down-skin orientations of 

internal surfaces. This signifies that there is a significant difference present between up-skin and 

down-skin orientations of internal surfaces (see Table 4.9). 

 

Table 4. 9 ANOVA- statistical difference between internal up-skin and down-skin surfaces 

Source of Variation SS df MS F F critical 

Internal Up-Skin and Down-

skin 20169 10 2017 67.53 1.99 

Longitudinal internal 07 

facets 145.34 6 24.22 

Error 1792.07 60 29.87 
  

Total 22106.48 76 
   

4.5.3 Statistical difference between the type of surfaces; external and internal surfaces  

To investigate this statistical question, first up-skin surfaces are considered. The obtained Sa values 

of longitudinal facets external and internal up-skin surfaces are analyzed. From ANOVA it is 

evident that the computed F value is greater than the F-critical for both external and internal up-

skin surfaces. This signifies that there is a significant difference present between external and 

internal up-skin surfaces (see Table 4.10). 
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Table 4. 10 ANOVA- statistical difference between external up-skin and internal up-skin surfaces 

Source of Variation SS df MS F 

 F 

critical 

External Up-skin, Internal Up-skin 432.76 11.00 39.34 7.81 1.94 

Longitudinal external and internal 

facets 69.16 6.00 11.53 

Error 332.26 66.00 5.03 
  

Total 834.1742 83 
   

 

Similarly, to investigate down-skin surfaces, obtained Sa values of longitudinal facets external and 

internal down-skin surfaces are explored. From ANOVA it is apparent that the calculated F value 

is greater than the F-critical for both external and internal down-skin surfaces. This signifies that 

there is a significant difference present between external and internal down-skin surfaces (see 

Table 4.11). 

Table 4. 11 ANOVA-statistical difference between external and internal down-skin surfaces 

Source of Variation SS df MS F F critical 

External Down-skin, Internal Down-

skin 17322.51 7 2474.64 52.86 2.24 

Longitudinal external and internal 

facets 249.44 6 41.57 

Error 1966.23 42 46.82 
  

Total 19538.18 55 
   

4.6 Summary 

Surface quality characterisation and quantification are considered 3D micro and nanoscale 

analyses that provide essential information to understand, control and optimise the functional 

behaviour of AM surfaces used in heat exchanger internal cooling channels, and other wear and 

tribological applications. The experimental results revealed the existence of strong intertwining 

interrelationship between the varying surface inclination angles and distinct defects and surface 

asperities emerged on both external and internal AM surfaces.From the analysed surface roughness 

metrics height parameters, it was found that Sa Sq, Ssk, Sku, trends interspersed between the 

surfaces dominated by spatters, un-melted and partially-melted powder particles, and the surfaces 
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dominated by laser ripples and staircase effect from the re-solidified melt tracks at lower 

inclination angles.  

Longitudinal facet external and internal surfaces 

• As a result of individual build melt track layers, staircase effect and laser ripples, the 

surface roughness (Sa, Sq) metric trends between 15°-45° inclination angles display salient 

large wavelength features which are often loose clusters. The observed larger wavelength 

features are credited to insufficient redistribution of mass or heat transfer (by laser beam) 

from the adhered un-melted, partially melted powder particles during the re-melting 

process by the virtue of inclined angles.  

• The surface inclinations beyond 75° showed a higher number of closely packed adhered 

un-melted, partially particles onto the surface with each other, which is ascribed to the 

ability of laser fluence to the complete redistribution of heat transfer thereby, reducing the 

large wavelength features. 

• The surface roughness of longitudinal facets up-skin surfaces is linearly dependent on build 

inclination angles, while the surface roughness of down-skin surfaces is affected by the 

adherence of a higher number of particle features caused by intermittent heat transfer. 

Internal down-skin surfaces revealed quite a strong correlation between hybrid parameter 

Sdr and inclination angles (105°-165°). 

• The number of particles analysis plot for external up-skin and down-skin surfaces 

presented a symmetrical fashion. Internal up-skin surfaces showed a consistently 

increasing trend while the down-skin surfaces followed a steady descending path; 

somewhat identical but less symmetrical as compared to the external surface. Overall, 

external up-skin surfaces revealed an average of ~12 particles more attached to the surface 

as compared to internal surfaces for the same region. Similarly, an average of ~8 particles 

are less attracted to the external down-skin surfaces in comparison with their counterparts. 

• The particles coverage ratio graphs of external and internal surfaces for all the sloping 

angles demonstrated a homogeneous style, with a mere 2% higher particles coverage ratio 

identified for internal surfaces. 

Latitudinal facet external and internal surfaces 

• Sa and Sq values for latitudinal facet internal surface are approximately higher (6%-20%) 

than that of the external surface. 
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• A consistent continuous and steady particle (151-160 particles) trend is observed for all 

full-turn angles (0°-360°) at the equator for internal surfaces.  

• The external surfaces followed a consistent steady trend for all inclination angles, except 

285° where the higher number of particles (~30 particles) are registered; which is ascribed 

to angle of incidence of the laser beam and the position of AM part/artefact on the build 

platform. The particle coverage ratio for both external and internal surfaces showed 

homogeneous trends.  

• From the latitudinal facet surface texture parameters characterisation and particles analysis, 

it is fair to conclude that there is no significant difference between internal and external 

surface roughness. However, the position of AM part on the substrate and laser beam 

incidence angle significantly affect the final surface roughness. 

• All in all, it is clearly evident from the experimental results and statistical significance 

analysis that build inclination angles have a significant impact on the surface roughness of 

longitudinal facets up-skin and down-skin orientation as well as external and internal 

surfaces Meanwhile, the build inclination angles demonstrate a less significant effect on 

latitudinal facets on external and internal surfaces. 
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Chapter 5. Statistical optimisation and impact of critical parameters on top and side 

surface quality of LPBF processed 316L SS hexagon artefacts 

Targeting to achieve lower roughness in most of the functional parts is useful. However, it is 

important to note that optimising or tailoring the surface quality to the desired (higher) roughness 

levels greater than 4 µm (up to 100 µm in dentistry) has proven to be more beneficial in certain 

osseointegrated implants of biomedical applications. The rougher surface aid biocompatibility and 

support higher load-bearing capacity. Similar higher roughness has favoured the heat transfer for 

cooling and maintain the structural integrity in liquid rocket engines of aerospace applications. 

Also, rougher surface helps to retain more oil and results in smaller wear and friction of cylinder 

liners and marine applications. Optimising or tailoring the surface quality to achieve lower or 

desired roughness levels is a challenge. To tailor the desired surface quality, it is vital to have a 

thorough understanding of complex surface topographical features that emerge on different metal 

AM surfaces. The novel surface texture characterisation toolbox developed in Chapters 3&4 

provided essential information on complex topographies of various AM surfaces. Hence, this 

chapter aims to design or achieve lower or desired top and side surface quality of 316L SS hexagon 

artefacts by optimising LPBF critical parameters using Taguchi design of experiments. ANOVA 

was used to identify the impact (percentage contribution) of individual parameters on the resultant 

surface quality. Finally, 25 different top, and 25 side surfaces topographies were systematically 

characterised.  

A conference paper has been published by the first author SR Narasimharaju, titled “Influence of 

critical process parameters on surface roughness and statistical optimization of LPBF 316L 

stainless steels” [12]. Summer Tropical Meeting: Advancing Precision in Additive 

Manufacturing-2022. American Society for Precision Engineering (ASPE). 

The surface quality of an AM part is vital in determining the dimensional accuracy, and post-

process treatments, also enhance the functional performance of the final products [233]. The 

surface quality of a load-bearing engineering part is crucial in industrial applications, with certain 

applications requiring surface roughness of 0.8 µm or more to avoid premature failure from the 

surface-initiated cracking [234]. However, it is highly unlike to improve the surface quality 

infinitely as it is exceedingly difficult to reduce the surface roughness value to <1 µm by 

optimizing the LPBF process alone [165,235]. Despite having the vast advantages of indefinite 

geometrical freedom and minimal material waste, LPBF still suffers from poor surface quality. 
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It is necessary to have a strong understanding of AM parameters’ influence on the resultant surface 

quality [236]. A comprehensive knowledge of AM enables the fabrication of load-critical parts 

with enhanced surface integrity [61,138,236,238].  For example, complex thermo physical 

phenomena that occur rapidly in microscopic scales during laser powder-bed interplay are crucial 

as they define the final surface quality of the LPBF parts [35]. The existing research found that 

satisfactory surface quality can be achieved by controlling the critical AM process parameters 

[236,]. Amongst all, the critical LPBF process parameters deemed mainly responsible for surface 

quality are laser power (LP), hatch spacing (HS), layer thickness (LT), point distance (PD), and 

exposure time (ET) [36,238]. These five parameters deliver the required energy by a pulsed laser 

beam to a volumetric unit of powder material. 

Many researchers in the public literature have fabricated only a few basic cubes and/or existing 

standard artefacts using a limited set of parameters while evaluating the surface characteristics and 

parametric optimization of the metal AM process [34-38]. Also, there has been very little open 

access literature on statistical optimization of LPBF process critical parameters concerned with 

surface texture prediction and characterisation of both top and side surfaces of bespoke artefacts 

built in one run. Hence, this research is focused on statistical optimization of the LPBF critical 

parameters by Taguchi DOE to predict the optimal parametric combination that helps to achieving 

the best or desired top and side surface quality of 25 hexagon artefacts. The impact of these critical 

parameters and their interactions are established by analysing the parametric significance using 

statistical analysis of variance (ANOVA). Furthermore, the correlation between various surface 

anomalies and the surface texture parameters Sa is studied. Finally, verification experiments are 

conducted to validate the statistically predicted parametric combinations. This research aims to 

provide valuable insight into the surface quality of LPBF components, which defines the functional 

performance in the long term. For instance, to select the optimal manufacturing workflow, one 

must have in-depth knowledge about the surface capabilities of that specific AM process. This 

research will also promote enhanced understanding and conviction of statistical optimisation, 

fabrication of multiple artefacts-two surfaces, and the emergence of various surface anomalies 

concerning multiple parametric combinations and surface texture parameters. The flowchart of this 

research is given in Figure 5.1 
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Figure 5. 1 Flowchart of this research 

5.1 Hexagon artefacts design and fabrication  

Figure 5.2a shows the dimensions of the hexagon artefacts produced by the Renishaw AM400 

selective laser melting machine. LPBF process parameters chosen in this research are given in 

Table 5.1. Gas atomized mostly spherical-shaped 316L SS powder supplied by Renishaw U.K plc 

is used to fabricate 25 hexagon artefacts. The AM machine is fitted with high-stability fiber lasers 

of pulsed Nd:YAG (wavelength 1070 nm) capable of delivering maximum average laser power of 

400 W. The substrate size was 280 mm x 280 mm x 365 mm. The build chamber is ensured to be 

constantly pumped with protective atmospheric gas (argon) during the process, to maintain an 

oxygen content of less than 0.1%, which helps to keep the LPBF parts free from oxidation. The 

powder morphologies, scanning patterns employed in this research is same as already mentioned 

in the previous chapters. 
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Table 5. 1 LPBF critical parameters used for parametric optimization 

Parameters Values Levels 

Laser power (W) 100 125 150 175 200 5 

Hatch spacing (µm) 25 50 75 100 125 5 

Layer thickness (µm) 30 60 90 120 150 5 

Point distance (µm) 20 40 60 80 100 5 

Exposure time (µs) 40 80 120 160 200 5 

 

 

 

Figure 5. 2 schematic illustration of (a) dimensions of the hexagon artefacts, and (b) LPBF built 

25 hexagon artefacts using Taguchi DOE optimization 

5.2 Measurement and data processing strategy 

Alicona G5 infinite focus variation measurement (FVM) system has been used to capture the areal 

topography of LPBF artefacts. The FVM configuration adopted is tabulated in Table 5.2. 

DigitalSurf MountainMaps commercial software is used to analyze the surface topographical data. 

Only levelling is applied and no other filtration operations are performed to void losing surface 

information. The analysed surface topographical data is helpful to characterize and correlate the 

emerging surface anomalies concerning surface texture parameter Sa as per ISO 25178-2 [32]. 

Furthermore, the captured FVM images are used to visually inspect and interpret the varieties of 

surface anomalies originating from 25 parametric combinations. 
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Table 5. 2 Focus variation measurement method configuration 

Magnification  10x lens 

Illumination type Ring light (capture topographical data) 

Lateral resolution 2 µm 

Vertical resolution 1 µm 

Sampling distance 0.878 µm (X and Y directions) 

Measurement size size 8 mm x 8 mm (stitched) 

5.3 Taguchi design of experiments and ANOVA 

The research relating to the surface quality optimisation presented in the literature section have 

mainly employed the Taguchi DOE using orthogonal arrays and S/N ratio analysis to determine 

the optimal parametric combinations of metal AM parameters that reduce the response variable 

[156-158,192,193]. Five control factors at five levels are prepared using MINITAB-19 software 

based on the orthogonal array of L25 (5x5). The experimental top quality (Sa) results correspond 

to the L25 orthogonal array are shown in Table 5.3. The Taguchi DoE method is adopted because 

it gives a reduced variance for the LPBF experimentation process to achieve the least possible or 

best surface roughness (Sa) result under the optimal settings for the five crucial control parameters, 

and determines their impact on the experimentally obtained top and surface roughness of hexagon 

artefacts [213]. The 25 LPBF printed artefacts using Taguchi DoE can be seen in Figure 5.2b. The 

top and side surfaces of the hexagon artefacts are measured at four different locations, and the 

mean was computed. 

As already mentioned ANOVA is a statistical decision-making tool that determines the differences 

in average performance and helps to analyse the significance of all the control factors of Taguchi 

DOE. In simple terms ANOVA is basically used to study the significance of process parameters 

on the output characteristics [212,213]. ANOVA in this chapter is employed to understand and 

analyse the complex experimental data interactions between the five critical LPBF parameters and 

the resultant top and side surface roughness values.  In addition, ANOVA is helpful to establish a 

meaningful correlation of the Taguchi predicted results, and how much percentage contribution 

each control factor caused on the resultant top and side surface quality [213]. 
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5.4. Results and discussions 

The final surface quality of the LPBF part is primarily determined by the aforementioned five 

critical process parameters (LP, LT, HS, PD and ET), which decide the overall specific energy 

density or common term energy input per unit volume of the build [241,247]. It is acknowledged 

that Renishaw AM400 operates with discrete laser spot/point exposures. An analogous scan speed 

is calculated based on exposure time, point distance, point jump speed (PJS), jump delay time 

(JDT) and point jump time (PJT). PJS is usually set to 5000 mm/s and JDT at 0 [241,247,377]. 

The energy density (ED) is given by equation (9). 

𝐄𝐃 =
𝐋𝐏 ∗ 𝐄𝐓

𝐋𝐓 ∗ 𝐇𝐒 ∗ 𝐏𝐃
𝐉|𝐦𝐦𝟑. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (𝟗) 

The impact of these critical parameters is analysed by visually inspecting the FVM images. A 

sincere effort has been invested in establishing the correlation between the varieties of surface 

anomalies that emerged on all 25 hexagon artefacts’ top and side surfaces fabricated using 25 

different experimental parametric designs. 
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Table 5. 3 L25 Orthogonal array by Taguchi DoE and their resultant top surface Sa values 

 

Serial no LP (µm) HS (µm) LT (µm) PD (µm) ET (µm) Top Sa (µm) 

1 100 25 30 20 40 76 

2 100 50 60 40 80 38 

3 100 75 90 60 120 21 

4 100 100 120 80 160 34 

5 100 125 150 100 200 42 

6 125 25 120 40 120 33 

7 125 50 150 60 160 69 

8 125 75 30 80 200 74 

9 125 100 60 100 40 17 

10 125 125 90 20 80 37 

11 150 25 60 60 200 214 

12 150 50 90 80 40 36 

13 150 75 120 100 80 61 

14 150 100 150 20 120 37 

15 150 125 30 40 160 37 

16 175 25 150 80 80 113 

17 175 50 30 100 120 29 

18 175 75 60 20 160 21 

19 175 100 90 40 200 28 

20 175 125 120 60 40 58 

21 200 25 90 100 160 163 

22 200 50 120 20 200 57 

23 200 75 150 40 40 65 

24 200 100 30 60 80 37 

25 200 125 60 80 120 26 
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5.4.1 Taguchi DOE optimisation and ANOVA for top surface quality 

The proper combination/selection of critical parameters determines the LPBF process reliability. 

The different levels of critical process parameters window, maximum and minimum range are 

selected based on the existing literature on PBF SS316L (Renishaw metal AM machines). The 

main objective of this Taguchi DOE optimization is to (i) investigate the 25 different combinations 

of critical process parameters on the resultant top and side surface quality and systematically 

characterise, correlate with the suitable areal surface texture parameters, (ii) find out the optimum 

set of LPBF parameters to achieve the best or desired top and side surface quality (iii) validate 

Taguchi predicted optimum critical parameters for top and side surface quality  by carrying out 

confirmation experiments and (iv) compare and draw the meaningful conclusions between the 

resultant top and side surface quality Sa values obtained from Taguchi predicted parameters with 

Renishaw AM-400 default industrial settings. Finally, the impact of individual critical process 

parameters was effectively analysed by using ANOVA.  

To identify the most efficient process parameters for the top surface quality Sa, the Taguchi 

analysed S/N ratio response table obtained from Minitab 19 software tool is given in Table 5.4. 

The Delta value represents the difference between the maximum and minimum S/N ratio for the 

levels of each control factor. The higher the Delta value, the greater significance of that specific 

control factor. The most dominant control factor is ranked based on its efficacy. Hatch spacing 

emerged as the top-ranked influential control factor, followed by point distance, laser power, and 

exposure time. Layer thickness is the least significant controlling factor or parameter in analysis. 

Based on the Taguchi DOE, with the selected objective, smaller-the-better, optimum LPBF 

parameters to achieve the best top surface quality are found to be laser power at 100W, hatch 

spacing at 100 µm, layer thickness at 60 µm, point distance at 60 µm, and exposure time at 80 µs 

(see Figure 5.3 and Table 5.5). These optimized parameters can be represented as LP1-HS4-LT2-

PD3-ET2, i.e., laser power at level 1, hatch spacing at level 4, layer thickness and exposure time 

both at level 2, and finally, point distance at level 3. 
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Figure 5. 3 Schematic label of S/N ratio plots for LPBF critical parameters for top surface quality 

Table 5. 4Taguchi response for S/N ratios for top surface-Smaller-the-better 

Level LP HS LT PD ET 

1 -33.40 -39.98 -31.75 -32.98 -32.38 

2 -31.51 -32.77 -32.10 -34.22 -31.71 

3 -32.42 -32.45 -35.23 -29.15 -35.29 

4 -32.42 -29.38 -32.19 -33.89 -33.70 

5 -35.59 -31.75 -35.06 -36.10 -33.25 

Delta 4.07 10.60 3.48 6.96 3.59 

Rank 3 1 5 2 4 

 

Table 5. 5 Taguchi DOE predicted LPBF parameters for top surface quality 

LP1 (W) HS4 (µm) LT2 (µm) PD3 (µm) ET2 (µs) 

100 100 60 60 80 
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The percentage contribution of each control factor or process parameter that influences the 

performance characteristics is determined by analysis of variance (ANOVA) for the S/N ratio, 

which is illustrated in Table 5.6 and Figure 5.4. From the ANOVA table, the highest percentage 

contribution on the top surface quality Sa is identified as hatch spacing (46 %), followed by point 

distance (19 %), laser power (8.6 %), exposure time (6.6 %). Layer thickness is found as the least 

percentage contributed control factor towards the top surface quality at 5.4 %. 

Table 5. 6 ANOVA for S/N ratios for top surface quality 

Source DF Seq SS Adj SS Adj MS F % C 

Laser power 4 59.42 59.42 14.856 0.58 8.6 

Hatch spacing 4 316.84 316.84 79.211 3.07 46 

Layer thickness 4 37.55 37.55 9.388 0.36 5.4 

Point distance 4 132.08 132.08 33.020 1.28 19 

Exposure time 4 46.03 46.03 11.507 0.45 6.6 

Residual Error 4 103.26 103.26 25.815   

Total 24 695.19     

Note: DF-degree of freedom, Adj. SS-adjusted sum of squares, Adj. MS-adjusted mean squares. 

 

 

Figure 5. 4 Percentage contribution of the control factors for top surfaces 
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5.4.2 Visual inspection of top surface quality 

Figure 5.5(a-y) depicts the top surface topography of all the 25 LPBF hexagon artefacts. It is 

interesting to note that artefacts #1, #6, #11, #16, and #21 (Figure 5.5-a,f,k,p,u) displayed 

fascinating identical bigger crater-like defects that cover a major part of the surface at different 

scales. For example, artefact #1 displayed a wider smoother crater-like defect, whereas the other 

four artefacts showed more rigorous and torturous kinds of crater defects. It is intriguing to note 

that all these defects appeared at the first-level shift of each set of process parameters. As 

mentioned, five parameters at five levels are accounted for in this research. Similar crater-like 

defects occurred on a number of other artefacts surfaces such as #7, #12, #13, #14, #19, #20, #22, 

and #23 (Figure 5.5-g, l, m, n, s, t, v and w). However, these crater defects are either smaller or 

shallower or very few in number compared to the previously discussed ones. The artefact surfaces 

seen in Figure 5.5(n), (t) and (w) exhibited almost equal amounts of crater defects and porosities. 

Artefact #8 (Figure 5.5h) surface showed prevalent LPBF process-related defects like balling, 

spatters, and porosities. Artefacts surfaces #3, #9, and #18 accounted for a minimum of/or fewer 

porosities (Figure 5.5b, c, i, r); these surfaces are mostly covered with uniform and continuous 

molten melt track layers. Artefacts #4 and #10 presented reasonable porosities (see Figure 5.5-d, 

j), and no other defects are visually visible, whereas the surface of #5 unveiled a higher number of 

porosities (Figure 5.5e). Artefact #15 primarily displaced molten melt track layers (Figure 5.5-o), 

while #17 showed fewer occasional porosities and cracks (Figure 5.5-q). Finally, artefact surface 

#24 displayed molten melt track layers along with a random step towards the right side of the 

surface (Figure 5.5-x). 

5.4.3 Surface texture characterisation of top surfaces  

From Figure 5.6, it is apparent that artefact # 9 displayed the best surface quality (Sa 17 µm), with 

its parameter’s combination of LP-125W, HS-100 µm, LT-150 µm and PD-20 µm, and ET-80 µs. 

The best Sa value (~17 µm) is credited to the surface mainly consisting of molten melting track 

layers without any visible defects. The next best Sa values are recorded for artefacts #3 and #18 

(Sa 21 µm), ascribed to the uniform molten melt track layers with fewer porosity defects. The 

worst Sa value (214 µm) is recorded for artefact #11. This is attributed to the bigger, wider and 

deeper crater-like defects covered over the entire surface.  The following two worst Sa values (163 

µm and 113 µm) are obtained for artefacts #21 and #16, respectively, which is again related to the 

presence of crater-like defects all over these surfaces. The presence of balling, porosities, and 
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spatters on the surface of artefact #8 leads to a higher Sa of 74 µm. Except for #1 (76 µm), #7 (69 

µm), #13 (61 µm), #20 (58 µm), #22 (57 µm) and #23 (65 µm), Sa values of all other artefacts 

were in the range of 26-42 µm.  

 

Scale 1.0 mm  

Figure 5. 5 visual inspection of the top surface of 25 artefacts [12] scale for all the images is 1 mm 
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The rationale behind the formation of crater-like defects is likely due to the following reasons: (i) 

shift of parameters level from one combination set (5th to 6th, 10th to 11th, 15th to 16th, 20th to 21st) 

to the other set level; (ii) evaporation of alloying elements caused by overheating of the molten 

melt pool and (iii) the overheated melt pool tends to evaporate, the about-to evaporate molten melt 

pool stuck just above the powder-bed is brushed, and dragged back by the re-coater/wiper all over 

the already deposited melt track layers potentially causing crater-like defects at different sizes and 

different scales. The emergence of other defects, such as balling, porosities, spatters, and cracks, 

is inevitable on the flat top surfaces in the LPBF process [12]. The formation of these defects can 

be reduced by choosing the optimized parametric combinations, but they are highly unlike to be 

eradicated from forming [1]. 

 

Figure 5. 6 Experimentally obtained top surface quality Sa values for 25 hexagon artefacts 

5.4.4 Interaction plot of critical LPBF parameters on top surface quality 

The interaction plots between each of the critical process parameters or control factors and the 

resultant surface quality of LPBF processed parts are shown in Figure 5.7. It is important to note 

that there is no interrelation between the critical parameters if the lines in the interaction plot are 

parallel. Meanwhile, the fewer parallel lines dispersed far away from one another in the interaction 

plots or the greater the degree of lines intersection of the control factors signify a greater interaction 

or correlation between the critical parameters. From Figure 5.7, it is anticipated that better or higher 

surface quality can be achieved for laser power ranging between 150-200 W, which generally 

shows more significant interaction overall concerning smaller hatch spacing at 25 µm. However, 

a more significant and stronger interaction can be observed for 150 W laser power with 90 µm 
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layer thickness, 100 µm point distance, and 80 µs exposure time. A similar higher degree of 

interaction plot for smaller hatch spacing is apparent, corresponding to 90 µm layer thickness, 100 

µm point distance, and 80 µs exposure time. Layer thickness between 90-150 µm displayed 

complex correlation, but the highest interaction can be found at 90 µm layer thickness. Point 

distance and exposure time trends followed a similar interaction trend. 

 

Figure 5. 7 Interaction plot for top surface quality from the critical LPBF parameters 

5.5 Taguchi DOE optimisation and ANOVA for side surface quality 

The Taguchi optimization for the L25 orthogonal array and their corresponding side surface 

resultant Sa values are given in Table 5.7. The most significant critical process parameters 

influencing the side surface quality Sa is determined by Taguchi analyzed S/N ratio response Table 

5.8 obtained from Minitab 19 software. Based on the Taguchi DOE, with the selected objective, 

smaller-the-better, optimum LPBF parameters to achieve the best side surface quality are found to 

be laser power at 150 W, hatch spacing at 100 µm, layer thickness at 30 µm, point distance at 60 

µm, and exposure time at 80 µs (see Figure 5.8 and Table 5.9). Out of five critical parameters, 

exposure time is found to be the dominant control factor, followed by point distance, laser power, 

and layer thickness. Hatch spacing is identified as the least prominent controlling factor in the case 

of side surface quality. These optimized parameters can be represented as LP3-HS4-LT1-PD3-ET2, 

i.e., laser power and point distance both at level 3, hatch spacing at level 4, layer thickness at level  
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1, and finally, exposure at level 2. 

Table 5. 7 L25 Orthogonal array by Taguchi DoE and their resultant side surface quality Sa values 

Serial no LP (µm) HS (µm) LT (µm) PD (µm) ET (µm) Side Sa (µm) 

1 100 25 30 20 40 20 

2 100 50 60 40 80 12 

3 100 75 90 60 120 15 

4 100 100 120 80 160 20 

5 100 125 150 100 200 27 

6 125 25 120 40 120 18 

7 125 50 150 60 160 22 

8 125 75 30 80 200 9 

9 125 100 60 100 40 15 

10 125 125 90 20 80 10 

11 150 25 60 60 200 10 

12 150 50 90 80 40 15 

13 150 75 120 100 80 22 

14 150 100 150 20 120 13 

15 150 125 30 40 160 9.5 

16 175 25 150 80 80 20 

17 175 50 30 100 120 13 

18 175 75 60 20 160 10 

19 175 100 90 40 200 10 

20 175 125 120 60 40 26 

21 200 25 90 100 160 15 

22 200 50 120 20 200 15 

23 200 75 150 40 40 30 

24 200 100 30 60 80 10 

25 200 125 60 80 120 9 
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Figure 5. 8 Schematic label of S/N ratio plots for LPBF critical parameters for side surface 

quality 

Table 5. 8 Taguchi response for S/N ratios for side surface-Smaller-the-better 

Level LP HS LT PD ET 

1 -25.15 -24.13 -22.36 -26.18 -21.09 

2 -22.91 -23.55 -22.86 -22.89 -20.63 

3 -22.14 -23.80 -23.73 -22.25 -22.11 

4 -23.32 -22.36 -22.54 -22.89 -25.96 

5 -22.93 -22.61 -24.96 -22.25 -26.66 

Delta 3.01 1.77 2.60 3.93 6.03 

Rank 3 5 4 2 1 

 

Table 5. 9 Taguchi DOE predicted LPBF parameters for side surface quality 

LP3 (W) HS4 (µm) LT1 (µm) PD3 (µm) ET2 (µs) 

150 100 30 60 80 
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The percentage contribution of each control factor or process parameter that influences the side 

surface quality characteristics is determined by analysis of variance (ANOVA) for the S/N ratio 

Table 5.10, which is also illustrated in Figure 5.9. From the ANOVA table, the highest percentage 

contribution on the side surface quality Sa is identified as exposure time with 58 %, followed by 

point distance (20 %), laser power (9.2 %), and layer thickness (8.3 %). Hatch spacing has a minor 

percentage contributed control factor towards the top surface quality at 4.3 %. 

Table 5. 10 ANOVA for S/N ratios for side surface quality, 

Source DF Seq SS Adj SS Adj MS F % C 

Laser power 4 25.342 25.342 6.3356 12.15 9.2 

Hatch spacing 4 11.794 11.794 2.9485 5.66 4.3 

Layer thickness 4 22.937 22.937 5.7343 11.00 8.3 

Point distance 4 54.248 54.248 13.5619 26.02 20 

Exposure time 4 158.954 158.954 39.7386 76.23 58 

Residual Error 4 2.085 2.085 0.5213   

Total 24 275.361     

Note: DF-degree of freedom, Adj. SS-adjusted sum of squares, Adj. MS-adjusted mean squares. 

 

Figure 5. 9 Percentage contribution of the control factors for side surfaces 

5.5.1 Visual inspection of side surface quality 

Figure 5.10 (a-y) give the side surface topography of all the 25 LPBF hexagon artefacts. Unlike 

the top surface, none of the side surfaces displayed any form (bigger/smaller/wider/shallower) of 
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crater-like defects. Side surface quality is predominantly influenced by the adhered particle 

features derived from partially-melted/un-melted powder particles, which are well documented in 

the public literature [36,215]. The other contributing factors to the poor surface finish of side 

surfaces specific include the balling, spatters, porosities, cracks, and delamination [34,378]. It is 

evident that artefacts #23, #5, and #20 considered entirely defective surfaces, comprised all the 

indistinguishable surface anomalies mentioned earlier; spatters, balling, porosities, cracks, 

delamination, and other adhered particle features (Figure 5.10-w,e,t). The combination of bigger 

size and smaller size adhered particles covered the entire surface of artefact #1 (Figure 5.10-a). 

The presence of partially-melted particles, distinguished balling, porosities, cracks and bigger size 

adhered particles have contributed to artefact #4 and #16 surfaces (Figure 5.10-b,d,p). Artefact #6 

exhibited delamination and curvy melt track layers (Figure 5.10-f). A plethora of anomalies like 

delamination, balling, partially-melted particles, cracks, and porosities are obvious in artefacts #7 

and #13 surfaces (Figure 5.10-g,m). A uniform surface, fewer porosities, and fewer adhered 

particles are visible on the artefacts #15, #25 and #8 surfaces (Figure 5.10-o,y,h). Simultaneously, 

artefacts #10, #11, #18, #19, and #24 demonstrated limited surface topographical defects (Figure 

5.10-j,k,r,s,x). The remaining artefacts #3, #9, #12, #14, #17, #21, and #22 revealed reasonable 

porosities, adhered particle features, cracks, and balling surface anomalies (Figure 5.10-

c,i,l,n,q,u,v). The rationale behind the high proportion of particle adherence to the side surface is 

mainly due to (i) the complex thermophysical phenomena and intermittent heat transfer occurring 

during the LPBF process, (ii) the lack of laser re-melting of side surfaces in the state-of-art metal 

AM machines and (iii) absence of continuous support for the side surfaces unlike the top surface 

receives the rigid underlying support from the already solidified melt track layers or the 

substrate/solid base plate. The rigid support in LPBF offers faster heat conduction, whereas the 

heat transfer of the side surfaces occurs through the loose powder-bed support. The conduction of 

heat through the loose powder bed is normally slow, and part of it is accumulated within, which 

attracts more powder particles. However, this partially accumulated heat is not sufficient for the 

complete melting, leading to the adherence of more particle features on side surfaces, causing a 

rougher surface or substandard surface finish [12,36,215]. There is always continuous room for 

the reduction of other inevitable defects concerning the LPBF process, but implausible to nullify. 

Similarly, delamination and cracking on side surfaces can be minimized by selecting smaller layer 

thickness, particularly with other optimized parameters. 
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5.5.2 Surface texture characterisation of side surfaces  

From Figure 5.11, most of the side surfaces exhibited stable and closely associated Sa values 

within the range of 10-20 µm.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Scale 1.0 mm 

The best surface roughness value of Sa-9 µm is recorded for artefacts #8 and #25, resulting from  

 

 

Figure 5. 10 Visual inspection of the side surface of 25 artefacts, scale for the all images is 1 mm 
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The best surface roughness value of Sa-9 µm is recorded for artefacts #8 and #25, resulting from 

a uniform surface with fewer surface anomalies. The respective parametric combinations are LP-

125W, HS-75 µm, LT-120 µm and PD-100 µm, ET-40 µs, and LP-200W, HS-125µm, LT-120 µm 

and PD-60 µm, and ET-80 µs. The next best Sa-9.5 µm is found for artefact #15, followed by 

artefacts #10, #11, #18, #19, and #24 with their corresponding Sa-values 10 µm. The completely 

defected artefact surfaces #23, #5, and #20 resulted in the worst Sa values of 30 µm, 27 µm and 

26 µm. Delamination played a major role in the poor surface quality of artefacts #6 (Sa-18 µm), 

#7, and #13, both recording a Sa value of 22 µm. The remaining artefacts’ Sa values are in the 

range of 12µm-20µm, owing to various inevitable surface anomalies at different sizes and scales. 

Although the side surfaces are more prone to the adherence of particle features, they do not 

contribute significantly towards the substandard surface quality compared to the top surface 

quality, which is greatly compromised mainly due to the formation of crater-like defects at 

different sizes and different scales. 

 

Figure 5. 11 Experimentally obtained side quality Sa values for 25 hexagon artefacts 

5.5.3 Interaction plot of critical LPBF parameters on side surface quality 

Fig. BBB illustrates the complex interaction plot between the five critical process parameters and 

the resultant side surface quality of LPBF hexagon artefacts. Unlike the top surface, where only a 

few levels of each critical parameter displayed complex interaction, the interaction plot for the side 

surface quality displays an entirely different, very strong and fascinating interaction between all 

the five critical process parameters (see Figure 5.12). It is hard to figure out any parallel lines in 

the side surface interaction plot. Instead, a rigorous intertwining interaction between all the five 
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levels of the five critical parameters is clearly visible. Although all levels exhibited a meaningful 

interaction, laser power levels 100 W, and 200 W particularly revealed significant interactions for 

hatch spacing levels 75 µm and 125 µm; layer thickness levels 60 µm and 150 µm; point distance 

levels 20 µm and 100 µm; and finally, exposure time levels at 200 µs. A similar trend was followed 

for the other critical process parameters at all levels. Based on the side surface interaction plot, it 

is highly likely to achieve the best side surface quality for the laser within the above-mentioned 

range/levels of the critical parameters. 

The main reason for this sophisticated, appealing interaction plot could be related to the close 

range or evenly distributed obtained resultant side surface quality Sa values (9-30 µm) for all the 

25 hexagon artefacts. Conversely, the resultant top surface quality Sa values were unevenly 

distributed and widely dispersed from 17 µm to 214 µm for all 25 hexagon surfaces. Hence, it is 

fair to infer that the interaction plot for the top surface quality displayed a weaker correlation 

between fewer selected levels of each critical process parameter. Overall, the side surface 

interaction plot exhibited reliable and effective interactions compared to the top surface quality 

plot. 

 

Figure 5. 12 Interaction plot for side surface (Sa) from the critical LPBF parameters 
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5.6 Verification experiments 

The verification experiments are carried out to validate the Taguchi design predicted optimum 

process parameters. Instead of selecting a random result as most authors followed in the public 

literature [379], the best surface quality result is selected from the L25 orthogonal experimental 

design arrays and compared with the Taguchi optimized top and side surface quality Sa results. In 

addition, these two Sa results are also compared to the results obtained from the Renishaw AM-

400 machine default parameters settings. It is interesting to note that the top surface quality from 

Taguchi DOE resulted in an improved Sa value (13 µm) by 4 µm when compared with the best 

surface quality result Sa (17 µm) obtained from the L25 orthogonal arrays (see Table 5.11). 

Similarly, the side surface quality was improved by 1 µm for Taguchi optimized parameters (Sa 8 

µm) as compared to the best surface quality result Sa (9 µm) obtained from the L25 orthogonal 

arrays, which is not a significant improvement but still reasonable (see Table 5.12). Finally, the 

Renishaw default settings obtained a slightly better top surface quality (Sa 10.5 µm), while the 

Taguchi design predicted optimum parameters resulting in excellent side surface quality of Sa 8 

µm compared to its counterparts. The top surface topography of the hexagon artefact built using 

the Renishaw default AM parameters setting confirms the achieved best top surface quality with 

the presence of fewer countable porosities and balling defects (see Figure 5.13a), whilst a small 

number of adhered particles are visible on the side surface (see Figure 5.13b). Overall, the Taguchi 

DOE parametric optimization has been successful in achieving the best side surface quality, even 

better than default parameters settings, while the top surface quality optimization process was 

almost close to the default settings. 
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Table 5. 11 Top surface Sa values for default, best Sa achieved from L25 array, and Taguchi 

predicted/optimised parameters  

 

Table 5. 12 Side surface Sa values for default, best Sa achieved from L25 array, and Taguchi 

predicted/optimised parameters  

Process parameters 
Default 

(top surface) 

Best Sa  

(top surface) 

Optimal/predicted 

(top surface) 

Laser power (W) 110  125 100 

Hatch spacing (µm) 110  100 100 

Layer thickness (µm) 50  150 60 

Point distance (µm) 20  20 60 

Exposure time (µs) 100  80 80 

Sa (µm) 9.5 17 13 

Process parameters 
Default 

(side surface) 

Best Sa 

 (side surface) 

Optimal/predicted 

(side surface) 

Laser power (W) 110  125 150 

Hatch spacing (µm) 110  75 100 

Layer thickness (µm) 50  120 30 

Point distance (µm) 20  100 60 

Exposure time (µs) 100  40 80 

Sa (µm) 9.5 9 8 
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Figure 5. 13 Visually inspected (a) top and (b) side surfaces built with Renishaw AM-400 default 

parameters settings 

5.7 Summary 

The critical LPBF process parametric optimisation by Taguchi DOE, and ANOVA to identify the 

impact of these critical process parameters on the resultant surface quality of both top and side 

surfaces were studied.  

Top surface quality 

• More prominent crater-like defects were reported for artefacts #1, #6, #11, #16 and #21, 

which resulted in poor surface roughness values. The best Sa value (17 µm) was recorded 

for the #9 artefact, while the worst surface Sa (214 µm) was reported for artefact #11.  

• The formation of smaller-size crater defects and typical LPBF defects like balling, 

porosities, cracks and spatters induced poor Sa values ranging between 60 µm – 80 µm for 

artefacts #1, #7, #8, #13, and #23. The obtained Sa values for the rest of the artefacts were 

in the range of 26 µm – 42 µm. 

• ANOVA analysis found that the hatch spacing (46%) is the most influential parameter that 

affected the top surface quality of the LPBF artefacts, followed by point distance (19%), 

laser power (9%), exposure time (7%) and layer thickness (5%).  

• The Taguchi DOE optimised parameters (LP1: 100 W, HS4: 100 µm, LT2: 60 µm, PD3: 60 

µm, ET2: 80 µs) were validated by conducting the verification experiments with the 
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objective “of smaller is better”. The verified experiments effectively justified achieving the 

best top surface quality Sa value of 13 µm (reduced by 4 µm). 

Side surface quality 

• Unlike top surfaces, side surfaces did not display any (bigger/smaller/wider/shallower) 

crater-like defects. Side surface quality is predominantly influenced by the adhered particle 

features derived from partially-melted/un-melted powder particles. Artefacts #23, #5, and 

#20 considered fully defective surfaces (Sa values 26-30 µm) comprised all of the 

indistinguishable surface anomalies (spatters, balling, porosities, cracks, delamination).  

• Delamination played a significant role in the poor surface quality of artefacts #6 (Sa-18 

µm), #7, and #13 both recording a Sa value of 22 µm.  

• The best Sa value (9 µm) was recorded for artefacts #8, and #25. Artefacts #10, #11, #18, 

#19, and #24 exhibited the second-best Sa value of 10 µm, whereas the remaining artefacts’ 

Sa values are in the range of 12µm-20µm, owing to the occurrence of various inevitable 

surface anomalies at different sizes and different scales. Most of the side surfaces exhibited 

stable and closely associated Sa values within the range of 10-20 µm. 

• ANOVA analysis found that the exposure time (58 %) is the most influential parameter 

that affected the side surface quality of the LPBF artefacts, followed by point distance (20 

%), laser power (9 %), and layer thickness (8 %), and hatch spacing (4 %).  

• The Taguchi DOE optimised parameters (LP3: 150 W, HS4: 100 µm, LT1: 30 µm, PD3: 60 

µm, ET2: 80 µs) were validated by conducting the verification experiments with the 

objective “of smaller is better”. The verified experiments effectively justified achieving the 

best side surface quality Sa value of 8 µm (reduced by 1 µm). 

• Overall, the Taguchi DOE optimisation showed that the lower or desired surface quality 

can be successfully tailored or achieved by optimising the LPBF critical parameters (but 

not infinitely). ANOVA demonstrated that the impact or percentage contribution of 

individual critical parameter can be effectively quantified while the interaction of all five 

critical parameters can be easily analysed. 
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Chapter 6. Impact of build orientation on surface quality, microstructure and mechanical 

properties of LPBF 316L SS parts 

As already mentioned in previous chapters LPBF has proved to have greater potential to substitute 

conventional fabrication techniques in certain aerospace and biomedical functional applications. 

However, the anisotropic microstructure and substandard surface quality induced by inevitable 

metallurgical defects and surface asperities result in poor mechanical properties, which eventually 

have significant implications for the advancement of LPBF’s widespread functional applications. 

In addition to the LPBF critical parameters optimisation, the building orientation is one of the 

important aspects that need to be carefully selected as it determines the anisotropic microstructure, 

complex surface topography and mechanical properties. The complex surface topography consists 

of diverse metallurgical defects and surface asperities representing the final surface quality has 

been systematically characterised and quantified with a suitable array of areal surface texture 

parameters as per ISO-25178-2 (Chapters 3-5). Furthermore, it has also been shown that desired 

surface quality could be achieved or tailored by optimising the critical LPBF critical process 

parameters (Chapter 5). Based on this strong foundation, it is paramount to investigate the impact 

of different build orientations on the final quality of LPBF components. The unique anisotropic 

microstructure and the complex surface topography are generally associated with the LPBF 

building orientations. The importance of studying the impact of different build orientations is to 

identify the optimal build angle or orientations. The optimised build angle or orientation minimizes 

the occurrence of defects and asperities on the complex surface topography of LPBF components. 

The rougher surface mostly affects the fatigue life. Oftentimes, the rougher surface consists of 

more peaks and valleys created by surface defects and asperities. However, fatigue life is mostly 

driven by the valleys on the surface as they behave like higher stress concentration regions that 

could lead to early crack initiation and easy propagation through the material before failing at the 

lower fatigue loads. Hence, this complimentary chapter is aimed to study the impact of four 

different build orientations on the final microstructure (defects and asperities), surface quality, 

tensile and fatigue performance of LBPF 316L steel dog-bone samples. 

6.1. Research methodology 

6.1.1 Dog-bones samples design and fabrication 

The dog-bone samples were designed according to ASTM E8 [380], and their dimensions are 

presented in Figure 6.1. The schematic illustration of four building orientations adopted in this 
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research is given in Figure 6.2 The total 24 dog-bone samples were fabricated in four build 

orientations i.e., horizontal (H), vertical (V), horizontal inclined (HI) and vertical inclined (VI), 

see Figure 6.3. 

 

Figure 6. 1 Dimensions (in mm) of LPBF printed dog-bone samples. 

 

 Figure 6. 2Schematic illustration of LPBF dog-bone samples built in four build orientations. 
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Figure 6.3 LPBF printed samples (a) horizontal and vertical oriented dog-bones, and (b) 

horizontal-inclined and vertical-inclined (at 45 degrees) dog-bones (other samples are not part of 

this research) 

The dog-bone samples were built by a Renishaw AM400 LPBF machine using 316L stainless steel 

alloy powder. The commercially available 316L alloy stainless steel powder with particles mostly 

spherical in shape (supplied by Renishaw plc Stone Staffordshire U.K) was utilised. The 316L 

alloy is austenitic stainless steel (SS), mainly iron alloyed along with the presence of other 

important elements like chromium, nickel, and molybdenum with a mass fraction of 18%, 14% 

and 3% respectively [353]. The Renishaw LPBF machine is fitted with a fiber laser that generates 

pulsed laser waves with a maximum power output of 400 W. The following default process 

parameters were employed; laser power 110 W, scan speed 500 mm/s, hatch spacing 110 µm and 

layer thickness 50 µm. The build chamber was filled with 99.99% purity level inert gas (argon), 

whereas oxygen content was maintained at less than 0.1 vol % during the LPBF process. The 

powder details and the scanning patterns employed is same as already mentioned in the previous 

chapters. 

6.1.2 Surface quality measurement strategy and data analysis 

The surface topographical measurements were carried out using Bruker Contour LightSpeedTM 

(LS) FVM by adopting the measurement parameters listed in Table 6.1. Four dog-bone samples 

built in four built orientations were measured along four locations, and the surface texture height 
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parameters were calculated. The measured data was analysed using Mountainsmaps premium 

version 7.4 software. Non-measured points (NM) were filled in, and a polynomial filter of the 

order of 2 was selected to remove the form. A Robust Gaussian filter was used to extract surface 

texture from the measured data such as the roughness component with cut-off λs 0.8 mm [36,364]. 

The analysed surface texture height parameters result of as-built conditions concerning four build 

orientations were compared and analysed. The areal surface roughness component is the primary 

subject of interest and is often used to calculate the surface texture height parameters Sa, Sq, Sku 

and Ssk based on ISO 25178-2 [32]. 

Table 6. 1 FVM measurement configurations 

Magnification 10x lens 

Illumination type 1 Coaxial light 

Lateral resolution  1.57 µm 

Vertical resolution 0.71 µm 

Sampling distance 0.89 µm (both in X and Y directions) 

Measurement (data) size 1.4 mm x 1.4 mm 

 

6.1.3 Microstructure analysis 

State-of-the-art microstructure characterisation techniques were performed using Quanta 200 

scanning electron microscope (SEM) (formerly produced by FEI), which is a flexible and easy-to-

operate instrument that was operated by using a regular high-vacuum. The electron beam generated 

in this instrument is a conventionally produced tungsten filament electron source. The SEM can 

resolve features as small as up to 3 nm. The Quanta 200 SEM is also equipped with a standard 

backscatter electron (BSE) detector, secondary electron (SE), energy dispersive spectrometer 

(EDS) and an internal television camera. The accelerating voltage used in this research was in the 

range of 20-30 KV, and at varying scales between 5 -500 µm at different magnifications of 100-

12000x levels. 

The SEM-EDS was used to capture high-quality surface topographical images, which were useful 

to study and characterise the metallurgical defects, impurities, and various alloying elements that 

form part of anisotropic microstructure features in four building orientations of dog-bone samples. 

However, the phase composition, grains orientation and crystallographic structure analysis were 

not carried out as they are out of this research scope. This microstructure characterisation is a 
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yardstick to correlate the impact of different build orientations on the final surface quality and 

mechanical performance. In addition, this research would be helpful as a stepping stone to gain 

insights about the process-structure-property relationship of metal AM components fabricated with 

different build orientations, along with a newly developed novel surface texture characterisation 

toolbox (chapters 3-5) and tailoring the desired surface quality by optimising the LPBF critical 

parameters (chapter 5). 

6.1.4 Tensile testing 

The LPBF-printed 316L SS dog-bone samples were subjected to tensile testing to evaluate the 

tensile performance. Ultimate tensile strength (UTS) was calculated based on the stress-strain 

curve.  Samples were tested at room temperature of 25° with a constant crosshead displacement 

rate of 3 mm/min using a 50 KN universal tensile testing machine, with a 50-mm extensometer 

attached (see Figure 6.4). The extensometer was used to measure the elongation of the dog-bone 

test samples which helps to characterise the strain. 

 

 

Figure 6. 4 Tensile testing rig of 316L SS sample (ASTM E8 dog-bone) with extensometer 

attached [323] 

6.1.5 Fatigue testing 

Fatigue is the condition whereby material fails as a result of cyclic stresses applied below the 

ultimate strength of the material. Fatigue testing was performed on a 100 KN capacity servo-

hydraulic testing machine using a sinusoidal loading waveform with a frequency of 30 Hz and 

stress loading ratio R=0.1. Test samples were loaded into the machine with stress amplitudes 
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ranging from 100 MPa-400 MPa until failure or 106 cycles were achieved. The output of the test 

is plotted in terms of the stress amplitude range against the number of cycles to failure. Fatigue 

test frequencies were adjusted for each test so that the strain rate remains approximately the same 

for all fatigue tests. 

6.2. Results and discussions 

6.2.1 Surface quality analysis of dog-bone samples 

The analysed results from the Mountainsmap7 software are discussed in this sub-section. 

Interestingly, a considerable difference in areal surface texture parameters was evident between 

all the samples. The areal surface texture height parameter values for as-built conditions in four 

build orientations are tabulated in Table 6.2. 

Table 6. 2 Average Sa, Sq, Ssk and Sku values obtained for as-built conditions from four build 

orientations 

Building Orientations  Sa (µm)  Sq (µm) Sku Ssk 

As-built-horizontal (AB-H) 14 19 10 0.3 

As-built-vertical (AB-V) 11 16 14 0 

As-built-horizontally inclined (AB-HI) 9 13 11 0.4 

As-built-vertically inclined (AB-VI) 11 15 9 0.9 

 

From Figure 6.5, the Sa and Sq values display decreasing and increasing trends for all four build 

orientations. A closer look into Sa, the Sq plot of AB-H displayed the highest Sa (14 µm) and Sq 

(19 µm) values. Whereas the AB-HI recorded the least Sa (9 µm) and Sq (13 µm) values out of all 

as-built categories. A slight increase of 2 µm for both Sa (11 µm) and Sq (15 µm) values was 

evident for an as-built vertical-inclined category. The rapid rise in roughness values for the AB-

VI sample was attributed to the combination of adhered particle features and the staircase effect. 

However, the staircase effect predominantly appears below 45° [36], but the as-built vertical 

inclined sample has been tilted at 45° orientation; thus, the underlying staircase effect cannot be 

distinguished clearly (particle features start to dominate the surface inclination at 45°) even 

though it poses a considerable impact on the final surface quality. Additionally, LPBF systems 

are designed for laser melt/re-melt of horizontal surfaces but not inclined surfaces. Lack of laser 

re-melting leads to the adherence of more particle features on the inclined surfaces [36,215].   
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Overall, the obtained Sa values were in the range between 9-14 µm irrespective of the build 

orientations. The reason for the higher (rougher) surface roughness Sa (14 µm) for horizontally 

oriented samples is due to the fact that higher residual stresses are formed during LPBF fabrication 

of the larger cross-section parts, as these larger parts (or longer in this case) tend to have longer 

melting tracks and the laser beam has to travel more distance over which the shear forces can act. 

These formed residual stresses could lead to surface cracks at various scales and other surface 

asperities which are more likely to become destructive, especially in the layered fabrication of the 

LPBF process [1]. Simultaneously, the higher standard deviation for as-built horizontal samples 

in Sa and Sq values were observed, which is attributed to the combination of inevitable balling 

and ripple effect features induced by the fast-moving laser beam, in addition to the presence of 

solidified melting tracks stripes and powder spatters [36]. 

 

Figure 6. 5 Sa Sq plot for as-built processed samples for four different build orientations 

The Sku, Ssk plots are shown in Figure 6.6. The calculated Sku value was above the nominal value 

of 3, for all the build orientations. This clearly indicates that the surface roughness height 

distribution is dominated by strong peaks with smaller edge radii caused by particles-features, 

signifying the overall surface height distribution is basically spiky-natured normal distribution. 

Also, the obtained kurtosis values reveal the presence of randomness of the surface heights present 

on typical metal AM surfaces, which plays a significant role in premature failure of the functional 

part (see Figure 6.7). The recorded Ssk value is positive (Ssk>0) for all the measured surfaces. 
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This signifies that degree of skew or symmetry of peaks and valleys of the average surface at the 

centre is predominantly downward and dominated by peaks relative to the Centre line. The 

reported Ssk value close to zero for the AB-V surface could be related to the presence of random 

deep valleys, but overall, the characteristics of all surfaces are mainly dominated by surface peaks 

(Figure 6.7). 

 

Figure 6. 6 Sku Ssk plot for as-built processed samples for four different build orientations 

The accumulation of bigger-size agglomerated particle features comprised of balling and spatters 

on the as-built horizontal surface resulted in higher Sa and Sq values (Figure 6.8a). The presence 

of comparatively smaller size particle features on the as-built vertical and as-built horizontal 

inclined surfaces yielded reasonably lower surface roughness values (Figure 6.8b&c. The 

formation of a larger island-like protruded structure visible on the as-built vertical inclined surface 

gave rise to moderately higher Sa and Sq values (see Figure 6.8d), but was still well below that of 

the as-built horizontal surface roughness. 
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Figure 6. 7 height map for as-built LPBF (a) horizontal, (b) vertical, (c) horizontal-inclined and 

(d) vertical-inclined oriented sample 

The analysed as-built samples for all four orientations consist of a directionally situated series of 

peaks and valleys in the laser scanning direction. However, the surface asperities in the form of 

particle features were distributed in the random path and at different sizes. This randomness can 

be ascribed to the typical anisotropic microstructure characteristics (consisting of diverse 

metallurgical defects and surface asperities) of the LPBF fabrication that undergoes complex 

thermophysical phenomena of material flow and solidification during the building process. 
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Figure 6. 8 Schematic illustrations of surface topography observed from FVM (a) horizontal, (b) 

vertical, (c) horizontal-inclined and (d) vertical-inclined oriented sample for as-built conditions  

6.2.2 Microstructure and tensile property  

As aforementioned the various defects, surface asperities, impurities, and alloying elements that 

form part of the microstructure which eventually defines the final mechanical properties of LPBF 

steels have been investigated in this subsection. The tensile testing results for as-built conditions 

of LBPF dog-bone samples fabricated in four build orientations were given the Table 6.3. The 

corresponding stress-strain curves were shown in Figure 6.9.  

Table 6. 3 Tensile testing results for as-built LPBF dog-bone samples in four orientations 

Build 

orientation 

As-built-UTS 

(MPa) 

As-built-

Elongation (%) 

Horizontal (H) 582 10 

Vertical (V) 528 10 

H-Inclined 566 13.5 

V-Inclined 554 14.5 
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Figure 6. 9 Stress-strain curves of LPBF dog-bone samples for as-built conditions in four 

orientations 

From Figure 6.9, it was interesting to note that the as-built horizontal sample reported the highest 

ultimate tensile strength (UTS) of 582 MPa within all as-built conditions, while the as-built vertical 

sample recorded the least UTS of 528 MPa. Both as-built horizontal and vertical samples exhibited 

an identical lower elongation of about 10 %; implying the least tough samples. The anisotropic 

microstructure consisting of defects, surface asperities, impurities, and alloying elements of as-

built LBPF dog-bone samples in four build orientations were observed using SEM-EDS. The 

microstructural features of tensile fractography images concerning four build orientations were 

given in Figures 6.10. The microstructure characteristics correlation with the tensile testing results 

at fracture was helpful to understand the rationale behind different tensile fracture modes. The 

SEM micrographs taken at the fracture surface at different magnifications were shown in Figure 

6.10a-d. A closer look at the fracture surface of the as-built horizontal sample revealed finer 

dimples (5-10 µm) undergoing significant plastic deformation before the failure. The presence of 

smaller and fewer porosities defects posed minimal influence on the tensile behaviour, resulting 

in higher UTS with ductile fracture (see Figures 6.9 and 6.10a). Finer microstructure dimples are 

able to withstand higher applied loads, as it requires breaking more grain boundaries before the 

final fracture. Although the as-built vertical sample demonstrated decent dimples (8-10 µm); the 

emergence of a bigger void and numerous porosities gave rise to premature failure at lower applied 
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loads without undergoing any local deformation (see Figures 6.9 and 6.10b). The as-built vertical 

sample was regarded as the weakest out of all. 

 

Figure 6. 10 SEM microstructure features of as-built LPBF dog-bone samples built in four 

orientations 

The as-built horizontal inclined sample microstructure presented refined dimples (5-10 µm), 

smaller partially-melted particles and fewer porosities. The refined microstructure resisted 

considerably higher tensile loads before fracturing at relatively higher UTS (566 MPa), with a 

decent elongation of 13.5% (see Figures 6.9 and 6.10c). The as-built vertical inclined sample 

exhibited modest refined microstructure dimples (8-10 µm) but the presence of bigger partially-

melted particles gave way at a reasonable tensile load before fracturing at moderate UTS (554 

MPa) whilst at higher elongation of 14.5% (see Figures 6.9 and 6.10d). Based on the tensile 
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performance results, the as-built horizontal-oriented sample was considered the strongest, while 

the as-built vertical-inclined sample was the toughest. 

The rationale behind the horizontal oriented sample being the strongest is due to the fact that the 

sample experiences multiple cycles of laser heating and re-melting for a longer period of time 

during the deposition of subsequent layers as compared be the other build orientations. The laser 

reheating and re-melting lead to higher cooling rates thereby refining the microstructure grains 

which eventually withstand higher applied loads before failure. Lack of laser reheating and re-

melting in vertical build orientation induces shorter cooling rates eventually leading to coarser 

microstructure and incomplete melting (leads to voids, porosities and other defects and asperities). 

It is obvious that only small amount of energy is required to break a lesser number of larger grain 

boundaries (coarser microstructure). Also, the presence of diverse defects and asperities could 

easily give away at lower tensile loads resulting in early failure. 

Further microstructure analysis was carried out using SEM-EDS to identify the presence of 

alloying elements and the existence of any possible impurities within the tensile fractured surfaces 

of the as-built horizontal and vertical oriented samples (see Figure 6.11 and Figure 6.12). The 

formation of various carbides, nitrides and oxide inclusions impurities is most common during the 

LPBF process of 316L steels. From EDS analysis, it was obvious to see the typical alloying 

elements like iron (Fe), carbon (C), nickel (Ni) and chromium (Cr) at various weight percentages 

in both as-built horizontal and vertical oriented samples (Figure 6.11a-g, (Figure 6.12d&i). There 

were no signs of the presence of oxide phases in the as-built horizontal-oriented sample. Whereas 

the oxide inclusions in the as-built vertical sample were evident in Figure 6.12a,b&c. It was 

particularly worth noting the presence of oxygen (O) content greater than 0.6% within the fractured 

surface of the as-built vertical-oriented sample (Figures 6.12a&b) which was further confirmed by 

the EDS analysis ((Figure 6.12e).  
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Figure 6. 11 SEM-EDS analysis of LPBF as-built horizontal oriented dog-bone sample showing 

various alloying elements (no sign of oxides). 

This higher content of oxide is attributed to the formation of liquid oxides at the beginning of the 

molten melt pool (trapped between the powder particles) and further crystallised into certain oxide 

phases by means of hydrodynamic forces during LPBF melting and solidification [181]. Moreover, 

the interfacial energy and melt pool convection and buoyant forces significantly influence the 

evolution of nanoscale oxides into bigger microscale oxide inclusion [182]. As a typical 

characteristic of metal powder feedstock materials, there is a high likelihood that oxygen could be 

pick-up during the powder atomisation process, or due to powder surface oxidation during powder 

handling, or while long-term storage in non-ideal conditions [1]. The oxygen content has a higher 

affinity to attract with other alloying elements present in 316L alloy powder and could easily form 

oxide inclusions [1]. The formation of bigger oxide inclusions could easily result in other forms 

of defects and asperities such as voids, porosities, spatters etc [381]. These formed defects or 

asperities combined with oxide inclusions could impart substantial adverse effects on the laser 

heating, melting, and fusion of powder particles eventually affecting the stability of the molten 

melt pool, final microstructure and mechanical performance (tensile strength and fatigue life) of 

LPBF components [1]. It is evident from the SEM-EDS analysis of the vertical-oriented sample’s 

fractured surface that oxide inclusions played a key role to achieve lower UTS. In contrast, uniform 

microstructure, fewer defects and absence of oxide inclusions resulted in higher UTS of horizontal 
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oriented sample (see Figure 6.9). This could possibly be attributed for two reasons, (i) lack of laser 

reheating and re-melting in vertical build orientation induces shorter cooling rates which may 

present insufficient time for oxides to escape from the molten melt pool, and (ii) the bigger oxides 

inclusions might get trapped inside molten melt pool during intense intermixing and solidification 

[1]. The formation of oxide layers in the nanoscale range can be quickly evaporated during 

vigorous mixing and stirring of molten melt pool by a laser beam, resulting in minimal damage to 

LPBF parts [1]. On the other hand, micrometre range oxides films (10-100μm) of irregular 

geometry formed cannot be completely vaporized by the stirring action of the laser beam and 

Marangoni flow. The oxide layer can grow thicker with increasing oxygen content in the 

atmosphere, at the same time as the layer re-melting. When the re-melting of a new layer begins, 

the oxide film formed previously breaks down, and part of this oxide hovers on top of the newly 

formed layer, with the rest trapped inside the LPBF fabricated component. The trapped oxide leads 

to the formation of oxide inclusion [124,127,128]. Some of the un-melted or partially-melted 

particles can easily get trapped in these oxide inclusions. The stability of the molten melt pool can 

be significantly impacted by the oxide residues' and pose adverse effects on the heating, melting, 

and fusing of powder particles [1,124]. Thick oxide inclusions increase the surface tension effects, 

limit the absorption of the laser energy and wetting of substrate, and obstruct molten pool 

flowability. These oxide inclusions also result in the formation of metallurgical defects such as 

balling, insufficient melting between powder particles, reduces part densification, induces cracking 

and consequently lowers mechanical properties [125-127]. It is worth noting that any pickup of 

moisture from the environment by the feedstock powders paves the way for the introduction of 

oxygen content into the LPBF system [129]. 
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Figure 6. 12 SEM-EDS analysis of LPBF vertical oriented dog-bone sample showing various 

alloying elements and impurities like oxide inclusions. 
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6.2.3 Microstructure and fatigue life  

The fatigue life of as-built dog-bone samples built in four orientations was given in Table 6.4. The 

stress amplitudes versus the number of cycles to failure diagram is shown in Figure 6.13.  All of 

the as-built dog-bone samples exhibited significantly higher fatigue life in all four build 

orientations (see Figure 6.13). As-built horizontal-orientated in particular sample displayed an 

excellent fatigue life (178,440 cycles at a higher stress amplitude (214 MPa). AB-HI showed the 

second-best fatigue life (149,047 cycles but at the same higher stress amplitudes 214 MPa. In 

contrast, the as-built vertical sample displayed the least fatigue life (102,548 cycles) and at a lower 

stress amplitude of 187 MPa. The vertical-inclined oriented sample performed rather poorly 

(11228 cycles) but at a fairly higher stress amplitude of 213 MPa. 

Table 6. 4 Fatigue life of as-built dog-bone samples in four different orientations 

Build 

orientation 

Number of cycles to 

failure (As-Built) 

Stress amplitude 

(MPa) 

H 178440 214 

V 102548 187 

HI 149047 214 

VI 112228 213 

 

It is worth noting that the difference between the fatigue lives decreases when the applied stress 

amplitude decreases. The impact of the stress gradient of the as-built horizontal sample that 

displayed excellent fatigue life at lower stress amplitudes may not be significant compared to other 

samples with lower fatigue life at higher stress amplitudes. This is because the larger proportion 

of fatigue life at lower stress amplitudes was governed by the crack initiation and crack growth 

stages induced by the cyclic stress gradient which is often not effective in enhancing fatigue 

resistance [382]. The highest fatigue life obtained for AB-H was 43% higher than the worst-

performed AB-V among other as-built oriented samples. 

It is well recognized that process-induced inevitable metallurgical defects and other surface 

asperities act as sites for crack initiation in LPBF components. These defects are sensitive to higher 

stress concentration under cyclic loading conditions which eventually have detrimental effects on 
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fatigue performance. The “general term” particle features herein are used to describe the surface 

asperities, namely balling, spatters, and unmelted/partially melted particles, which are sometimes 

difficult to distinguish individually. The impact of these metallurgical defects and surface 

asperities on the fatigue life of as-built dog-bone samples in four orientations was inspected by 

characterizing their surface topographical characteristics observed by SEM at the fractured surface 

(Figure 6.14a-d), and at the outer/top surface (see Figure 6.15a-e). 

 

Figure 6. 13 S-N diagram for as-built dog-bone samples in four orientations 

Very few un-melted/partially melted powders particles were visible at the fractured surface, while 

the uniform-size loosely dispersed particle features attached along the equidistant melt-track layers 

were evident on the top surface interface of the AB-H sample (see Figures 6.14 &6.15a). The 

presence of a surface crack initiated from the left top side of the as-built horizontal surface passing 

through the particle features was evident in the higher magnification image of the top surface (see 

Figure 6.15b) but this surface crack was not apparent at the fractured surface (Figure 6.14a), 

signifying that AB-H’s fatigue cracks initiated from the top surface. Even though the external 

surface of AB-H contains a crack, it showed a very good fatigue life (see Figure 6.13). This was 

attributed to the effect of the lower stress gradient being more significant than the size of the defect 
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(see Figure 6.15a). The AB-V surface was mostly dominated by a plethora of defects including 

cracks, delamination, porosities, and other particle features that led to the lowest fatigue life (see 

Figures 6.13, & 6.15d&e). The individual or combination of these defects and particle features 

contributed to the sites of higher stress concentrations that eventually lead to faster fatigue crack 

growth and eventually induce premature fatigue failure (Figures 6.14c&d). As a result of fewer 

particle features emergence at the fractured interface (Figure 6.14e), and on the top surface of AB-

HI, reasonably sound fatigue life was achieved (Figures 6.13, & 6.15f). The presence of fewer 

finer cracks, porosities and un-melted powders was observed at the fractured interface of the AB-

VI sample (Figure 6.14g), The agglomerated particle features were apparent on the AB-VI top 

surface (Figures 6.13 & 6.15h), which resulted in failure at moderate fatigue life cycles under 

cyclic loading conditions. 

 

Figure 6. 14 SEM images at the fractured interface of as-built dog-bone samples built in four 

orientations. 
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In general, the fatigue life of LPBF components depends on the build orientations, as it governs 

the size, shape and orientation of metallurgical defects and surface asperities. The rationale behind 

the slightly better fatigue life of horizontal-orientated samples compared to the vertical-oriented 

samples was due to the fact that metallurgical defects and surface asperities were aligned parallel 

to the applied stress direction during cyclic loading conditions. Additionally, the horizontal-

oriented sample was exposed to longer inter-time intervals and experienced higher cooling rates 

and faster solidification rates. Thus, forming finer microstructure and distribution of small-scale 

defects/asperities causes less stress concentration, thereby resulting in higher fatigue life [1,327]. 

In vertical-oriented samples, the stress concentrations were higher due to weak interfacial bonding 

between the successive layers (lack of laser re-melting; coarser microstructure), which induces 

bigger scale defects and surface asperities that were aligned perpendicular to the applied stress 

direction. The perpendicular alignment provides easy access paths for the cracks to grow faster 

leading to early fatigue failure at a lower number of cycles [1]. 
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Figure 6. 15 Schematic illustration of various metallurgical defects and surface asperities observed 

on surface of as-built LPBF dog-bone samples built in four orientations. 
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6.3 Summary  

The impact of four build orientations on surface quality, microstructure (metallurgical defects, 

surface asperities) and mechanical properties has been investigated.  

Impact of build orientations on surface quality  

• The AB-H oriented surface recorded a highest Sa value of 14 µm, this was credited to 

higher residual stresses during LPBF fabrication of the larger cross-section parts. 

• The formed residual stresses could lead to surface cracks at various scales and other surface 

asperities which played a vital role in higher Sa value. 

• Both AB-V and AB-VI orientation samples demonstrated similar Sa values of 11 µm, 

signifying the least impact of build orientation between them. 

• The AB-HI orientation sample displayed the best Sa of 9 µm among all four orientations.  

Impact of build orientations on microstructure and tensile property 

• The AB-H oriented sample was regarded as the strongest with the highest UTS of 582 MPa. 

• As a result of the sheer domination of various metallurgical defects and particle features, 

the AB-V-oriented dog-bone sample recorded the least UTS of 528 MPa. But both AB-H 

and AB-V oriented exhibited a lower elongation of 10%, implying the least tough samples. 

• The presence of oxide inclusions, defects, and asperities lead to the early failure of the AB-

V sample. 

• AB-VI showed the highest elongation of 14.5% in combination with decent UTS of 554 

MPa; signifying the toughest sample. 

Impact of build orientations on microstructure and fatigue life  

• Fatigue life results followed a similar trend to tensile properties. Irrespective of the build 

orientations,  

• The best fatigue life obtained for the AB-H (178440 cycles) sample was 43 % higher than 

the worst-performed AB-V (102548 cycles) oriented sample. 

• The poor fatigue life of AB-V oriented sample is credited to the higher stress 

concentrations due to weak interfacial bonding between the successive layers and the 

alignment of bigger size defects and asperities perpendicular to the applied stress which 

becomes an easy path for crack initiation and propagation before failing at the lower 

number of cycles. 
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• The finer microstructure and distribution of small-scale defects/asperities in horizontal-

oriented sample caused less stress concentration, thereby resulting in higher fatigue life. 

• Overall, this research has found a significant impact of different build orientations on 

surface quality, microstructure and mechanical properties (both tensile and fatigue) of 

LPBF dog-bone samples. However, irrespective of the build orientations, metal AM or 

LPBF steels are susceptible to dynamic loading conditions. 
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Chapter 7 Conclusions and future work 

7.1 Conclusions  

AM is not able to completely replace the conventional methods with one of the many reasons being 

substandard surface quality. The surface quality is vital in determining part functionality which 

can pose significant problems if it is not counted. The complex surface topographies of AM present 

a greater challenge to conventional surface texture metrology techniques as the surface quality of 

AM surfaces is not trivial like conventional surfaces. The AM surface differs from processes, 

parameters, materials, geometries, build inclination angles and orientations etc. The available 

conventional surface characterisation methods are generally two-dimensional (Ra), but some of 

the researchers who attempted to study three-dimensional surface texture characterisation are 

mostly limited to an average height parameter (Sa). Conventional surface texture metrology is 

predominantly focused to characterize the overall surface topographical asperities data of the 

whole measured region by a limited number or set of scalar values. However, Ra/Sa lacks 

characterising the diverse surface topographical features (metallurgical defects and surface 

asperities) and fails to interpret the functional performance. Also, the conventional texture 

parameters (Ra/Sa) are not intending to provide information about the individualities present on 

the surface. In saying that conventional parameters are not capable of providing the details about 

the number of particles/asperities present on the surface, nor their spatial distribution. Instead, 

these conventional parameters would assist in capturing the overall or entire topographical data 

(for example, roughness Ra/Sa & Rq/Sq, etc.) of the surface of the region being measured. To 

overcome this limitation, a feature-based particle analysis was employed by adopting a spatially 

decomposing application of threshold segmentation, according to the Smr1 value. The captured 

surface measurement data consist of digital topographies which have been segmented to isolate 

partially-melted/un-melted particles and spatters from the surface that provides valuable 

quantification data and the perception of the individual surface asperities which form during the 

LPBF process. Each segmented region is referred to as the feature that is then characterised 

related to its geometrical features. Establishing an advanced surface texture characterisation tool 

for AM surfaces is a prerequisite. This newly developed novel surface texture characterisation 

toolbox can be used as a guideline (i) to systematically characterise and quantify the diverse defects 

and asperities that emerge on various metal AM external and internal surfaces built with varying 

inclination angles and correlate them with suitable surface texture parameters as per ISO-25178-2 
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(ii) to design/tailor or optimise the metal AM process to achieve lower or desired roughness levels, 

(iii) to effectively determine the influencing factors (individual process parameters, inclination 

angles, laser beam incidence angle, AM part location on the build plate, building orientations, type 

of surface, etc) representing a complex AM surface quality that suits the required functional 

performance of end-use parts.  

In addition, the basic profile characterisation method (Ra) is not suitable to characterise the unique 

surface asperities like re-entrant features, sub-surface porosities and deep notch-like crater defects 

as the tip of the stylus cannot reach the depth sub-surface or intricate non-vertical shape of re-

entrant features and crater-defects. Sa and sq are suited to characterise the surface topography of 

metal AM surfaces whilst Ssk is suited to distinguish between up-skin and down-skin surfaces 

which mostly comprised of peaks from particle features (balling, spatters, and unwanted/partially-

melted particles) stuck on the metal AM surface. The spatial parameter Sal is beneficial to study 

(staircase effect) the change in the autocorrelation length of a new location with respect to the 

original length. The areal surface texture height parameters fail to provide information about 

individual particle features, the newly developed feature-based particle analysis is appropriate to 

characterize, quantify these features individually. Functional parameters are used to characterise 

the functional properties of wear and tribological components.  The Vmp parameter is helpful to 

study the volume density of particle feature characteristics of different metal AM surfaces. It is 

also important to note that volume parameters are obtained by dividing the material ratio curve 

into three zones by applying two material ratio thresholds Mr1 10% and Mr2 80% with default 

peak material 0-10%. However, Mr1 and Mr2 can be adjusted flexibly depending on particular 

applications. The material ratio thresholds Smr1 and Smr2 from the Sk parameters are more suited 

to analyse particle features compared to adopting the default Mr ratio of 10%. The feature 

parameter Spd is useful to examine the density (smaller or bigger) of the particle features. 

The external surface quality of acetabular bone implants is rougher from the outside and smoother 

from the inside, whereas the tibial augments possess a rougher internal surface and smoother 

outside. Therefore, it is crucial to study both external and internal surfaces (quality) built with 

varying inclination angles. It is also challenging to design or tailor to achieve the lower/ desired 

surface quality of functional components used in flow channels-integrated aerospike engines, 

liquid rocket engine components; cylinder liners, orthopaedic and dental implants. 
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Taguchi DOE was found to be successful to achieve the lower or desired top and side surface 

quality by optimising the LPBF critical parameters. The ANOVA was effective to identify the 

impact of individual critical parameters on the resultant top and side surface quality, whilst the 25 

different top and side surface were systematically characterised. 

Based on this strong foundation of advanced surface texture characterisation and LPBF process 

optimisation to achieve lower or desired surface quality, it is paramount to investigate the impact 

of different build orientations on the final quality of LPBF components. The importance of 

studying the impact of different build orientations is to identify the optimal build angle or 

orientations. The optimised build angle or orientation minimizes the occurrence of defects and 

asperities on the complex surface topography of LPBF components. The rougher surface mostly 

affects the fatigue life due to the presence of more peaks and valleys created by surface defects 

and asperities. However, fatigue life is mostly driven by the valleys on the surface as they behave 

like higher stress concentration regions that could lead to early crack initiation and easy 

propagation through the material before failing at the lower fatigue loads. 

This novel characterisation approach can be applied to study the surface quality of functional 

components of liquid rocket engines in aerospace applications, osseointegrated ortho and dental 

implants of biomedical applications, cooling channels, piston cylinder liners, wind turbines and 

marine applications. 

The research achievements accomplished in this thesis are listed below. 

Objective 1: Chapter 3 is dedicated to study the emergence of different metallurgical defects and 

various surface asperities (staircase effect, balling, spatters, un-melted/partially-melted particles) 

on the LPBF Truncheon artefact built with varying inclination angles.  

The novel surface texture toolbox was developed to systematically characterise the prevailing 

defects and asperities, and correlate with the suitable array of areal surface texture parameters as 

per ISO 25178-2, and the newly proposed particle analysis to quantify particle features. 

Simultaneously, the surface texture prediction model based on the trigonometric functions was 

adopted to compare the analysed texture parameters results with the predicted ones. 

The results confirmed that height parameters Sa and Sq, and the spatial parameter Sal were 

predominantly influenced by the staircase effect, and Sa and Sq trends tend to closely follow the 

prediction model. The hybrid parameters Sdr and Sdq revealed that the particle features were the 

major contributors to the increase of surface area and general surface slope, while the impact of 
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the staircase effect is insignificant. The functional parameter, Vmp showed that the surfaces with 

higher inclination have a larger total volume of particles. Similarly, the feature parameter, Spd and 

particle analysis revealed particle features have a significant impact on the varying build 

inclination angles. The experimental investigation and predicted results found a strong correlation 

between the resultant surface quality and the various build inclination angles. 

Objectives 2 and 3: Chapter 4 examined the emergence of different metallurgical defects and 

various surface asperities on both longitudinal and latitudinal facets external and internal up-skin 

and down-skin surfaces of a bespoke ball artefact built with varying inclination angles. 

The novel surface texture characterisation method was then applied to characterise, correlate and 

quantify diverse defects and asperities formed on both longitudinal and latitudinal facets external 

and internal up-skin and down-skin surfaces of a ball artefact. 

Established a strong relationship between various build inclination angles and the final surface 

quality. Determined the statistical significance of various inclination angles, build orientations, 

and types of surfaces with respect to resultant surface quality by ANOVA. 

Longitudinal facet external and internal surfaces 

The results confirmed that surface roughness metrics height parameters (Sa and Sq,) trends 

interspersed between the surfaces dominated by spatters, un-melted and partially-melted powder 

particles at higher inclination angles due to insufficient redistribution of mass or heat transfer by 

laser beam, while the laser ripples, staircase effect from the re-solidified melt tracks dominated at 

lower inclination angles. The surface roughness of longitudinal facets up-skin surfaces was linearly 

dependent on build inclination angles, while the surface roughness of down-skin surfaces was 

affected by the adherence of a higher number of particle features caused by intermittent heat 

transfer.  

Internal down-skin surfaces revealed quite a strong correlation between hybrid parameter Sdr and 

downward surface inclinations. The number of particle analysis plots for the longitudinal facet 

external up-skin surface revealed an average of ~12 particles more attached as compared to internal 

surfaces for the same region. Similarly, an average of ~8 particles are less attracted to the external 

down-skin surfaces than the internal down-skin surfaces. It was interesting to note that there was 

no significant difference in particles coverage ratio between longitudinal external and internal 

surfaces; with a mere 2% higher particle coverage ratio identified for internal surfaces. 

Latitudinal facet external and internal surfaces 
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Sa and Sq values for the latitudinal facet internal surface were approximately higher (6%-20%) 

than the external surface. A consistent continuous and steady particle (151-160 particles) trend 

was observed for all the latitudinal internal surfaces. All the external surfaces, except 285° where 

the higher number of particles (~30 particles) were observed which is ascribed to the angle of 

incidence of the laser beam and the farther position of AM ball artefact on the build platform. From 

the latitudinal facet surface texture characterisation and particles analysis, it is fair to conclude that 

there is no significant difference between internal and external surface quality. However, the 

position of AM part on the substrate and laser beam incidence angle significantly affect the final 

surface roughness. 

All in all, it is clearly evident from the experimental results and statistical significance analysis 

that build inclination angles have a significant impact on the surface roughness of longitudinal 

facets up-skin and down-skin orientation as well as external and internal surfaces Meanwhile, the 

build inclination angles demonstrate a less significant effect on latitudinal facets on external and 

internal surfaces. 

Objective 4: Chapter 5 reported the LPBF critical parameters optimisation by Taguchi DOE to 

achieve or tailor the lower or desired top and side surface quality of bespoke hexagon artefacts 

built with 25 different parametric combinations. The percentage contribution of the individual 

critical parameter was calculated by ANOVA. The confirmation experiments were carried out to 

validate the Taguchi predicted surface quality and compared with the default industrial settings 

and lowest (achieved) surface quality parametric combinations. The results confirmed that the top 

surface quality was affected by the metallurgical defects like crater-defects, spatters, balling, 

porosities, cracks, and side surface quality was affected by various surface asperities such as 

delamination partially- melted, un-melted particles.  

Top surface quality 

More prominent crater-like defects were reported for artefacts #1, #6, #11, #16 and #21, which 

resulted in poor Sa values. The best Sa value (17 µm) was recorded for the #9 artefact, while the 

worst surface Sa (214 µm) was reported for artefact #11. The formation of smaller-size crater 

defects and typical LPBF defects like balling, porosities, cracks and spatters induced poor Sa 

values ranging between 60 µm – 80 µm for artefacts #1, #7, #8, #13, and #23. The obtained Sa 

values for the rest of the artefacts were in the range of 26 µm – 42 µm. ANOVA analysis found 

that the hatch spacing (46%) was the most influential parameter that affected the top surface quality 
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of the LPBF artefacts, followed by point distance (19%), laser power (9%), exposure time (7%) 

and layer thickness (5%). The Taguchi DOE optimised parameters (LP1: 100 W, HS4: 100 µm, 

LT2: 60 µm, PD3: 60 µm, ET2: 80 µs) were validated by conducting the verification experiments 

with the objective “of smaller is better”. The top surface quality from Taguchi DOE resulted in an 

improved Sa value (13 µm) by 4 µm compared to the lowest-achieved surface quality result Sa (17 

µm) obtained from the L25 orthogonal arrays.  

Side surface quality 

Unlike top surfaces, side surfaces did not display any (bigger/smaller/wider/shallower) crater-like 

defects. Side surface quality was predominantly influenced by the adhered particle features derived 

from partially-melted/un-melted particles. Artefacts #23, #5, and #20 considered fully defective 

surfaces (Sa values 26-30 µm) comprised all the indistinguishable surface anomalies (spatters, 

balling, porosities, cracks, delamination). Delamination played a significant role in poor surface 

quality of artefacts #6 (Sa-18 µm), #7, and #13 both recording a Sa values of 22 µm. The best Sa 

value (9 µm) was recorded for artefacts #8, and #25. Most of the side surfaces exhibited stable and 

closely associated Sa values within the range of 10-20 µm, owing to the occurrence of various 

inevitable surface anomalies at different sizes and different scales.  ANOVA analysis found that 

the exposure time (58 %) is the most influential parameter that affected the side surface quality of 

the LPBF artefacts, followed by point distance (20 %), laser power (9 %), and layer thickness (8 

%), and hatch spacing (4 %).  The Taguchi DOE optimised parameters (LP3: 150 W, HS4: 100 µm, 

LT1: 30 µm, PD3: 60 µm, ET2: 80 µs) were validated by conducting the verification experiments 

with the objective “of smaller is better”, the side surface quality was improved by 1 µm for Taguchi 

optimised parameters (Sa 8 µm) as compared to the best surface quality result Sa (9 µm) obtained 

from the L25 orthogonal arrays, which was not a significant improvement but still reasonable. 

Although the side surfaces were more prone to the adherence of particle features, they do not 

contribute significantly towards the substandard surface quality as compared to the top surface 

quality, which was greatly compromised mainly due to the formation of crater-like defects at 

different sizes and different scales. Overall, Taguchi DOE parametric optimisation has been 

successful in achieving the lower or desired surface quality, even better than default AM 

parameters settings, while the top surface quality optimisation process was effectively close to the 

default settings. 
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Objective 5: Chapter 6 investigated the influence of build orientations on the final surface quality, 

microstructure characteristics, and mechanical properties of LPBF dog-bone samples.  

Impact of build orientations on surface quality  

The AB-H oriented surface recorded a worst Sa value of 14 µm, this was likely credited to the 

higher residual stresses induced surface defects and asperities at various scales covering the entire 

surface which were generated during the LPBF fabrication of longer cross-section horizontal 

oriented parts. Both AB-V and AB-VI orientation samples demonstrated identical Sa signifying 

the least impact of build orientations. AB-HI orientation sample displayed the best Sa of 9 µm 

among all four orientations.  

Impact of build orientations on microstructure and mechanical properties  

The AB-H oriented sample emerged as the strongest with the highest UTS of 582 MPa which is 

attributed to the minimal defects and refined microstructure. The presence of various metallurgical 

defects including oxide inclusions and particle features in the AB-V-oriented dog-bone sample 

resulted in the least UTS of 528 MPa. But both AB-H and AB-V oriented exhibited a lower 

elongation of 10%, implying the least tough samples. AB-VI showed the highest elongation of 

14.5% in combination with decent UTS of 554 MPa; signifying the toughest sample. 

Fatigue life results followed a similar trend to tensile properties. The best fatigue life was obtained 

for the AB-H (178440 cycles) sample which is 43 % higher than the worst-performed AB-V 

(102548 cycles) oriented sample. The poor fatigue life of AB-V oriented sample is ascribed to the 

higher stress concentrations regions due to weak interfacial bonding between the successive layers 

and the alignment of bigger size defects and asperities perpendicular to the applied stress which 

becomes an easy path for crack initiation and propagation before failing at the lower number of 

cycles. The uniform distribution of small-scale defects/asperities aligned parallel to applied stress 

in horizontal-oriented sample surface caused less stress concentration regions, thereby resisting 

for longer period that resulted in higher fatigue life. 

Overall, this part of the research has found a significant impact of different build orientations on 

surface quality, microstructure and mechanical properties (both tensile and fatigue) of LPBF dog-

bone samples. However, irrespective of the build orientations, metal AM or LPBF components are 

susceptible to dynamic loading conditions. 
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7.2 Contributions to the field  

This PhD thesis makes the following contributions, 

1. Developed a novel surface texture characterisation toolbox which is used to systematically 

characterise diverse metallurgical defects and surface asperities emerge on different 

external and internal metal AM surfaces built with varying inclination angles, and correlate 

them with the suitable array surface texture parameters described in ISO-25178-2.  For 

example, Sa, Sq, Sal parameters were suitable to study staircase effect of metal AM curved 

or inclined surfaces. Ssk is able to differentiate between up-skin and down-skin surfaces. 

Sdr Sdq parameters can be applied to study particle-features (see Chapters 3-6). 

2. Also, the newly developed feature-based particle analysis is effective to quantify the 

individual particle features like balling, spatters, un-melted or partially melted particles) 

(see Chapters 3 & 4). 

3. Established a strong relationship between various build inclination angles and the final 

surface quality (see Chapters 3 & 4) 

4. Determined the statistical significance of various inclination angles, build orientations, and 

types of surfaces with respect to resultant surface quality by ANOVA (see Chapter 4). 

5. Discovered the dependence of laser beam incidence angle and the location of AM part on 

the build platform with final surface quality (see Chapter 4).  

6. Demonstrated that lower or desired surface quality can be achieved or tailored (introducing 

intentional porosity if necessary) by optimising LPBF critical parameters using Taguchi 

DOE, and the percentage contribution of individual critical parameter was successfully 

quantified using ANOVA. Importantly, diverse surface topographical features emerged on 

25 different top and 25 side surfaces were systematically characterised (see Chapter 5). 

7. Finally, found that different build orientations have a significant impact on the final surface 

quality, microstructure and mechanical properties of metal AM components. The optimised 

build angle or orientation helps to minimize the occurrence of defects and asperities on the 

complex surface topography of LPBF components (see Chapter 6). 
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7.3 Future work 

Further detailed research addressing the other surface irregularities like sub-surface porosities, re-

entrant features, and the staircase effect occurring in the reverse direction beyond 90o surface 

inclination will be crucial to get insights into the complete surface quality of metal AM/LPBF 

surfaces built with varying inclination angles. Another key future work is to investigate the 

inhomogeneity of surface roughness across various locations on the same inclined surface. 

In addition to the LPBF process optimisation of external top and side surfaces, it is essential to 

optimise the surface quality of different inclined surfaces. Simultaneously surface texture 

prediction modelling and the surface quality optimisation of internal surfaces with respect to 

varying inclination angles will be very intriguing research that needs further investigation. 

Expanding the surface quality optimisation beyond surface texture height metrics (Sa, Sq, Ssk, and 

Sku) will be beneficial for the comprehensive understanding of the surface quality of LPBF 

surfaces. 

It has been successfully demonstrated that Taguchi DOE can effectively optimise the LPBF 

process parameters to achieve lower or desired surface quality. However, it is essential to explore 

other advanced tools like machine learning technology, e.g., artificial neural networks (ANN), for 

the same. Investigating the impact of laser beam incidence angle/position of building part on the 

resultant (uniformity) LPBF surface quality is another unexplored aspect for future study. 
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